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PREFACE

Continuing a fruitful tradition, the Eleventh edition of the Varna
School, i.e. the International School of Nuclear Physics, Neutron Physics
and Nuclear Energy, was held from 4 to 11 Oct. 1993 at the Conference
House of the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences near the city of Varna. Since
1973, this school has been organized every other year by the Institute for
Nuclear Research and Nuclear Energy and the Physics Department of the
Sofia University. The presented topics have been selected within the large
frame of nuclear science according to the interest of the listeners and
corresponding suggestions of the speakers. This Eleventh School was
certainly a product of the common efforts of some relevant Bulgarian
groups as it was substantially supported by funds from their own research
contracts.

Once more we enjoined impressive talks and exciting discussions
between them: on physics and the rest of life, on the scientific inspiration
and the human being... At the dinner party the jokes were in English and
the songs in different languages, thus illustrating the versatility of talents in
the physics community.

I would like to thank all of the lecturers as well as the scientific
secretary Dr. Dancho Elenkov and his charming assistants Dr. Maria
Manolova and Dr. Sevdalina Dimitrova. All of them have done their best to
complete the hard work to make this school what it was.

Last but not least our thanks are due to the EVRICA Foundation in
Bulgaria, to the Director of the Nuclear Power Plant Kozloduy as well as to
the Bulgarian Committee for Use of Atomic Energy for Peaceful Purposes
for financial support.

Wenzeslay Andrejtscheft
Chairman
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Superdeformed bands in the A~130 region

Jean Gizon

Institut des Sciences NucUaires

IN2P3ICNRS - University Joseph Fourier

53, Avenue des Martyrs, 38026 Grenoble Cedex - France

Abstract: The present knowledge of superdeformed bands in the A-130 region is reviewed. The

main features of superdeformed bands in this mass region are presented first. Then, after a

description of the new y-ray detector arrays, recent experimental results are reported. They mainly

concern excited and identical superdeformed bands observed for the first time in Ce and Pr nuclei.

New data on the decay out of superdeformed states in Nd nuclei are also shown.

1. Introduction

The use of heavy-ion beams to produce nuclei with very high angular momentum

combined to that of Y-ray multidetectors has open new possibilities in nuclear structure studies.lt is

now possible to follow a large part of the deexcitation of nuclei from the maximum angular

momentum they can afford down to their ground state and learn about their many collective

excitations and single-particle states.

Among these collective excitations a new class associated with large deformations has been

discovered in the last years. Several regions of the chart of the nuclides have been explored in

which superdeformations (SD) have been found. In this talk, I shall concentrate on a particular

zone of interest i.e. the A -130 mass region for which a large set of data is already available and

new results are appearing from experiments undertaken with the new generation of large arrays of

7-ray detectors like Eurogam and Gasp.



Some general features and properties of SD band structures are described in the first part

of the lecture. Then, new results in the A ~ 130 region are presented together with a rapid

description of the new generation of muhidetectors. These results mainly concern the observation

of excited and identical SD bands in Ce and Pr isotopes and the decay out of the yrast SD bands in

133Nd and !35Nd. At the end of the lecture, new projects are briefly reviewed.

2. Superdeformations in the A ~ 130 region

2.1. Discovery of superdeformed bands

Superdeformation is known for many years. In 1962 S. Polikanov et al. [1] observed

fission isomers with a second minimum at large deformation in the potential energy surface of

actinides and the first collective band structure emitted by a strongly deformed nucleus in the

A ~ 130 region (a sequence of 12 y-rays) was found in 1985 by P. Nolan et al. [2] in 132Ce

(fig.l). Prior to the latter observation, an experimental indication of the existence of such large

deformations in this A ~ 130 mass region was obtained from measurements of dynamical

collective J ^ d moments of inertia. It was shown that the ($2 deformation in this region can reach

large values e.g. fc ~ 0.35 - 0.40 at high rotational frequency [3]. Such a quadrupole deformation
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Figure 1 : The first superdeformed band observed in 132Ce [2].



implies prolate shapes with axis ratios close to 3 : 2 : 2 . The existence of these secondary minima

in the potential energy surfaces was predicted by using several theoretical approaches [e.g. 4,5,6]

and definitively confirmed by mean-lifetime measurements in 132Ce [7].Figure 2 shows the

superdeformed prolate minimum appearing at p2 = 0.36 and high spin in the potential energy

surface of 132Ce.

At about the same period, the

superdefonmation was observed in the

A ~ 150 region. By studying y-y energy

correlations, B. Nyako et al. [9] deduced

a P2 ~ 0.60 deformation for I52rjy an(j

later, P. Twin et al. [10] found the

corresponding rotational band. In this

case, the nucleus is strongly elongated

and the axis ratios are 2 : 1 : 1 . Then,

many other SD bands were discovered in

several mass regions and this field of

activity is now booming. At present, in

the transitional region we are considering

i.e. the region extending from La to light

Gd isotopes, more than twenty five SD

bands are known in seventeen nuclei.

-60P

/W3/2

Figure 2 : Potential energy surface for !32Ce at

high spin showing the superdeformed prolate

minimum at fy = 036. The hyperdeformation

corresponds to the minimum at 02 = 0.75 [8].

2.2. Some typical features of superdeformed bands

A rotational SD band is characterized by a sequence of equally spaced y-rays and a large

dynamical moment of inertia J<2)= dVhdto, fico = E/2 being the rotational frequency. For an

energy difference AEy between two consecutive y-rays, J @)s 4/AEy. For A -130, AEy ~ 70 keV

whilst AEy- 50 keV in nuclei with mass close to 150. In most cases, the experimental kinematic

moment of inertia J ^ s I/tio) = 2I/EY is unknown because the spins of the SD states are

undetermined.



One of the typical characteristics of SD levels is the very strong enhancement of the

collective E2 transition probabilities (2000 - 3000 W.u.).

The amplitude of the quadrupole deformation P2 is deduced from the quadrupole moments

Q2 of the SD states (e.g. Q2 ~ 8 eb for 132Ce [7]). As the lifetimes of the states are very short, the

Doppler-shift attenuation (DSAM) and recoil-distance (RDM) methods must be used. They apply

when lifetimes are approximately shorter or longer than one picosecond, respectively.

Another feature of the SD bands is their low population. The cross-section is only a few

percent of that in the channel reaction but in the A ~ 130 region, the feeding is somewhat larger as

it is of the order of -5-10 %, even reaching - 20 % in 133Nd (fig.3). The decay pattern is in

general very similar within most of the SD bands which loose their intensity over a few transitions

only. Except for a few cases (cf. section 3.4.) the linking transitions to normally deformed (ND)

states are still unobserved which makes the determination of exact excitation energy of the SD

levels impossible.
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Figure 3 : The population ofSD bands in H'Ce [11], MCe [7],
13SNd[13], H7Nd[14] as a Junction of rotational frequency.



2.3. Origin of the superdeformed bands

There is a close analogy concerning the stabilization of shapes in spherical and

superdeformed nuclei. In the former, the stabilization is induced by large gaps at 8, 20, 28, 50,

82, 126 nucleons in the energy spectra. In the latter, this stabilization is associated with the

existence of gaps at various typical deformations in the level spectra of the deformed harmonic

oscillator. For example, >n spectra of single proton and neutron orbitals, large gaps appear

at p*2 ~ 0.4, Z ~ 58, N ~ 72, corresponding to the A - 130 region, at p*2 ~ 0.6, Z - 64,

N - 8 4 for A - 1 5 0 . . . .

The role played by high-j states

generated from intruder orbitals is also

necessary for the existence of superdeformed • ̂ ... •—< •- ——

shapes. Indeed these high-j intruders (low £2, ' i \ "~7~ r

strongly down-sloping orbitals of the g9/2, >T • . _i-.~ '

"l i/2» H3/2T J15/2 shells) which do not mix with ^ -« T-=-—~ - - - •- ~- --^—-•——w^_

normal parity states carry very large quadmpole

moments and polarize strongly the core of the

nucleus. The number of valence high-j

intruders is an important factor which could

explain part of the difference between the

quadrupole deformations of the 130 and 150

mass regions f 15].

The combined existence of gaps and

intruder orbitals in the A-130 region has been

analysed in detail by R. Wyss et al. [161.

Figure 4 shows a very low level density for Z ~

58 and N ~ 72 and the presence of the in/2

neutron orbitals which are responsible for the

yrast SD shapes in the La-Nd icgion.
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Figure 4 : Routhians for protons (top) and

neutrons (bottom) in l32Ce calculated for

ft = 0.38, p4 = 0.014 and y= 2.8° [16].



Most of the theoretical works on superdeformations have been made using cranking

Woods-Saxon and Hartree-Fock approaches. More recently the interacting boson model has been

utilized and superfluidity caused by triplet Cooper pairing considered.

2.4. Population and deexcitation of SD bands

Questions concerning these two topics are still open. However there exist some

experimental results and theoretical predictions which shed some insight on these problems. In this

section only the most important parameters governing these two processes will be mentioned,

keeping in mind as an evidence, that level densities, the depth of the SD potential well and the

height and thickness of the barrier between the SD and ND wells play major roles.

Intensity patterns obtained with different beam energies and reactions show that the SD

bands are fed at high spins in a narrow spin window and at lower excitation energy than the ND

states at a given spin. Superdeformations are associated with a cold process. The feeding of SD

levels depends strongly on the ratio of the level densities of the ND and SD states in the continuum

and the enhancement of statistical cooling of the residual nucleus via El transitions relative to

collective E2 probabilities favors a strong population of the SD bands. This enhancement is related

to the splitting of the giant d'pole resonance [17] and to a lower density of states in the SD well

than in the ND minimum [18]. The population into the SD band is influenced by the distance in

energy between the ND and SD yrast lines. Calculations using statistical models [19,20] reproduce

the main experimental features of the feeding (as well as of the deexcitation) for nuclei in the

A -150,190 regions. Note that the entrance-channel effects observed for I52Dy [21] do not exist

for 135Nd [22]. This insensitivity of population of the SD band in 135Nd to the maximum angular

momentum brought in could be due to the cut-off caused by the fission barrier but also likely to the

very close distance between the ND and SD yrast lines (cf. section 3.4.1.).

Experimental results on the decay out of SD bands are scarce and concern intensities

of Y-rays within the bands and lifetimes of the SD states. The bands decay into ND states over just

two or three transitions. Except for 133Nd [23], 135Nd [24], 143Eu [25] and 148Gd [23],

linkings between the two classes of states have not been observed so far (see section 3.4.) The

decay out is controled by tunnelling probability between the SD and ND states which depends on



the degree of mixing of these states [17, 26, 27]. It is favored at the bottom of the band by the

onset of static pairing which facilitates the barrier penetration.

3. Recent results obtained with the new generation of multidetectors.

3.1. Considerations for design of large arrays

The last generation arrays are designed to study very weak amplitude phenomena. Thus,

they must have large efficiency and large resolving power. They are made of Ge detectors having

good energy resolution and efficient Compton suppressors. The total efficiency of the array

depends on the peak efficiency of the Ge detectors which is a function of their size and solid

angle. At present two types of Ge detectors are available: very large coaxial ones (volume > 250

cm') and a new design, the clovers (cf. section 3.1.1.) which have efficiencies of 70-75% and

140 % (relative to a 3" x 3" INa crystal), respectively.

The resolving power R is an important factor which determines the limit of observation. It

is defined by R = (SEy/AEy) P/T where SEy is the average separation between y-rays of a

rotational band, AEy the energy resolution of y-rays and P/T the peak to total ratio. As the

performances of an instrument depends on the highest fold it is capable to detect, it seems

relevant to consider the overall resolving power or sensitivity (inverse of the observational limit)

S( = Ro R* where f is the coincidence fold and Ro the improvement in peak to background

obtained by using additional selection devices such as inner ball, recoil mass spectrometer, particle

detector....

Compared to the previous y-ray spectrometers, the new generation (Eurogam and Gasp

already operating, Gammasphere under construction, Euroball and Trigam projects) is

characterized by a much greater number of Ge detectors and a total peak efficiency 10 or 20 times

larger. In consequence, the limit of observation is lowered by a factor ~ 10 (Eurogaml, Gasp),

~ 100 (Gammasphere) or even - 1000 (Euroball).

Some characteristics of the new arrays are given in following sections.



3.1.1. EUROGAM

Eurogam is an array of suppressed germanium detectors built jointly by France and UK.

The design of the first phase [281 is based on an array of 12 regular pentagons, each containing 6

detectors. Each detector is constituted of a Ge crystal surrounded by a BGO anti-Compton shield

(fig.5). The n-type hyperpure Ge detectors are tapered single crystals of large volume

(> 250 cm3) and large efficiency (- 65-75 %). Their front face is situated at 20 cm from the target.

The electronics has been designed with a high degree of integration. The signals from the detectors

are processed in VXI based electronics. AH the electronic parameters are controlled and monitored

by software. The data are controlled by a VXI trigger card and processed by an event

builder in VME.

Photomultiotier Tune

Ge Crvosiat

target

Heavy Meiat Coiiimalo;

LN2Qewar

Suooort Frame

Figure 5 : The Ge detector and BGO anti-Compton shield module used in Eurogaml.

Eurogam 1 was installed on a beam line of the NSF Daresbury and coupled to the recoil

mass spectrometer. In this version with 45 detectors, the Ge detectors cover 65 % of An and the

total peak efficiency is 4.5 % for 1.33 MeV y-rays. The observational limit is of the order of I0"4.



A comparison of the yrast SD

band in !32Ce detected with TESSA2

(cf.fig.l) and EUROGAM (cf.fig. 9)

shows the improvement of the quality of

data obtained by using the new

instrument.

The solid angle and efficiency

will be increased in Eurogam Phase2

(fig.6) by using 24 clover germanium

detectors in addition to 30detectors from

Phase 1. A clover detector consists of

four 5 cm diameter and 7 cm length

coaxial Ge detectors housed in a single

BGO shield (fig.7). These detectors have

a large efficiency (140 %) and a better

energy resolution due to a smaller solid

angle which reduces Doppler broadening

of the y-rays. They can be used also as

Compton polarimeters to measure the

linear polarisation of y-rays. The total full

energy peak efficiency of Phase2 will be

increased up to 8 % and the observational

limit reduced to 2.10^5 .

This second version of Eurogam with

126 individual Ge detectors is under

construction and should be operational at

Strasbourg at the beginning of 1994.

Figure 6 : A sketch of Eurogam Phase 2.

The central part is constituted of 24 clovers.

Figure 7 : A schematic view of a Ge clover detector.



3.1.2. The v-ray spectrometer GASP

The spectrometer Gasp built by Italian laboratories is composed of 40 Compton suppressed

Ge detectors and 80 BGO elements of an inner ball. The Ge detectors are HP coaxial crystals

of ~ 83 % peak efficiency which gives a total full energy peak of 3 % for the full array [29],

Gasp can be coupled to a recoil mass spectrometer specially useful for identification of weak

reaction channels. Gasp which is installed at the Tandem in Legnaro came into operation

in spring 1992.

Examples of data obtained with this array are given in section 3.4.

3.2. First observation of excited SD bands in the A » 130 region

3.2.1. Experimental results

In addition to the yrast SD bands, excited SD bands had been identified in several nuclei in

the A ~ 150, 190 regions since several years whilst no such bands had been observed in the

A ~ 130 region. This was surprising since the yrast SD bands in the latter region are populated

with much larger intensities. In this section, I present the first result on excited SD bands in Ce

and Pr isotopes obtained in our experiments with Eurogam.

The first nucleus studied is 1 3 2Ce

produced in the 100Mo(36S,4n) reaction at 155

MeV at the NSF, Daresbury. The target was k! 20

self-supporting with a thickness of 625 (ig.

c m 2 . The 7-rays were detected by 42 Ge

detectors of Eurogam 1. Only events with

unsuppressed fold greater or equal to 7,

corresponding to a suppressed fold distribution

peaked between 3 and 4, were written to

Exabyte tapes. A total of 7.108 events, 84 %

with fold £. 3, were recorded (fig.8).

w
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Figure 8 : Distribution of coincidence

events as a function of fold.



Figure 9 : Parts of the two newly identified excited SD bands (top, bottom)

and yrast SD band (middle) in l32Ce.
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Figure 10 : Dynamic moments of inertia J<2> of the yrast and excited SD bands in >32Ce.



Two excited SD bands have been identified in 132Ce (fig.9): one (SD1) is composed of 13

transitions with energies between 794 and 1687 keV and the other (SD2) of 12 transitions between

947 and 1725 keV. Their intensities correspond to -1.2 % of the 132Ce yield [30]. The J<2>

moments of inertia of the SD bands in 132Ce are represented in fig. 10. In the above mentioned

100Mo + 36S reaction, the nucleus 131Ce is also produced in a large amount at high angular

momentum. In addition to its yrast SD band [11], an excited SD band with 14 transitions ranging

from 793 to 1717 keV has also been observed [31].

Another experiment has

been performed using Eurogam to

search for excited SD bands in Pr

isotopes. The main exit channel of

the l00Mo + 37C1 reaction at 155

MeV corresponds to 133Pr in which

no SD band was previously

known. Four SD bands have been

discovered in 133Pr with transitions °°

ranging from -0.8 to -1.6 MeV ™

[32]. As shown by the J(2>

moments of inertia (fig. 11) and the

80

70 -

s
60 -

50 -

experimental Routhians, bands 1,2

on the one hand and bands 3,4 on

the other hand are signature

partners. The large variation of J<2)

for band 1 at fiu) = 0.65 MeV is

induced by an interaction or

crossing with another band.

i '
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Figure 11 : Dynamic moment of inertia J<2>

of the four SD bands identified in 133Pr.



3.2.2. Configurations of the SD bands in 1 3 2 Ce

The yrast SD band in the A -130 region is known to be generated by ii3/2 neutron intruder

states which lower the P2 ~ 0.40 SD minimum to the absolute yrast position at relatively low

spin f 16]. The deformation of the yrast SD band in 132Ce was calculated equal to p2~ 0-4, 04

~ 0.015 and y ~ 3° [16]. A full analysis of our experimenul data [30] has been made using the

cranking approximation with the Woods-Saxon deformed potential [33, 34 ] and the Hartree-

Fock- Bogolyubov theory. It is shown in fig. 12 that pairing is required to explain the experimental
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Figure 12 : Calculated (full lines) and experimental (stars) J&) moments of

inertia ofSD bands in l&Ce : A) SD1 band (top) with fo = 0.41, fa = 0.014,

y= 10°. B) SD2 band (middle) with pi = 0.43, fa = 0.014, 43, y= 10°. C)

Yrast band (bottom) with fo = 0.37, fa = 0.014, y = 10".
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J(2) moment of inertia of the yrast SD band. The peak at hca - 0.42 MeV results from AN = 2
2

interactions of [660] 1/2 and [402J5/2 neutrons together with hj 1/2 proton alignment. The increase

of J(2> at hw -1.1 MeV could come from interaction of v[651]3/2 with v[411]l/2 and of

7t[660]l/2 with rc[420] 1/2 orbitals.

The two excited bands SDl and SD2 have J<2> moments of inertia close to each other and

following the same trends i.e. a decrease with increasing rotational frequency and a peak at

tiG) -0.8 MeV (fig. 10).This suggests as the first hypothesis that the two bands could be signature

partners. As signature degenerate proton orbitals close to the Fermi level for Z = 58 produce

irregularities below 0.8 MeV (fig. 13), the excited SD bands originate from neutron orbitals,
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Figure 13 : Deformed Woods-Saxon single-panicle Roiuhians. The signature quantum

number takes the values r = +ifor dot (negative parity) and short dashed (positive

parity) and r - -ifor long-dashed (negative parity) and full (positive parity) lines.



namely the degenerate v|523J7/2 orbital. SDI and SD2 result from particle hole excitations of the

two signature partner neutrons of vf523]7/2 into any of the two signature-partner orbitals of

v[530]l/2. Among all the possibilities, the favoured ones correspond to excitation from signature r

= -i into signature r = +i for SDI and from r = +i into r =-i for SD2. The increase of J® at "hco ~

0.8 MeV comes from the crossing between v[41 l]l/2 and vl651]3/2 orbitals. The experimental

J(2) moments of inertia are well reproduced by calculations made using the Woods-Saxon model

(fig-12).

From our analysis 130J it appears that the yrast SD band remains to a significant degree in

iis pairing phase whilst the excited SD bands are consistent with an unpaired regime.

3.3. First observation of identical SD bands in the A - 130 region.

3.3.1. Concept of identical bands

Superdeformed rotational bands in which transition energies are almost equal have been

found in several pairs of neighbouring nuclei [35]. These SD bands, called identical or twin

bands, reveal interesting properties of the SD nuclei in question. This identity is not limited to the

domain of SD slates and exists also for normally deformed states at low or medium spins. To

facilitate the understanding of the identity between SD bands, it seems useful to start first with

some analogies existing at lower spins between even-even and odd-A adjacent nuclei.

One can think about the well known decoupled bands in odd-A La isotopes 136] where

the y-ray energies are equal or very close to those in the even-even Ba nuclei. This is well

explained in the frame of the roiation-aligment model [37] by the coupling of a high-j valence

particle oriented perpendicular to the symmetry axis of the core. For large deformations where the

level splitting of the shell becomes large and the Coriolis interaction small one must employ the

particle-rotor model where an odd-particle, with angular momentum j coupled to a deformed core

with angular momentum R and a moment of inertia J, follows the rotation of this core

adiabatically. In this strong coupling limit, the energy spectrum of an axial system is given by :



where K = Q. is the projection of j on the symmetry axis, I the total angular moment of the

nucleus, eK the intrinsic excitation energy. The decoupling parameter is :

The y-ray energies in the odd-A nucleus are given by E" (I) = EK(I) - EK(I-2).They depend

strongly on the decoupling parameter "a" whose three limits can be examined [38]:

1) a = o (i.e. K*l/2)

The coupling of the odd particle to the core generates a AI=1 rotational band without

signature splitting. The y-ray energies are determined by

Ej(I=R±!/2) = | E

2) a = +1 (i.e. K=l/2)

In this case, a j = 1/2 particle is coupled to the core and the states E(I=[ R=±l/2 I) are

degenerate. Thus the two sets of E2 y-rays in the favoured r = -i (1+1/2 odd) and unfavoured

r = +i (1+1/2 even) signature branches are identical. The degeneracy is represented by

3) a = -J (i.e. K=l/2)

As for the preceding case, the levels are degenerate but here, the r = + i signature branch

becomes favoured. The y-rays in the odd-A system are equal to arithmetic averages in the core :

(I=R±l/2) = ~ { Ey (R + 2) + E^ (R)} .

By introducing a pseudo-angular momentum R = R+l, the energy relationship becomes similar to

that found for a = +1 i.e. :

= |R + 1/2j) = E^ (R).

In a more general way and for the three limits the y-ray energies in a band relative to a

reference band can be described by

Ey (I
1) = (1-X) Ef

y
f (I) + X Er

y
f (1+2)

- with X = 0, 1/4, 1/2, 3/4.



These relationships valid for "normal deformed" states are also observed in SD bands as

shown for many cases in the A -150,190 regions. Prior to our experiments with Eurogam,

identical SD bands were unknown in the A-130 region. Now our results (cf. next section) clearly

indicate that several bands fulfill conditions listed above.

3.3.2. Identical bands in 1 3 I Ce , I 3 2 Ce, 1 3 3 Pr .

Among the SD bands which have been identified in 131Ce, l 32Ce and Pr, there exist

several pairs which exhibit remarkable energy relationships. I have chosen to present only a few

cases of identities to illustrate the equations given in section 3.3.1. The three examples plotted in

fig. 14 correspond, from top to bottom, to complete coupling with a = 0 and X = 3/4, direct

degeneracy with a = +1 and X = 0 and arithmetic average with a = -1 and X = 1/2. The bands can

be called coupled bands, twin bands and indirect twin bands, respectively. In the upper example

representing SD1 in 132Ce relative to the yrast SD band in 131Ce taken as a reference, the identity

applies to 10 transitions with a maximum deviation smaller than - 3 keV over a wide range of

energy (from 0.9 to 1.6 MeV).

> 0

u

a -IP

1.25 1.5 1.75

-

' [

1

1

1.25 1.5 1.75

.75 1 1.25 1.5 1.75
Gamma Ray Energy{MeV)

Figure 14 : Examples of differences in y-ray energies between "identical" SD bands. Top (•)

: SD1 in I32Ce relative to yrast in l31Ce (complete coupling). Middle (A) : B2 in 133Pr

relative to SD2 in 132Ce (direct degeneracy). Bottom (m) B2 in 133Pr relative to Bl in 133Pr

(arithmetic average). Values relative to bands in 133Pr are plotted only before band interaction.
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Figure 15 : Incremental aligned angular momentum as a function of y-ray energy for six

SD bands : SDI in l32Ce (•), BI (O) and B2 (A) in 133Pr relative to the yrast band in
131 Ce, excited in 131Ce(*) relative to yrast in !32Ce, Bl (V andB2 (A) in l33Pr relative

to SDJ in ^32Ce. Values for bands in 133Pr are given only before band interaction.

A A , » » - 1 . A i - I

Figure 16 : Identities observed between SD bands in l31Ce, 132Ce and l33Pr: twin
bands (direct degeneracy, a- +1.X = 0, 4i = 0) are represented by full lines and
indirect twin bands (arithmetic average, a- -1,X = 112, Ai = ±l)by dotted lines.
Coupled bands (complete coupling, a = 0) are shown by long dashed and short
dashed lines for X = 114, Ai = +//2 andX = 314, Ai = -112, respectively.



Stephens et al. [39] have shown that, in addition to similar J(2) moments of inertia,

identical SD bands must have quantized aligned spins. This was interpreted in terms of aligned

pseudo-spin as predicted by Bohr and Mottelson [40]. Then Stephens et al. [411 suggested to

consider the "incremental alignment" Ai which is defined by Ai = 2AE /S E „ where AE is

obtained by subtracting E (I') (the transition energy under consideration) from the closest

transition energy in the reference band (E^f(I) or Er®f (I+2)Y The energy difference between

the closest two reference transitions is given by S E1^ = E™ (1+2) - Er° (I).

The statement of Stephens et al. [41] i.e. the incremental alignment for identical bands must

be quantized is verified for SD bands we are dealing with in 131Ce, 132Ce, 133Pr. This clearly

shows up in fig-15 where incremental alignments are multiples of 1/2 ti, the values depending on

the type of identity.

The whole set of results is richer than presented in figs. 14,15. It can be summarized in

fig. 16 showing all the identities observed so far in these three nuclei.

The relationships between bands appearing in fig. 16 indicate that these bands have

common properties which are not modified appreciably by the addition or subtraction of a particle.

For example, the J(2) moment of inertia of the yrast band in 132Ce and the excited one in 13ICe are

almost identical (fig. 17) and we expect similar configurations for both bands. The yrast band in

132Ce having two 113/2 neutrons, one can propose that the excited band in 131Ce results from the

promotion of a neutron from the [411J1/2 orbital into the r = + i, [660J1/2 113/2 orbital. The J®

moment of inertia of SDl in 132Ce and the yrast band in 131Ce are also very similar below "h ~

0.75 MeV (fig. 17). This leads to the conclusion that SDl could be obtained by the promotion of a

neutron i.e. possibly from the [523]7/2 orbital to the 1/2 [530] orbital as explain in section 3.2.2.

Identities between Bl and B2 in l33Pr and bands in 131Ce and 132Ce suggest that the 59th proton

in 133Pr belongs to the [532J5/2 or [404]9/2 orbital, the latter being more probable because of the

absence of signature splitting.

We have seen that bands with the same JP) moments of inertia may a have identical y-ray

energies and quantized incremental alignments. Up to now the only way which has been found to

explain this quantized aligment has been by considering pseudospin symmetry [40J. In the

pseudo-spin formalism, all natural-parity orbitals, excluding intruders, are grouped into almost
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Figure 17 : Comparison of measured J<2> moments of inertia. Left : yrast band in I32Ce (•)

and excited one in I31Ce (O). Right: SDI in I32Ce (O) and yrast band in 13lCe (•).
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Figure 18 : Peudo-oscillator scheme [8] where the orbitals (full and dashed lines)

are labelled in terms of(R, nz). The intruder orbitals are shown by dotted lines.
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degenerate multiplets relabelled using pseudo-asymptotic quantum numbers N = N - 1, nz = nz

(fig. 18). In the new scheme, the spin orbit splitting appears very small and the spin-orbit doublets

A ± 1 /2 (A = A+ 1) are almost degenerate with a splitting of several hundred keV which does not

vary with the deformation. For medium and high rotational frequencies, these doublet states can be

mixed by the Coriolis interaction which will align the pseudospins and induce an increasing

alignment.

3.4. Decay out of superdeformed bands.

Data relative to feeding and deexcitation of SD band structures are very scarce. They

mainly refer to intensities of in-band transitions, lifetimes of SD states and linking transitions

towards normally deformed states. The cases of 133Nd and 135Nd which are in the region of

interest are presented below.

3.4.1. Linking transitions in 1 3 3 Nd.

An SD band with f*2 = 0.33

deformation is known in 133Nd [12].

Experiments have been recently undertaken

with Gasp to improve the knowledge of the

properties of this nucleus. Among the

wealth of new results which have been

obtained, I have chosen to present only

those relative to the decay out of the SD

band [23].

Reactions induced by 32S ions on

thin and thick 1Q5pd targets were used. The

first task was to establish the level scheme in

which only the lowest levels of the 9/2'

[514} neutron band identified long ago in

Grenoble were known [421.

14041712*

15411 III-
1*001111*

ISW9I2-

Figure 19 : Deexcitation pattern of the yrast

SD band in n3Nd [23] showing linking

transitions to normally-deformed states.



Several new bands with normal deformation have been found piving rise to a scheme where more

than one hundred levels are assigned with their energy, spin and parity [23]. Gamma rays in at

least four ND bands coincide with those in the SD band. From high-fold coincidence relationships

and values of DCO ratios, a deexcitation pattern and spins and parities have been proposed for

levels of the SD band (fig.19).

Ten linking transitions, mainly E2, have been seen towards four ND bands having

different configurations. This establishes firmly the excitation energies of SD states relative to the

normally deformed ones. From these energy values we understand why (the E^ factor in the

transition rate) the quadrupole transitions are strongly favoured relative to the dipole ones.

133Nd is one of the rare cases for which the JO) =ti I/u kinematic moment of inertia

can be calculated exactly.

As for other odd-N, even -Z nuclei of the A - 130 region the SD band in 133Nd originates

mainly from i\2fZ neutron. The hump showing up at "hco -0.5 MeV in the J(2> moment of inertia is

due to h ._ proton crossing.

3.4.2. Lifetimes and decay of superdeformed states in 1 3$Nd.

Another set of data relative to the

deexcitation of an SD band is available in

135Nd.

First, it concerns the linking

transitions to ND states. A reaction leading

to !35Nd has been used to test detectors for

Gammaspherc (cf. section 4.1.) and during

this test run, the five Iinkings observed

previously [13] have been confirmed [24]

and two new connecting transitions

established. The spin and excitation energy

of the yrast SD states are assigned up to

1=77/2 and-15.7 MeV.

20 30
Spin [ft]

40

Figure 20 : Transition quadrupole moments

of E2 transitions deexciting the five lowest

levels of the SD band in I35Nd 144].



These results also show that the deexcitation of the lower level of the band is highly fragmented, a

situation resembling that in 1^3|\jtj.

Lifetimes of many SD states are now available : for states with I > 41/2 [43] and for lower

spin members of the band which were measured [44] using the Hera array with 20 Compton

suppressed Ge detectors coupled to an inner ball of 32 BGO elements. It is reported (fig.20) that

the quadrupole moment drops from Q2 = 7.2 ' eb for higher states down to Q2 = 1.4 ± 0.4 eb

at the bottom of the band (I = 25/2) and that the only E2 transition depopulating the level at I =

25/2 is not in-band. The sudden depopulation of the SD band may be associated with the

disappearance of the SD potential well or a change in structure [24,44].

4. Other arrays of the third generation.

While Eurogam and Gasp are already working, several other multidetector systems are

being installed or discussed. In this section the largest arrays under construction or just planned

are briefly mentioned.

4.1. The EUROBALL project.

One can obtain a very powerful instrument (fig.21) by assembling together Ge detectors

from Eurogaml or Gasp, the 24 clovers from Eurogam2 and 15 clusters under development in

Germany. The clusters are composed of seven encapsulated hexaconical shape Ge detectors

Figure 21 : Schematic representation of the Ewoball project.



surrounded by a common BGO suppressor. Their Compton shields will contain BGO backplugs.

With such an array having a peak efficiency of 12 % and a high granularity, it will be possible to

reach a limit of observation of - 2.10A If totally funded, Euroball could be operational for

experiments in 1996.

4.2. GAMMASPHERE

The US array [45] is characterized by a high granularity and a large total efficiency

(0.092). The 110 Ge detectors are surrounded by BGO suppression shields equipped with

backplugs. This multidetector is currently under construction at Berkeley on a beam line of the 88"

cyclotron. Part of the detectors have already been tested and results obtained during

commissioning runs (cf. section 3.4.2.).

4.3. The TRIGAM project

This instrument is planned by AECL and Canadian Laboratories to replace the "87t"

spectrometer installed at Chalk-River. It will comprise an array of 40 doublc-D HPGe detectors

with anti-Compton shields and an inner ball of 60 elements made of BGO [46]. The planned total

Ge solid angle is -27 % of 4K steradians and the total photopeak efficiency 7.3 %. Using

segmented Ge detectors with large efficiency (90 %), Trigam should have one of the largest

resolving power (10.5) and an optimum sensitivity comparable to that of the other 3rt* generation

arrays.

5. Conclusion.

The present status of our knowledge of superdeformation in the A-130 region has been

reviewed in this lecture. New results on excited and identical SD bands observed for the first time

in Ce and Pr isotopes with Eurogam have been presented and discussed. Data on the deexcitation

pattern of the yrast SD bands in 133Nd and 135Nd have been also shown.

One can hope that the use of new arrays (Eurogam2, Euroball and Gammasphere) will give

the possibility to observe weaker amplitude phenomena like for example the hypcrdeformation also

predicted in the mass 130 region (cf. fig.2 and ref. [8]).
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Strangeness Production Experiments at
SATURNE

The SATURNE Collaborations1 for Exp. #121, #182 and #222
presented by J. Ernst

Institut fur Strahlen- und Kemphysik der Universitit Bonn
Nussallee 14 - 16, D-53115 Bonn, German/

Abstract

Results of three strangeness production experiments at SATURNE are presented
using the high resolution magnetic spectrometer SPES4. In two experiments outgoing
K+ particles are detected at forward angles. The kaons were separated from an
immense background of protons and pions by time-of-flight and Cerenkov detectors.
In the third experiment outgoing 3Re was measured and identified by TOF, only.
(1) The associated strangeness production in pp collisions was studied at bombarding
energies of 2.3 and 2.7 GeV. The hyperon-nucleon missing mass spectra obtained
show partly strong deviations from pure phase space which is ascribed to final state
interactions of the pA and the JVE systems. The structures found are discussed and
compared with results from K~d —> T~YN experiments, with theoretical calculations
in the frame of OBE models, and with the prediction of sharp strange dibaryon
resonances from certain quark-bag models.
(2) Cross sections for the associated strangeness production of light hypcrnuclei via
the reactions (p, K+) were measured for 2 GeV proton beams with the targets D, 3He.
and *ffe. Upper limits were obtained and are compared with theoretical estimates
considering the effects of large momentum mismatch and short range correlations. A
previous meson exchange model is being extended to allow for exclusive production
of Tj and K+ particles in addition to x't.
(3) The threshold excitation curve for meson production in the D(p, 3He)X reaction
was measured by matching the incident beam energy and the 3He momentum such
that meson X is produced at rest in CM. The measurements show apparent signals
at the u-, rf-, and ^-thresholds while in the vicinity of the mass of the predicted KK
molecules no clear indication for their existence was found.

'For collaborating authors and institutions of exp. #121, #182 and #222 see [1, 10, 18], respectively
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1 Study of hyperon-nucleon interactions by associated strange-
ness production in pp collisions

The pp —> K+YN reaction was measured is order to investigate the hyperon nucleon in-
teraction with high statistics and high tesolution. Collaborating authors and institutions
of the SATURNE experiment #121 are listed in [lj.

The experiments were performed with the spectrometer SPES4 of SATURNE at 2.3 and
2.7 GeV incoming beam energy [1, 2, 3]. The principal experimental setup for (1), (2) and
(3) is shown in fig. 1.

H1H2VX H3H4V2

direction
of Kaons optical axis A2

[A4

Al

A3|

Figure 1: Scheme of the SPES4 detection system:
I,
F,-
Si,S2)S3 -
H1,H2,H3,H4 -
VI, V2
A1-A4

Start scintillators #4 to #9 at intermediate image plane
Stop scintillators #4 to #10 at final image plane
Scintillator bars; S3 absent in pp —> K+X&nd p D —* K+

Drift chambers horizontal coordinates
Drift chambers vertical coordinates
Aerogel Cerenkov detectors, absent in D(p, 3He)X

With the Acrogel-Cerenkov veto detector [3, 4] and the highly efficient time-of-flight trig-
ger [3] the rate of measured kaons to background could be lowered to about 1 : 25 at
2.7 GeV. This ratio is an order of magnitude better than the one obtained in the first run
at 2.3 GeV where the trigger consisted of 4 totally reflecting Cerenkov detectors [1, 2]. Al-
though SPES4 has a flight path of nearly 32 m and hence is not a dedicated Tf-spectrometer,
the good detection efficiency and the large luminosity of L = 1.6 • 103S ̂ ^ insured that
kaon spectra of high statistics could be taken and converted into effective mass plots for
the YN systems.
The kinematica] conditions of both measurements were chosen substantially different in
order to be able to see changes in the missing mass curves due to differing total energies
•fa and momentum transfers t. The result is that the enhancement at the misting mass of
2131 ± 1.5 ̂ f5^ found at 2.3 GeV vanishes completely at higher negative t-values. Recent

2!)



theoretical calculations are in agreement with these findings [5, 6]. The narrow structure
seems to be identical to the one seen in K~d experiments where it also gets smaller with
larger negative momentum transfer between K~ and ir~ [7] (cf. fig. 2). While this cusp

U)

O)

JQ
C

2£
G,
-a
o
-a

150

100

50 L

pp-K + YN
SATURNE

2.05 2.15
Figure 2: Comparison of theoretical differential cross sections for pp —> .ft"+Y.W performed
by Laget [6] with the experimental data at T(,,am = 2.3 GeV, 6l%h « 10° ± 2°. The
contributions of different graphs (see [6]) are displayed.

effect vanishes a new structure appears at Tp =2.7 GeV and 8l{£m = 20° centered at
2136.5 ± 2^f- with a width (FWHM) of 1 6 ^ (fig. 3). Subtracting a smooth phase-
space curve from the data yields a production cross section of 400 ± 50^; the structure
has not been observed so far in the pp —» K+YN reaction. A relationship to the structure
seen in K~d -> T~YN at « 2.140 ± 2^~ by [8] is possible, which in turn is a candidate
for the strange Dt dibaryon postulated by Aerts et al. [9] from the MIT bag model.
Both the models of Laget and of Deloff very well describe the data up to the S-thresholds
while above some interfering process is seemingly lacking from the theory, at least for
the larger angle. Future experiments with polarized protons would allow to distinguish
different one-boson-exchange graphs [6] and could lead to a better understanding of the
YN interaction.

2 Search for the lightest hypernuclei in p-induced reactions

Authors and institutions of the collaboration in the SATURNE experiment #182 are listed
in [10], those of new theoretical developments in [11].
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Figure 3: Theoretical curves for the effective YN mass in pp -* K+YN for Tp =2.7 GeV,
as calculated by Laget [6] in comparison with the experimental data at 9k ~ 12.6° (a),
20.0° (b) .

Motivation: The production of light hypernuclei via (p,K+) reactions is necessarily ac-
companied by large momentum transfer as compared to the Fermi momentum. The sticking
probabilities of the hyperon therefore become very small. In [12] it is pointed out that the
high momentum components of the wave functions being responsible for hypernucleus pro-
duction do mainly arise from short range correlations. They enhance the cross section
by two or three orders of magnitude. Therefore, it was attempted to use the reactions
V AZ —* K+ A+^Z as a unique probe for determining the strength of short range correla-
tions in nuclei. Theoretical CM estimates are 0.01-0.1 nb/ar for \H and 0.2-0.3 nb/ar for
\He [12].

Experimental technique and results: The reaction p D ~* K+X was measured for
9 hours, p 3He -> K+X for 11 hours and p "He - • K+X for 2 days 16 hours. The
outgoing kaons under 7° and with momenta of approximately 1.6 GeV/c were detected with
the SPES4 spectrometer using a nearly identical setup as before (cf. fig. 1). Important
additional requirements in the off-line analysis of the data were that all TOF windows
were reduced to widths of 1.5 na and that for each event, only one chamber was allowed to
have a multiplicity greater one, while the traced back trajectories had to correspond to the
respective firing I-scintillator (see fig. 4). By these powerful offline cuts, a data reduction
by a factor of RJ 5 • 104 was achieved. The total efficiency for kaons due to decays was
« 6%, due to the cuts « 70%. The missing mass resolution was 1.4 MeV/c2 standard
deviation.

Contrary to the studies of the pp -* K+X reaction in the present experiments no distinct
K+ peaks appeared in the TOF and missing mass spectra above background (cf. fig. 5).
Upper limits were extracted from the spectra using the method described in [13]. For a
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Figure 4: (At left) Image of the I-counters #4 to #9 in the twodimensional graph of
Qtargct — 3a!/oc( j—-) against the focal plane coordinate Xf^.. Events (here pions) outside
the indicated contours of each I-counter were neglected.

Figure 5: (At right) Final missing mass spectrum of the p *He •
taining 28 events in the \He 4 MeV wide bin at around 0 ^ - .

K+ \He reaction con-

99 % confidence level the preliminary resulting CM cross sections are for \H: 1.26 nb/sr,
for \He: 1.1 nb/sr and for \He: 0.28 nb/sr. These upper limits are in the range or below
first estimates for p AZ —> K+ A^Z [14], [15] but still above more refined theoretical esti-
mates [12], At a later stage the investigations may be resumed at the spectrometer BIG
KARL at COSY [16] when the extracted COSY beam is fully developed.

A new model for exclusive meson production: For a more quantitative interpreta-
tion of the present exclusive kaon production experiments as well as for future TT and t\
production studies at COSY the model of ref.[17] is being extended and improver [11].
In its framework nuclei consist of baryons which can be excited and do interact by me-
son exchange. The reaction process is divided into three steps: First the energy of the
relative motion between target and projectile is transferred to an excitation of a nucleon
via one-meson-exchange. The intermediate state then propagates and finally the excited
b&ryon decays emitting the outgoing meson. The model was already applied to exclusive
T and i; production with light ions. Work to extend this model to kaon production is in
progress [11].

3 Meson production near threshold at SPES4

Collaborating authors and institutions of the SATURNE experiment #222 are listed in [18].

The threshold excitation curve for meson production in the D(p, 3He)X reaction was
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measured with the high resolution spectrometer SPES4: i.e. the 3He momentum was
matched to each incident beam energy such that a meson with maximum missing mass
mmx can be produced at rest in the CM system. Hence, with increasing beam energy or
corresponding mmx the phase space ellipsoid of mesons of mass mm < mmx will less
and less lit into the finite angle and momentum acceptance of the spectrometer (cf. fig. 6).
In the first experiments in 1990/91 clear signals were observed at the u, 7)1 and <f> thresholds

Beam \lC<^^r-•

Target ^~^~~

fr "TA \\\
\~--JC i \0 1
Meson ^ - - ^ ^ ^

| Colli-
1 mator

Figure 6: Phase space ellipsoid for meson production near threshold in D(p,3He)Meson.

fig. 7). During the last experiment in June 1992 the region between the 7)1 and the <j> meson
was studied in small energy steps. The results confirm those obtained in the previous run
concerning the ui, T)', KR and <j> thresholds. No clear evidence could be obtained concerning
the predicted KK-molecule. In our third run in June 1992, measurements at 80 different
beam energies between 1.25 and 1.81 GeV were performed settling the main difficulties of
the experiment noticed in the first two runs:

• The stability and quality of the beam is vital for threshold excitation functions where
its energy is raised step by step. The beam is usually controlled by two monitors
consisting of telescopes of three plastic scintillators. Now, & third telescope arm was
installed together with veto counters on the three monitors in order to suppress events
not arising from the monitor target. The stability of these monitors is now about
0.5%. In order to be able to detect any disturbing beam halo a small fluorescent
screen was mounted on the target ladder. For control it was put into target position
before each run and was surveyed by a video camera.

• A Monte Carlo code was developed to simulate the acceptance of SPES4 in this
experiment. Close to the threshold of a meson the acceptance varies extremely fast



due to kinematic reasons. Also the energy loss in the target has a laxge effect on
the expected count rates. The program also accounts for straggling and energy loss
of the incoming proton and the outgoing 3He in the target, the mass width of the
different mesons, the energy and angle spread of the beam, the geometric acceptance
of the collimator, and the reaction angle of the 3He. Assuming isotropic production
of 3He in the cm. system this simulation allows the extraction of the cross section
of the w, i)l and 4> production near threshold.

From the second beam time (1991) the following cross sections have been extracted.

Meson

V
4>

d<T

[nb/sr]

0.249
0.005
0.030

rel

stat.

2.5
10.2
6.3

error

difF.

4.5
15.0
12.0

[%]

total

7.2
18.8
14.5

Meson cm
momentum p'x

[MeV/c]

21±12
22±10
24±13

•(p'M)

[nb/sr]

14.8
0.33
1.8

With the improved conditions of the 1992 run the observed width of the t\t meson compares
well with the Monte Carlo simulations while before it appeared too broad in the 'threshold
excitation function'.
A blow up of the i)l to <j> region from the present June 1992 data analysis is presented
in fig. 8. The signals of the u>, T\I and <f> production are comparable with the June 1991
data. Like in the previous run, small structures are observed at both K+K~ and K°K°
thresholds. Further analysis of the data is in progress. Other small deviations from the
general slope present in the spectrum might indicate new physics but are possibly due to
monitor problems. After an incident, the general normalization of the monitors had to
be changed corresponding to the change from dots to squares in fig.8. In addition, their
previously perfect stability dropped to about 1%. The results of the last experiment in
September 1993 should help to clarify the existence of any new structures.
A preliminary theoretical analysis of the meson cross sections near threshold was performed
by C. Wilkin using an empirical three particle model [19]. The first results describe the
measured cross section surprisingly well. The production of 2 pions or 1 kaons in a one pion
exchange model is in progress with the aim to interpret simultaneously ir~ + p -> n + X
and p + d -* 3He + X observations.
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Near-Threshold 7r°-Production on 2iMg with 4 # e of 43 and
16O of 24 and 33 MeV • A

J. Ernst
Institut fiir Strahlen- und Kernphysik der Universitiit Bonn,

Nussallee 14-16, D 53115 Bonn, Germany

Abstract

The near-threshold ^''-production on 7*Afg with *He of 43 and >CO of 24 and 33
Me.V • A was studied with a lead glass shower detector. The cross sections of 3.5 nb
and G.6 nb from the lr'O induced reactions are compatible with other experiments. For
the o-induccd reaction a sizable yield of 1.3 nb was found, only 22 MeV above the
absolute threshold and far below the A-rcsonance. The differential cross sections al
very backward angles ore by an order of magnitude bigger than those al SO" indicating
the jr°'s being produced at the front end of the larger target nucleus.

1 Introduction

Experiments to study the near-threshold 7r°-production with light ions were performed at
the old A-45 MeV isochroneous cyclotron JULIC. They were the last ones and at the same
time the first intermediate energy ones with this accelerator. Since the work was published
recently [1] this write-up more aims to give the general outline of the experiment than to
repeat the details.

'Die pion is the lightest strongly interacting meson being responsible for the long-range
nuclcon-nucleon force. From the study of its production yields in NN, NA and AA collisions
and from their energy dependence one may learn on the dynamics of these processes [2j.

Today, for the theoretical description of subthreshold TT production a variety of models are
available. They range from incoherent NN collisions [3j,[4j over a statistical production in
thermalized systems [5] to collective mechanisms like pionic brcmsstrahlung [6] or the co-
herent production of a A-nucleon hole state which subsequently decays by pion emission [7j.

Certainly, data obtained below the NN-threshold (w 280 MeV) or even very near the
absolute threshold in NA or AA reactions do provide the most decisive test on any proposed
model. In subthreshold it production experiments the additional energy needed for pion
production in individual NN collisions was firstly explained by accounting for the Fermi
motion of nucleons inside the nucleus. However, approaching the absolute threshold, i.e.
below 54 MeV -A, this explanation is certainly insufficient [3]. Cooperative processes should
dominate since the kinetic energy of the whole projectile is needed.

In this experiment a further step towards the absolute threshold was made. We have
reduced the available energy much below the tltreshold for A-production so that tliis channel
cannot strongly contribute to ^-production.
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2 Experimental Procedure

The production of 7r°-mesons was studied at the Jiilich Isochronous Cyclotron with lG0
beams of 24 and 33 MeV-A and with an Q-beam of 43 MeV-A. As a target ilMg with a
thickness of 45 - ^ was used. The measurement of the 7r° was performed by the detection
of the two coincident photons from the main decay channel T° —• 77 (98.8 ± 0.03 %).

In part, the setup was already used in former experiments [8]. It consisted of two concentric
lead glass rings, an inner converter ring (1.8 radiation lengths) to convert the high energy
piiotons into an electromagnetic shower that is to be absorbed in the outer absorber ring
(6.1 radiation lengths). Each converter covered the same fraction of solid angle (Afi/47r ~
0.031) as the 4 absorbers behind it (cf. [1]). Each lead glass module (SF6, n = 1.67) was
equipped with a photomultiplier tube to detect the Cerenkov light produced by the shower
leptons. The advantage in observing Cerenkov light is the strong supression of background
caused by protons and heavier particles due to their high detection threshold. The single
event rate of each module was in the range of 1011 s"' with beam on target, the mean event
rate was about 500 s~'.

An event was accepted if two coincident photons were detected within 20 us, i.p. two
individual converters and at least one of the corresponding absorbers gave a signal. Then the
data acquisition took the digitized pulse height and timing information from each modulo.
Some characteristic experimental data are summarized in Table 1.

3 Off-Line Analysis

Several GByte of data on video tape were analyzed by a self-consistent method since suitable
high energy 7-ray sources do not exist neither electron beams of several tens of MeV. A
calibration by cosmic ray myons turned out not to be useful since tiic apparatus could noi
turned by 90".

3.1 Timing and energy calibration

At first, the timing of the absorbers and converters was optimized using the fact that the
cyclotron beam consists of particle bunches only a few 11s wide and about 33 us apart.
This was done for each pair of converters by fine tuning of the timing to get sharp prompt
peaks and constant delays with respect to the chance coincidence spectrum of tilt following
cyclotron pulse. In the same way the timing of the absorbers relative to their respective
converter had to be readjusted.

In order to obtain a relative calibration of the detector modules in a first step, the hnv
energy slopes of all single photon ADC-spectra were adjusted to be the same by individual
amplification factors. Then an iterative calibration procedure with the 33 MeV-A lc'O pion
data was started using the fact that pions decaying at rest emit two coincident photons
in opposite directions both with an energy of ~ 67.5 MeV. The calibration factors of the
converter and the absorber modules were varied alternately in such a way that for fixed
converter (absorber) factors, the absorber (converter) factors are defined by the condition
that the reconstructed invariant mass is at around 135 MeV/c2. This self-consistent cali-
bration procedure did also converge in the presence of background events slowly lowering
the variance of the missing mass distribution.
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Table 1: Experimental data
Reaction

24Af<?(16O,5ru)X

2iMg{a,^)X

Elab/A
[MeV]

24
33
43

r°
events
4100
1900
4400

and cross sections for a -production
ir°-detcction
efficiency [%]

8
12
7.2

EcMS - Ethres
[MeV]

110
193
22

[nb]

3.5 ±1.7
6.6 ±3.3
1.3 ±0.2

3.2 Background reduction

The still high background level was reduced by imposing several additional conditions and
cuts on the data: It was demanded that not only one but at least two absorbers behind any
firing converter produced a signal. The coincidence window was reduced off-line to 4 ns,
the threshold on the energy deposit in the converter and absorber modules was lowered to
1.5 MeV, and the photons had to exceed tl e minimum energy as given by the kinematics
(B7(jr° - decay) > 10 MeV).

In spite of all these cuts a remarkable amount of background was found to be present in the
region of the expected 7r°-events: invariant mass at around 135 MeV/c2, low pion momenta,
large opening angles. One example is give^ in Fig. 3 of ref. [1] where the reconstructed
invariant mass for the 33 MeV-A 16O events is plotted against the opening angle of the two
photons, showing the true events being concentrated at 0 7 7 > 135°. In the complementary
scatterplot of the invariant mass versus the momentum of two photons the true events of the
4He measurement visibly belong to the distribution of 7r°-momenta well below 100 MeV/c
(see Fig. 1).

Because all events result from photons emitted during the interaction in the target, the
background yield could be subtracted applying the method of event mixing (cf. [1]). The ab-
solute background event rate was determined by normalising the distribution of background
events to the momentum range above 200 MeV/c, the boundary of the kinematically allowed
region. In Fig, 2 we show the momentum distribution of the T°'S from the reconstructed
true eventt (solid line) and of the mixed events (dashed line). Although the energy resolu-
tion of the detector (AE/E = 0.26) is poor, the fit suggests the bump in the momentum
distribution above 60 MeV/c to be entirely due to background.

No background subtraction was necessary for the a-induced ir°-production since the mixed
events show high momentum components beyond the kinematically accepted region which
are absent in the measured distribution after applying the two two-dimensional cuts znen-

. tioned above (see Fig. 5 of ref. [1]).

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 7T°-Production Cross Sections

In the final analysis, each event was weighted individually by the energy dependent con-
version efficiency and the geometric efficiency. These efficiency factors have been derived
from Monte Carlo calculations (cf. [1]), The mean ir°-detcction efficiency and the total
number of collected events are listed in Table 1 together with the total ^reproduction cross
sections for the measured reactions.
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Usually, cross sections devided by the geometric factor AJ,' • Ay are plotted versus the
projectile energy per nucleon in the laboratory system. However, close to the absolute
threshold this normalization is not well suited since this scaling would predict finite cross
sections even if the projectile energy falls short of the absolute threshold for ir° production.
Therefore, we plot the cross section as a function of the energy above the absolute threshold
for ir° production including the binding energy of projectile and target which rises the totally
available energy in 24Mg(a,Tr°)28Si from 12 MeV to 22 MeV. Our results are plotted in
Fig. 3 together with the near threshold yields of the pp —• ppir° reaction (cf. [l]).' The
drastic decrease of the TT° subtreshold production yields due to more complex dynamics and
reabsorption effects is dearly observed.

4.2 Energy and Angular Distr ibut ions

The energy spectra of the produced %°'s are shown in Fig. 4. The pion energy is given
by the sum of the two photon energies resulting in a poor energy resolution of hEKjET ~
12% • </EwjGtV. Both spectra show the typical exponential decrease that is predicted
from various production models. A fit according to the model of pionic bremsstrahhing [6]
with the energy differential cross section : dcrjdE ~ IIE exp(-£/£p) , is shown by the
solid lines. For the inverse slope Eo and the corresponding life time r of the emission source
given by T = TI/2EQ we obtain :

i6Q,33AfeV-A ; Eo = 36(2) MeV ; r = 9.1(5) • lO"24 a

a, 43 MeV-A ; EQ = 50(9) MeV ; T = 6.6(12) • lfr2 4 a

The deduced inverse slopes are relatively large as compared to those from the energy spectra
at higher projectile energies [9]. The dashed lines represent fits to the data with the simple
exponential distribution : dajdE* = exp(~Ew/Eo), where we find values of 18 (4) MeV
CJiO) and 30 (8) MeV (a) for Eo.

The angular distributions of the emitted pions are plotted in Fig. 5. Clearly, strong
anisotropies in the angular yields show up which are consistent with other subthreshold
pion experiments [2]. The back-angle enhancements by about one order of magnitude with
respect to 90° are the strongest ever seen. The effect is qualitatively explained by the
nuclear matter distribution surrounding the hot primary interaction zone of a projectile
with a larger target. Hence, backward produced pions are only weakly absorbed while side-
and forward emitted pions have a much longer path through nuclear matter. Related strong
absorption effects are also observed in the total ir° photo-production yield only rising with
AaM instead of / I 1 0 {10}.

4.3 Rapidi ty Analysis

Further information about the production mechanism may be gained from the longitudinal
rapidity yi. In the case of pions from pure NN collisions we expect jrjj = \yp with yp =
projectile rapidity and for a collective production with the action of all projectile and target
nucleons we would get yji = ypAp/(Ap + AT)- In table 2 the experimental rapidities are
summarized together with the projectile rapidities and the fraction / of the target nucleus
needed to get the measured rapidities.



Table 2: Measured longitudinal rapidities.

Reaction

Mg{v'O,^)X
xMg{a,v")X

Er [MeV/u]
33
43

vl
0.20
0.30

y1}
0.2(±0.1)
0.0(1-0.1)

f

0.2(±0.4)
> 0.3

For the 1DO induced reactions both pictures yield nearly the same rapidities but for the
a-induced reaction a distinct difference in the two mentioned rapidities exists {y\i{NN) =
0.15 , jfii(coM) = 0.04). The measured rapidity is more compatible with a collective produc-
tion model, where at least a fraction of 0.3 that means S target nucleons contribute to the
pion production, than with the NN collision model.

5 Conclusions

The inverse slopes of 30 MeV (a) and 18 MeV ("'O) arc relatively large and fit into the
picture of a more or less constant inverse slope of 20-25 MeV at lower beam energies. These
results are not compatible with the NN cc. ision model [2j. The measured rapidities hint
for the dominance of cooperative processes .A the present study.

The strong bark-angle enhancements of the angular yields is consistent with a T° produc-
tion in the collision zone where the projectile penetrates the front end of the (larger) target
nucleus.

In the o-induced reaction the available energy of 157 MeV is far away (~ 3<r) from the
required energy of 293 MeV for exciting the A-rcsonance {En = 1232 MeV, a — 49 MeV) so
that a T" production from a A-miclcon hole decay should be strongly suppressed. Therefore,
because we have <i si/.rabk' pion production cross section, in this energy regime the A-channel
is obviously not the dominant one.

More systematic measurements would be helpful where the same reaction is studied at
many different projectile energies down to the absolute threshold.
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Abstract: Neutron deficient transitional nuclei have been studied by radioactive decay in the light

rare earth and light actinide regions. On-line mass separation and He-jet techniques have been used at

the SARA accelerator. Systematics of positive parity states have been extended in the A ~ 130 region.

A new 2 1 9Ra level scheme is proposed at low energy including a tentative correlation between alpha

decay studies and in beam results.

1 - Introduction

The present investigation concentrates on the study of low-spin states of odd-A nuclei located

in two different transitional regions.

The A =• 130 mass region is interesting to study the respective role of hi 1/2 quasi neutrons or

nn/2 quasi protons because the neutron Fermi energy evolves from the upper part to the middle of

the shell and the proton Fermi level lies near the bottom of the shell, for nuclei with N > 56 and

N < 78. Extensive in beam studies have been made in this region, but such studies observe mainly

high-spin states. The goal of this work is to establish detailed level schemes fed in a P-decay chain to

identify new possible positive-parity Nilsson bands, to establish low-lying state systematics and

extract deformation parameters. A precise knowledge of low-spin states in this region is also

important because various theoretical approaches have predicted quite large quadrupolc

deformations [1], triaxial shapes [2,3] and even a coexistence of different shapes at low excitation

energy [4].
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Level systematics in odd-A isotopes of the mass region A - 219 - 229 exhibit typical features:

band heads of the sequences which are not in agreement with the Nilsson model orbitals, occurence

of parity doublets (two states having the same spin but opposite parity), presence of fast £1

transitions between the members of the doublets. From the systematics, the maximal octupole effects

appear localized around particular proton or neutron numbers [5]. To explain a large set of

experimental data, Leander and Sheline [6] have developed calculations, assuming an axially

symmetric shape with intrinsic reflection asymmetry and using a folded Yukawa potential. The

corresponding parity-mixed Nilsson orbitals extracted with octupole deformations 83 ~ 0.1 exhibit a

very good agreement with available experiments [7] in the A - 219 - 229 region and suggest several

ground-state spin and parity assignments unknown at that time. The purpose of the present nuclear

structure study, at the frontier of this light actinide region, is to search experimentally for the

existence of an octupole deformation at very low excitation energy as theoretically predicted.

2 • Experimental procedure at SARA

Production • Extraction - Separation

The neutron-deficient isotopes studied have been produced by fusion evaporation reactions

induced by medium - or heavy ions projectiles at 5-7 MeV/nucleon energies, on thin metallic targets

(1 to3mg/cm2).

For new nuclei, a mass separation has to be achieved. The on-line extraction of isotopes with

half-lives shorter than a few seconds was forbidden by using targets as part of a classical surface

ionization ion-source at the Grenoble variable energy cyclotron [8]. In order to work with all

materials as targets, an He-jet system coupled to an ion-source was developed and installed near

SARA, thanks to a Lyon-Grenoblc collaboration. A part of the layout of the experimental area is

shown in figure 1. The principle of the first He-jet coupling which has been made with a medium

current Bernas-Nier ion-source has been already described in details[9]. The radioactive products

recoiling from the target are thermalized in a stopping chamber, in the middle of a pressurized cube

(1-2 bars He). A 2mg/cm2 Havar window separates the system from the vacuum. Thanks to an oven,

the temperature is optimized for given aerosols (T - 400°C with PbCl2 aerosols). The thermalized

atoms are carried via the capillary either directly to the counting station or to the separator facility.
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flood PumpnQ

Figure 1: Partial layout of the ISOL facility at SARA showing the He-jet coupled with and ECR ion

source

The capillary is directed in front of the skimmer ( 0 - 1 . 2 mm) and their relative distance has to be

adjusted to keep the ion-source in operation. A high-flow pumping system [3 Roots : 8000 m3/h -

3000 m3/h - 400 m3/h and one 120m3/h primary] is required to maintain the pressure below ~

2.10'5 torr at the source for 10"1 to 10"2 torr at the injection. In the rare-eanh region the He-jet alone

can reach an efficiency of 50 to 65 % while the coupled set-up yield (skimmer + ion source + magnet

+ transport) is of the order of 1-2 % . Taking into account the heavy ion cross section productions,

collections of 100 to 1000 atotns/s have been currently reached[9].

Very recently, important technical efforts have been focussed on the single-charged ion

production by means of a new ECR ion-source (electron cyclotronic resonance). Technical details and

characteristics of a two-stages 2.45 GHz ECR ion-source have been reported [10]. Currents of 1 to

1.5 mA single-charged ions (N+, Ne+, Ar+, Kr+ or Xe+) are easily extracted. Combining electric

lenses and electric quadruples at the entrance of the 120° magnet of the isotope separator, a suitable
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optics has been achieved. A complete separation of the Xe-isotopes is easily reached with a resolution

greater than 1000.

Series of tests which have been undertaken to improve the coupling of die He-jet with the

ion-source have been recently published [11]. As the ionization efficiency of the ECR ion-source is

located in the vicinity of the resonance, the roles of an oven or of a catcher, displayed inside the

source to stop the agregats and to re-evaporate them towards the ionization zone, have been tested.

The temperature of the catcher appeared very important, so, after a careful choice of refractory

materials, a compact 2.4S GHz metallic body ECR ion-source, equipped with an internal tantalum

catcher to intercept the jet of agregats, has been developed to improve the coupling with the He-jet

system. This source is reproduced in figure 2. Its best absolute ionization efficiencies are in the 10 to

16 % range when the gas pressure at the rear is around 4.10"6mbar. The global efficiencies reached

for the coupling widi the He-jet system are reported in Table I for various elements.

Brett tlKtroililir Ltmn

Eltcffic Qtmfrmoles

Figure 2 : Schematic view of a 2.45 GHz metallic body ECR ion-source
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Tableau I
Global efficiencies of He-jet - ECR ion-source couplings at the SARA on-line isotope separator

mass-separated
elements

!23Xe (Ti/2 = 2h)
123Cs (Ti/2 = 6min)
123inCs (T]/2= 1.7s)

127Cs (Ti/2 = 6.2h)

127Ba (Ti/2=13min)

!27La (T1/2 = 3.7min)

73mse (Ti/2 = 40min)
n3Sb(Ti/2=6.7min)

*219Rn (Ti/2 = 4s)

Global efficiencies of the couplings
(He-jet - ECR source - isotope separator)

quartz-body £CR
graphite oven

injection parallel to the
plasna axis

15 to 20 10-2

6 to 710-2 10-2

5 to 6 lO-3

-10-5

Ta-bodyECR
Ta catcher

injection perpendicular to the
plasma axis

18 to 20 lO-2

4 to 6 lO-2

1.1 to 1.4 lO"2 (1100°C)

1.1 to 3 lO-2 (i000°C)

4 to 6 10-5 (~13OO°C)

1.6 to 2.8 lO-2 (i000°C)

1 to 1.5 lO-2 (~1000°C)

2.3 to 2.7 lO-2

* gas transport, no aerosols and no heating

With several systematic tests, the results indicate that isotopes with half-lives shorter

than 1-2 seconds cannot be easily mass separated with ECR sources coupled to an He-jet system,

except in case of I23mCs. In order to extend our nuclear structure studies towards the more neutron-

deficient nuclei, the IGISOL (ion guide isotope separator on-line) technique has been applied at

SARA. The ion-guide technique is based on the fact that the nuclear reaction products recoiling out of

the target, thcrmalized at 100 mbar He pressure, may survive as singly charged ions for about 10 ms,

a time long enough to extract and transport them for acceleration in the low pressure region of a

conventional on-line isotope separator. The IGISOL technique has been carefully studied [12] and

successfully applied by the JyvSskyla" group on the neutron rich isotopes produced via 20 MeV

proton induced fission on 238U[13]. The IGISOL system installed at SARA has been tested on the

238u (a 40 MeV, f) reactions, giving similar yields on neutron rich Pd. A general view of the

installation is reproduced in figure 3.
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Recently the SARA IGISOL system has been

modified to study products of fusion reactions

induced by light or heavy ions. To avoid the so-

called "plasma effect" [14], the "shadow method",

used by Sprouse et al. [15] in laser spectroscopy,

has been applied. By using the angular

distribution differences between the primary beam

and the reaction products, around 96 % of the

beam were suppressed [16].

Recent improvements have been made by

increasing both the pressure up to SOOmbars and

the acceleration voltage. An overall efficiency of

approximately 10~3 was obtained in the rare earth

region for the 1.8 min 132Nd mass-separated

isotope produced via the (96Mo, 40Ca) fusion

reaction at 210 MeV.

SARA

Figure 3 : General view of the IGISOL

system installed at SARA

Detection techniques

After mass separation, the ions are transported to a low background site, through a 6 m long

double Einzel lens and deposited on a mylar tape. An automatic tape driver system is used for the

activity transportation.

The detection site was designed for measurements after die complete isotope separator set-up

or after the He-jet system working alone. Classical high resolution y-ray muManalysis spectra,a-y-t,

y-x-t or y-y-t coincidences can be recorded simultaneously. To establish the multipolarity of the

stronger transitions, experiments have been especially undertaken, by coupling the ISOCELE

electron magnetic spectrometer (Orsay) to the He-jet system on-line at SARA. The activity collected

on an aluminized mylar tape was transported, at regular intervals in time, inside die magnetic selector.
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In this set-up, the gas pressure dynamics was the

main problem : the 12 m long capillary was

connected to the 1.6 bar He atmosphere of the

recoil chamber on one side, while, at the other

side, the pressure inside the selector had to be

kept below 10"6 bar. A diagram of the set-up is

reproduced in figure 4. Positive or negative

electrons correspond to opposite trajectory

curvatures ; so, the chamber geometry and the

magnetic field sense select conversion electrons or

p + ; moreover, X-rays or a-particles are

suppressed. The Si detector was protected against

direct radioactivity of the source by a thick

tungsten screen.

O»!VM

Figure 4 : Schematic view of the He-jet

electron spectrometer coupling

With a Ge detector at approximately 4 cm from the radioactive sample, y- e- and/or X-e~ coincidence

measurements can be recorded. The first application of this device has been made on the 124La -»

124Ba decay [17].

3. Light odd-A Pr and Ce isotopes

As for many other odd-A nuclei of the A ~ 130 region, the high-spin level structures of

I29,l3lce and '29,131^ isotopes have been extensively studied up to high excitation energies, by in-

beam gamma spectroscopy with large and efficient Compton-suppressed Ge arrays. In contrast, the

structure of these nuclei near the ground states is poorly known or unknown. The present studies

report on the low-energy low-spin levels fed in those nuclei by P-decay chains.

These studies have been started because several of our previous decay measurements on

odd-A Xe or odd-A Ba nuclei, with spin and parity assignments, have been decisive to connect the
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high-spin collective structure with the ground state in the level scheme of a given nucleus. The l27Ba

isotope is one of the best examples. Several low-lying levels and their connecting transitions, well

established via both the decays of 127raBa [18] and of 127La to 127Ba [19] have been essential for

arriving at a detailed understanding of the main features of the 127Ba level scheme, as proposed by

Wardetal. [20].

. The l 3 1 Nd -» *3iPr -» 1 3 1Ce decay chain

Prior our investigations, information in this decay chain was meagre. Various half-lives have

been reported for its members [21,22].In order to study the excited states in I 3 ILa via the p-decay of

13'Ce, Deleplanque et al. [23] have tried to clarify the situation on A=131 mass separated samples

collected during variable collection times. These authors have observed two different half-lives: 8.5

min on many gamma lines while lines at 230.4,395.5 and 421.3 keV and belonging to 131La agreed

with a 5 min half-life. It was impossible to extract an isomeric state in 131Ce but, in agreement with

the 131La level scheme observed, Deleplanque et al. associated a spin 1/2 with the longer half-life

(8.5min) and a possible 9/2 spin for a T1/2 = 5 min state able to feed the 11/2* isomeric state in 131La.

In the present measurements, the %Mo + ^Ca system at 255 MeV has been used to produce

131Nd, 131Pr and search for a Hlmpr isomeric state. Using A = 131 mass separated samples and

various collection times at the SARA isotope separator facility, two long half-lives have been

observed: lines at 87.8,164.2,174.5 and 362.8 keV have been observed in the 131Pr isotope with a

(33±2)s half-life assigned to 131Nd while strong lines at 72.9, 162.0, 213, 266 and 335 keV have

been observed in Ce with a (97 ± 5)s half-life assigned to l31Pr.

The 131Nd -»1 3 1Pr p- decay is very complex. From the corresponding 131Pr level scheme

one can extract only a positive parity structure well fed in the decay, based on the (3/2+) ground state

and developed at least until a 11/2+ state. This system will be given in the systematics on

odd-A Pr isotopes presented later.

The existence and the characteristics of the 131mPr isomer have been obtained at the He-jet

system. With short collection times (from 2s to 20s), conversion electron measurements, X-rays and

y-rays have been recorded simultaneously to extract multipolarities of the transitions. From

multianalysis measurements, a (5.7 ± 0.2)s half-life has been observed on both gamma and electron
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lines. The decay of the I3lmpr isomer has been established from e-y-t and X-y-t coincidences. A

complementary experiment has been performed with the ' I5In + 20Ne reaction and by using a beam

mechanically pulsed with a chopper. Several examples of results are presented in figure 5 as well as

the two decay modes of i31mPr. The main path (95 %) reproduces clearly the cascade 64.8 keV (E3,

11/2" to 5/2+) 87.8 keV (Ml, 5/2+ to 3/2+), in agreement with the electron-gamma coincidences

shown in the figure. The connection (~5 %) from the Wimpr (l 1/2") to negative parity states in 13 lCe

is also well established through the 162 ke / y-delayed coincidences. This 162 keV, El , T1/2 = 80 ns

line was known from in beam experiments [24,25],

CHANNEL NUMBER

Figure S: Examples of typical results observed in the 131m-8Pr decay which support the partial
131Pr level scheme shown at the top of the figure. The quality of conversion electron
measurements recorded with the He-jet system is clearly established on the e - y spectra

(right pan of this figure)
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The I31mpr characteristics have been very useful to establish the I31Ce level scheme. Indeed,

with long collection times (> 20s) at the He-jet system, the 131Pr - • 1 3 l Ce p-decay populates

medium and low spin states in cerium because 131Pr has F = 3/2+ as ground-state while several

negative parity states up to 13/2- are fed from the 11/2" l3]mPr and short collection times (2 or 3 s).

In the 131Ce level scheme proposed in figure 6, in addition to the first members of the two

rotational sequences previously identified by in-beam spectroscopy one observes two positive parity

rotational sequences fed by the 3/2+ l 3 1 Pr ground state. As these two structures are strongly

connected they reflect strong configuration mixings. The sequence with spins 1/2+, 3/2+, 5/2+, 7/2+

and (9/2+) at (0±£),72.9, 28.5, 411.9 and 681.7 keV has been established by analogy with similar

bands in odd-A Xe and Ba neighbours [19].

131m,nPr
-11/2"

131 Pr
Tv,-95s

- 3/2*

1 . P"'l

Figure 6 : The 131Ce level scheme observed in the l31m»8Pr decay

It exists no higher energy states decaying on both positive and negative parity levels as for

example in 127Ba [18,19] so, the exact position of the 1/2+ is not known; very likely, this state is

close to the 7/2+(g7/2) state. Calculations made in the frame of the IBFM-1 model [26] including the
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si/2. d3/2, ds/2 and g7/2 orbitals give a 7/2+ dominated by a g7/2 configuration as ground state and a

l /2 + excited state strongly mixed at around below 1 keV. Finally from the present work one can

keep the 7/2+ as ground state in 131Ce and propose a l /2+ excited state, just above.

- The 1 2 'Nd -> !2*Pr -» 1 2 9 C e decay chain

The present radioactive chain was poorly known. Half-lives of (4.9 ± 0.3)s and (24 ± 5)s

have been proposed for 129Nd and 129Pr, respectively [21]. Later, the Daresbury recoil separator has

been used to identify the 129Pr isotope [27]. Transitions at 90,150,241,255 and 185 keV have been

reported, the 255 keV line showing a 100 ns half-life. Then, by in-beam spectroscopy, two collective

structures have been proposed in I29Pr [28], one based upon the 90 keV transition, the other one on

the 185 keV transition with a connection trough the 255 keV line. Very recendy, a new AI = 2

negative parity collective band, built on a 1. /2* (7th 11/2) state and starting with an E2 transition at

237 keV, has been established [29]. Its decay mode is still unknown but very likely its basic 11/2"

state is similar to the 11/2" I3lmpr (Till = 5.7s) isomeric state in 133Pr.

Two different half-lives have been previously associated with 129Ce, 13 min. and 3.5 min.

[30]. From in-beam experiments (24,31] collective structures have been assigned to 129Ce, one built

on the v hj)/2 configuration and another one on the v g7/2 configuration. The lower negative parity

level (7/2-) decays to the basic positive parity state (5/2+) via a 108 keV El transition. In this context

the 5/2+ level can be retained for the 129Ce ground state.

In the present work, the 9 4 Mo + 4 0Ca system at 255 MeV has been used to produce Nd

and Pr activities. Mass separated samples at A = 129 have been used to identify die main transitions.

A (32 ± 3)s half-life of has been measured on several gamma lines. The y-y-t and y-X-t coincidences

have been undertaken at the He-jet system. The level scheme reproduced in fig. 7 agrees with the

existence of the 144.4 - 145.4 keV doublet proposed by Aryaeinejad et al. [31]. A quite strong

positive parity system is fed in this decay, built on a new 39.5 keV line. From systematics, this

structure is very likely built on a l /2+ state and in agreement with the decay of a state at 918.8 keV

this 1/2+ state is located near the ground state (AE < 0.2 keV).
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129-

Figure 7 : The 129Ce level scheme observed in the 129Pr P+ decay

- Odd-A Ce and Pr systematics

The low-energy state systematics in odd-A Cerium isotopes shown in fig 8 has been

established from a detailed comparison with the well known odd-A Ba isotoncs. For the heavier Ce

nuclei, spin and parity of isomeric and ground states have been measured [32] and the systematics

extended ro l33Ce [33]. The similarities in N = 73 and 71 isotones are evident and support a 7/2+

[404] g7/2 assignment for the 13ICe ground state. The 5/2+ [402] ds/2 identified at 80keV in 127Ba

[20] can be retained as ground state in the l29Ce while the 7/2+ [404] gin state goes up at 279 keV

in 129Ce and 324 keV in 127Ba respectively. These assignments are supported by the characteristics

of the rotational bands observed in-beam at higher spin, as B(M1)/B(E2 ratios or signature splittings.

In 127Ba the 1/2+ ground state is proposed as the 1/2+ [411] d3/2 orbital [20]. The same assignment

is not evident for 129Ce and l31Ce because the positive parity structure fed in these isotopes by
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P- decay and based upon the I/2+ lower state exhibits several intra connections. In addition large

mixings are supported by calculations made in the frame of the IBFM-1 model [26] for the low lying

1/2+, 3/2+, 5/2+ state.
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7/2*

5/2*

9/2"
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Figure 8 : Low-spin low-energy state systematics in odd-A cerium isotopes

For example, in the 129Ce case, the 1/2+ (~ 0 keV) and the 3/2+ (39.5 keV) states are

described with 61 % si/2 - 15 % d3/2 - 21 % ds/2 - 3 % g7/2 and 19 % si/2 - 63 % djf2 - 7 % ds/2 -

11 % g7/2, respectively.

As for the N = 71, 73 odd-A Ba isotopes, deformation parameters P ~ 0.25, y - 0° calculated

in the Woods-Saxon Strutinsky model can describ the regular 5/2+ [402] and 7/2 [404] rotational

bands in odd-A Ce isotopes. It is necessary to introduce a triaxial shape (y ~ -15°) to account for the

hi 1/2 negative parity systems.

Up to now, the low-energy level schemes in odd-A Pr isotopes are not completely

established. The 11/2" isomeric state energy is known in 135Pr (358 keV), 133Pr (192 keV) and 131Pr

(152 keV) while in 129Pr, the collective sequence observed in-beam has not been located in the level

scheme.

Part of the low-energy low-spin state systematics extended to 129Pr and 131Pr with the present

work are reproduced in figure 9.
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Figure 9 : The systematics of low-energy positive parity states observed in odd-A 129"135Pr.

From the experimental results, it is difficult to unambiguously extract the evolution of the

beginning of the sequences built open the lower 3/2+ and 5/2+ states. Large configuration mixings

are present and comparisons with theoretical calculations need an extension of the band structures.

4. Light radium and radon isotopes

- The 2 1 9 R a isotope

Introduction

As expected from the calculations f6] the 219Ra nucleus (N = 131) is located at the limit where

the reflection asymmetric model applies. High spin structure of this isotope has been well observed

by using in-beam gamma multidetection techniques and the 2 0 8Pb ( I 4C, 3n)219Ra reaction [34,35]

Parity doublets connected by enhanced El transitions have been seen up to around 3 MeV and

support a clear existence of octupole deformations.

The first investigation on 2 I 9Ra by alpha-decay has been reported by El-Lawindy et al [36].

An alpha-gamma angular correlation measurement for the decay chain [37] 219Ra (g.s.) - a-> 215Rn

(316 keV) - Ml - 215Rn (g.s. 9/2+) limited the 219Ra ground-state spin assignment to (7/2, 11/2)+-
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Measurements and results

In our measurements, the 223Th isotope (T1/2 = 0.66 s) has been produced by fusion

reaction. We bombarded a 1.5 mg/cm2se]f-supporting 99 % enriched 208po target with a 82 MeV

18O beam. The He-jet system, described in section 2., was used with a 3.5 m long capillary and 3s

collection-measurement cycles. The fission product activity was eliminated by requiring a-y

coincidences. Alpha and gamma singles spectra where recorded simultaneously with 4K-4K a-y

coincidence events. The main y-rays belong ing to 219Ra are shown in fig. 10 .

: ; « f i a » '
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' • ' I .
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i! •!

'• J*

Channel

Figure 10 : Lower part of the 219Ra y-spectrum observed in coincidence widi 'xaTh a-particules in
the 6900 to 7432 keV energy range. Energies of lines are given en keV. Impurity lines
are indicated in parentheses.

Since the ̂ T h ground-state has spin 5/2+, high spin states cannot be populated by oc-decay.

The 219Ra level scheme established at low-energy excitation (fig. 11) exhibits no regular band

smicture as observed in the in-beam nuclear reaction spectroscopy and the two studies give

apparently quite different level structures.
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The experimental results, and the

corresponding level scheme established in

agreement with coincidence relations and

multipolarities of the main gamma transitions

have been published with a first set of possible

spin and parity assignments which has to agree

with a 7/2+ ground state [38]. Any El

transitions or parity doublets have been

observed. The strong a-feeding of a triplet

around 140 keV is the most striking feature

well established . As the parent 223Th as a

ground state 5/2+ originating from the g9/2

neutrons shell, these three levels with low a-

H.F.s must originate from the same g9/2 shell,

while the three lowest levels, poorly fed in

219Ra come from another shell, such as in/2-

vs.
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Figure 11 :Level structure proposed for
219Ra populated in the ^ T h decay.

A simple interpretation for the 11/2+ at 52 keV, 3/2+ at 16.6 keV and the 7/2+ ground state was to

assume that they are members of a K = 1/2 band with a decoupling parameter a = - 5.5 and a value

h2/2I = 5.8 keV for the inverse moment of inertia. Then the transition multipolarities suggest a level

sequence 5/2+ (113.8 keV), 9/2+ (140.0 keV), 7/2+ (152.0 keV) for the low H.F.S levels and a

K = 5/2+ band with an inertia parameter similar to the ground-state band one. A Coriolis interaction

with neighbouring bands could explain the lowered 9/2+ state in this band.

The interpretation was not completely satisfying because the 113.8 keV proposed as 5/2+is

less populated by alpha decay from fhe 223Th(5/2+ ground-state) than the state (9/2+) at 140.0 keV. It

seems also strange that there is no overlap with the in-beam spectroscopy measurements. Indeed,

states with spin of 7/2+, 9/2+ and 11/2+ are populated in the alpha decay studies and also by in-beam

reaction decay. After the observation of a 97.1 keV transition at low-excitation energy by Wieland et
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al.[35], Sheline et al [39] proposed a reinterpretation of the low-energy slates observed by a-decay

(as shown at the left in figure 12), still in agreement with multipolarities and intensity balances. With

the new set of spins and parities, 7/2+- (11/2+) and (3/2+), the inverse moment of inertia value is

8.57 keV and the decoupling parameter reaches a = - 9.0 - This large a value is closer to that

observed in the ground state parity doublet bands in 2 l 9Fr than the value a = - 5.5 in the original

assignment. Taking into account this proposition for the three lowest states and the gamma transition

multipolarities one has (9/2)+ at 113.8 ke\\ (5/2)+ at 140.0 keV and (7/2)+ at 152.0 keV, a new set

which support the experimental hindrance factors deduced through the 223Th a-decay (the 5/2+

140.0 keV state is more strongly populated than the 9/2+ at 113.8keV).

Figure 12 : Combined level scheme for 219Ra as observed in a-decay (left) [38] and nuclear traction
specrroscopy (right) [35].



In addition, if this reassignments are correct they give a tentative way to correlate the low

excitation spectroscopy with the in-beam reaction spectroscopy. One may assume that the 7/2+ state

observed in-beam corresponds to the 11/2+ first excited state fed by cc-decay and that the 16.6 keV

11/2+ - 7/2+ transition is at the bottom of the 2 l 9Ra level scheme. The only test to check this

hypothesis could be the observation of the electrons of the 16.6 keV converted transition below the

band I reported by Wieland et al [35]. With a (3/2+) spin it is not surprising that the 52 keV has not

been populated in the nuclear reaction study. In this context the 97.2 keV line can depopulate the side

band n. As a 114.0 keV line is observed at higher spin in the (1 4C 3n) reaction, it is impossible to

confirm the existence of the doublet 97.2 keV -113.8 keV established in the cc-decay to depopulate

the level at 113.8 keV. The tentative correlation of the two level schemes for 219Ra is shown in

figure 12 .

Discussion

The assignment of the bands in 219Ra have

been made in the frame of the reflection asymmetry

model developed by Leander and Chen [7]. The

calculated orbitals are shown in figure [13]. The

131 st neutron at a quadrupole deformation e - 0.08

occupies the 1/2 (-1,0.5, -2) orbital arising from the

ill/2 shell. A 7/2+ as lowest lying member ground

state and a sequence 7/2+, 11/2+- 3/2+ can be

reproduced with a large negative decoupling

parameter (a • - 9.0), similar to the one observed in

2I9Fr [40]. The observation of the associated favored

high spin sequence 11/2+, 15/2+« 19/2+in the in-

beam data is also well explained.
Figure 13:

Neutron Nilsson orbitals as function of quadrupole deformation for constant octupole deformation
(63 = 0.08). The parity mixed orbitals are labeled by Q(sz, x) and in cue of K - 1/2 orbits third
quantrum number (nconj I - j+1 R conj) [6,7].

0.10 0.11 0.14 0.18 0.U
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The 5/2 (0.2, 0.2) configuration arising from the g9/2 spherical orbital explains the 5/2+

ground-stare of 223Th. The alpha emission with very low hindrance factors to the 5/2+- 7/2+ and 9/2+

states in 219Ra supports a K = 5/2+ (g gp) assignment for these later states. A small abnormal 7/2+ -

5/2+ spacing has also been observed in 223Th and ^ R a . The anomalous rotation structure proposed

for this K = 5/2+ band could be explained by possible mixings with the 1/2 (0,2, 0.2, 3) and 3/2

(0.2, 0.2) orbitals arising from the same shell. Among the 8 states above 270 keV, those at 404.7,

445.0,470.7 and 515.5 keV have comparabb hindrance factors and decay almost exclusively to the

K = 5/2 + band members. So, with a negative parity, these states could be candidates for the parity

doublet partner band of the k = 5/2+ band. The energy separation of the two systems is similar to the

one observed in 219Fr.

- The 2 1 5 R n isotope

Introduction

The 2l5Rn level structure has been investigated by several authors [41]. Hahn et al. reported

two a-groups and an excited state at 316 keV. Vali et al. confirmed the alphas and measured half-

lives of both 2 1 9Ra (10.3 ms) and 215Rn (2.3 us). A level scheme with five levels has been proposed

in 1987 by El-Lawindy et al. [36].

Measurements and results

The 2 1 5Rn nucleus has been studied in the alpha decay of 2l9Ra (Tj/2 = \Q m s ) j n secular

equilibrium with 223Th (Tl/2 = 0.66s), as a by-product in the proceeding measurements. The level

scheme of 215Rn has been constructed using the new experimental results. The gammas at 490 and

592 keV have been observed only in the coincidence spectra. The X R / V ~I ratio extracted for the

214.0 keV (figure 14) gives a mixed Ml + E2 multipolarity rather than a pure E2 [ ]. Energies,

intensities and hindrance factors of the a-decay are indicated in figure 15. The spin and parity

assignments are based on the following discussion. The 9/2* ground state in 215Rn is deduced from

its a-decay to the 2 1 1Po ground state 26. Spins and parities proposed are model dependent or based

on comparaison with the level structure of the 217Ra isotone (see discussion).
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Figure 14 : Gamma spectrum limited to 400 keV in coincidence with the 7196 keV a-group feeding
the 806 keV state in 21S
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Figure 15 : Level structure of 215Rn observed in the 219Ra a-decay. Configurations in term of both
the shell model and the reflection asymmetric model are shown under the level scheme.
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Discussion

To interpret the level structure of 215Rn, we have used the neutron orbitals calculated from the

reflection asymmetric model and the comparaison with the isotone 217Ra with three neutrons beyond

the 126 closed shell. Both alpha-decay studies of ^ T h [42] and heavy-ion reaction spectroscopy

[43] have been used to propose a level scheme with configurations suggested both in terms of the

shell model (as interpreted by Roy et al. [43]) and of the reflection asymmetric model.

As the results in 215Rn are rather poor, the more complete 217Ra scheme was used as a basis

for the proposed interpretation. In case of the 221Th decay, alphas go to 7/2+ and 11/2* states in

2i?Ra (at 756 keV, HF - 2.0 - at 330.8 keV, HF = 4.3); in the 2'9Ra the alphas go to similar 7/2+

and 11/2+ in 215Rn at 806 keV (HF = 2.0) and 316 keV (HF = 4). Very likely the 7/2+ ground state

proposed in 219Ra and the 7/2+ and 11/2"* states in 215Rn are related to the same configuration

1/2 (- 0.1, 0.5, -2) in/2.SimiIarIy the 9/2*-g.s (HF = 95) and the 9/2+ g.s (HF = 74) can be

associated to the 1/2 (0.2, 0.2, 3) orbital of the g9/2 shell. The parity of the states at 214.0 and

290.6 keV is known from the measurements. A (7/2)+ assignment can be proposed for the 214.0

keV (7/2+ at 210 keV in 2 '7Ra). There is no similar state in 217Ra for the (11/2)- level at 290.6 keV

in 215Rn. The 1/2 (0.2, 0.2, 3) orbital reported in figure 15 is proposed on the basis of the large

HFs. The shell model configurations for 2 l 5Rn labeled in the figure are also based on the

resemblance between 215Rn and 217Ra.

Alpha decay chains of the isobars 2 2 3Th and 2 2 3 Ac.

It is very interesting to look at the sequences of three sets of decays in the two isobaric ot-

decay chains shown in fig. 16 [39]. The situation is simplified to exhibit the main features. The

widths of the alpha decaying arrows are inversely proportional to die hindrance factors and no arrows

in the figure with HFs > 10. These schematic representations describe the progressive collapse of the

quadrupole - octupole orbitals into the shell model states. Indeed, 223Th and 223Ac, both good

quadrupole - octupole systems, decay to more transitional nuclei as 219Ra and 219Fr and then, at the

third step, the 215Ra and 215At isobars decay between shell mode! states to the 211Po and 211Bi

isobars. Again, the two sets of alpha decays appear very similar. Nevertheless differences are

G6



present. The collapse is more visible at the second step of the chain for odd-proton nuclei with alpha

decay sequences prodecding mainly ground state to ground state. The transitional character remains

more pronounced in the odd-neutron isobaric decay chain. These schematic decay chains illustrate

quite well the limit where the reflection asymmetric model applies at low excitation energy.

2isfln

'V
- < f

w-

5/2(0.2.0.4)

. 1/2(0.2.0.1.3)

^ t S w l M - S S A T S ? " tB"CII« '*»"

«2-tl>M)i»-

Figure 16 : Alpha decay chains A = 223, 219,215,211 for odd proton (left) and odd neutron (right)
isobars. The widths of arrows reproduce the ce-dccay intensities.
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bG» 9 MOO Mi-
Meson Production Studies at COSY

Hartmui Machncr

Institut fur Kcrnphysik Forschungszentrum Jiilich
Jiilich, Germany

Abstract

The new accelerator COSY at Ju'icli is shortly described. Then the first approved experiments and
their detectors will be presented. The experi' ifnts arc measurements of elastic proton-proton scattering
and two meson production in the proton-deuteron interactions with a3//e-recoil and in the proton-proton
interactions, further experiments make use of a time of Jlight apparatus. These include production
of photons, associated strangeness and i)'e in proton-proton interactions. Experiments with i hybrid
detector (Ge-waU plus Magnet spectrometer) will search for pionic atoms in low lying states and neutral
meson production in proton plus deuteron reactions.

1 The Accelerator COSY
CO.SY stands for OOoler SYitchroton which means it is an acceleration facility with a synchroton as tlie
high energy machine. In Fig. 1 a door !an of the facility is shown The projectiles from the ion source
are injected into the rebuilt cyclotron, '.n the beginning only //.^-molecules will be accelerated up to 40
MeV/nucleon. In the near future the acceleration of polarized protons is foreseen. In principle also not too
heavy ions can be accelerated The ions will be then fed into the ring through a beam line and there the
electrons will be stripped off. After filling of the ring the beam will be cooled by an electron cooling device
Then the ions will be accelerated. Kinetic energies up to 2.5 GeV are possible for protons. T'lie beam will
then eiiher be extracted to external experimental areas shown in Fig. 1 or be used in internal experiments
using COSY as a storage ring. Heating of the beam in such internal experiments can partly be compensated
by stochastic cooling, foreseen to operate at a slightly later stage. Internal beams are presently available
while extracted beams are expected to be operational Jaler this fall. The two different cooling possibilities
will result in high precision experiments. This will be illustrated for a typical reaction. Suppose a reaction
with a two body final state

A + B — C + n. (1)

In order to measure the reaction completely it is sufficient to measure the four momentum vector of one of
the two particles, say C. From the known entrance channel and the conservation law the four momentum
vector of D can be constructed. The four momentum vector of particle C can be deduced from measurements
of the particle type from which its mass is known. Then measurements of energy and polar and azimuthal
angles suffice. It is .herefore necessary to precisely measure these two angles. In the upper part of Fig. 2 we
illustrate the situation for a beam having small emittance. However, a large beam spot with respect to the
detector acceptance makes the angle measurement shown unprecise by an angle A4> =• 4>\ — <j>2 The w»y out
may be better focusing. Uecause of the constant phase space (Liouville theorem) this does not help. Again
there is a large uncertainty in the angle measurement. It is therefore practice to measure the incident beam
with two pairs of wire chambers, each with a x-y measurement. This method is only applicable at small
beam intensities. At COSY an alternative way is selected to use a cooled beam, i.e. a beam with reduced
phase apace. Typically a reduction of 2.5 down to Inmmmrad for the emittance and beam diameters less
than 1 mm in both directions will be obtained. To complete the specifications of COSY: the maximum
number of particles in the ring will be 2 x 10", the number of slow extracted particles 5 x 109 per second,
and the momentum spread Ap/p as 5 x lU'4 .

2 The EDDA Experiment
In the following sections we will concentrate on the first experiments selected by the Physics Advimry
Committee (PAC) at COSY and experiments proposed with the same detectors. The EDDA experiment
(spokesperson F. Hinterbcrgcr, University Bonn) will measure elastic proton-proton scattering. In the ramp-
ing phase of the synchrotron the energy is increased in extremely small steps. This should permit to measure
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ligurr 1: Floor plan of the accelerator facility COSY. The ion beam is first accelerated by the cyclotron
Jl 'I.K' and tlii'ii injected into the synchrotron ring. The circular form is changed by the two telescope
sections. One houses the electron cooler and the other one the internal target positions TP1 and TP2. The
high energy extracted beam will be transported to the external target areas. In the area named BIG KARI.
II is a remodeled magnetic spectrometer. Next to that is an area for longitudinal polarization experiments
foreseen. The next vault houses the lime of flight apparatus (TOF). The fourth area without a name tag in
the figure will in the future house medical therapy activities.

detector

Figure 2: Upper part: Situation of a parallel beam (small emittauce) but with large diameter impinging on a
target Lower part: Well focused beam but with large eniittancc. Indicated in both cased are the uncertainty
in the angle measurement A4> = <Pi — 4>i-
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I'igure 3 Sketch of the EDDA detector. The four layers of scintillafors are mounted around the beam tube
(inner tube).

an excitation function of elastic scattering with extreme high precision In the beginning only differential
cross sections will be measured, hi a later phase both polarized beam and polarized target protons will be
used. W'it.ti the anticipated precision even small deviations in the phase shifts due to dibarionic resonances
should l>e visible [J], Such small deviations cannot bo excluded from the present phase shifts analyses.

The experiment will be performed in the ring itself. It will be located at TP1 in Kig. 1. The two scattered
protons will be. detected in coincidence. Their emission angles 6 and 4 and energy loss will be measured
by four layers of scintillators. The inner two layers will be scintillating fibers which will be helical wound
around the beam pipe. Each layer will have opposite direction (see Fig. 3). The third layer consists of 1 rri
long bars having a profile that every proton must hit two bars. The ratio of the light output enables a more
precise measurement of the azimuth angle than lor not overlapping bars. The most outer layer will measure
the polar angle

3 The MOMO Experiment
In the MOMO experiment (mesons or molecules on line, spokesperson R Jahn, Bonn University) one wants
to study meson-meson interactions close to the production threshold. It will make use of the reactions

p + d - 3 He + X° (2)

with X" being ir+ir~ or K+K~ . The recoiling 3 / / e ions will be detected in the magnetic spectrometer BIG
KARL II This spectrometer is a remodeled version of the previous spectrometer BIG KARL. In order to
allow for ray tracing in x- and y-direction its previous two entrance quadrupole magnets were replaced by
three high field quadrupole magnets. These magnets have a larger opening than the previous ones giving a
larger acceptance of the spectrometer. The first dipole magnet got a new side yoke. It allows now together
with a window in a new vacuum chamber for exits of the primary beam. This works if the Sp-values of the
primary beam and the particles to be measured differ by factors of two to three and the spectrometer is at
zero degrees (see Fig. 4). In order to make a kinematically complete experiment it is sufficient to measure the
emission direction of the two produced mesons. This is done with the help of the so called vertex detector
shown in Fig. 5.

This detector will be mounted 20 cm downstream of the target thus yielding an opening of 90 degrees.
Since the two pion interaction and the two kaon interaction are believed to be attractive it should be

possible to form mesic molecules. Because of the gain in energy due to binding, production of two mesons
even below the threshold for unbound mesons should be possible.
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Figure 4: L'nlarged view of the target area with the remodeled magnetic spectrometer BIG KA.RL 11.
Indicated are the new three entrance quadrupole magnets and the two dipole magnets. The first, dipole lias
(•xil.s Tor the primary beam. The two limiting cases of factors two and three with respect to the detivted
particles are indicated. The primary beam is dumped in a shielded cube of iron of I roJ volume.

Figure 5: The vertex detectors consists of scintillating fibers. The produced recoils and the primary beam
as well will escape the central hole. The Rix moduies of the detector form six triangles with three layers of
scintillators each.
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Figure 6: Left: Perspective view of the germanium wall. The first detector has 200 Archimedes' spirals on
the front side and 200 on the rear side 1-uL with opposite orientation (quirl detector). Right: Enlarged view
of the quirl. Out of the 200 spirals only !i0 are shown for clarity. The definition of a pixel as crossing between
two spirals is indicated.

4 The GEM Collaboration

4.1 The Detector
The GEM collaboration (spokesperson H. Machner, Jiilich) will also make use of the magnetic spectrometer
BIG KARL II. There is also an additional detector in the target region. In contrast to the previously
discussed experiment it will not detect different particles but enlarge the acceptance of BIG KARL II.
These two detector elements (GlCrrnaniuiri wall plus Magnc''c spectrometer) together cover a solid angle of
560 mrad. It, will allow direction measurement and energy measurement each better than 10~3 as will be
discussed below.

4.2 Meson Production
The program anticipated for GEM consists at present of two parts. One is the study of reaction mechanism
in light meson production while a second part will investigate the question of bound meson-nucleus states.

4.2.1 ^-Production

The lightest meson is the pion Of special interest are the two fusion reactions

(3)

and
+. (4)

GEM is a 4ir-delector for the A-'.] nuclei within spatial and momentum acceptances up to 1 GeV/c beam
momentum corresponding to an relative pion momentum r; = 1.6 (see below). Thus an excitation curve
can be measured from threshold above the A-resonance. Not only close to threshold but also in this area
there is a scattering of the total reaction cross section data as can be seen from a compilation [5) shown in
Fig. 7. The calculations shown in Fig. 7 are performed [6] within a model by Uarzheim et al. [7] assuming
the reaction to proceed through t A and ^'-resonances. The curve shown by diamonds with solid lines is
calculated assuming an oscillator parameter of v = 1.75/m and is divided by 3. Another calculation shown
a full dots connected by dotted lines is performed by Sibirtsev [8). In this calculation it is assumed that 4%
of the nucleons are in a 6 quark state. No further normalization was applied to this calculation. Obviously
the data follow to some extend the p + n -* d + x0 cross section, shown as solid curve and divided by a factor
of 80. However, it seems impossible to draw a smooth curve between the low energy points and those above
7/ = 1 and there is dearly a need for good data.
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Figure 7: Excitation function of the indicated reaction as function of the pion cm-momentum divided by the
pion mass. The solid curve is the dependence of the p + n —• d+r° reaction divided by 80. Two calculations
arc shown by symbols connected with lines and are discussed in the text.
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Figure 8: Missing mass as obtained by Monte Carlo simulation of the present, reaction for a bombarding
energy of }092McV.

4.2.2 77-Productian

The collaboration has also proposed to use the same detector to study ^production on the dcuteron. The
large cross section seen in the threshold excitation function [4] for the ^-production has raised interest in
its production. The reaction mechanism and the role of the JV*(1535) resonance are unclear. Even the
position of this resonance is not without debate [10]. A strong enhancement of the aHe channel should be
accompanied by effects in the other production channels close to the threshold. The GEM collaboration
therefore wants to measure the two reactions

and

p + d —3 He + tf

p + d —• p + d + rj.

(5)

(6)

In a beam momentum range below 1900 McV/c the detector is a 4 ir-dete<:tor thus permitting the mea-
surement of all differential cross section*, total cross flections, and analyzing power. A measurement from
threshold to 1900 MeV/c will lead lo an excitation curve which will allow to draw conclusions on the reaction
mechanism. In Pig. 8 Monte Carlo simulations for the missing mass as will obtained with a 2 mm thick
liquid deuterium target is shown. Also shown is the physical background due to two pion production.
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4.3 Bound States
4.3.1 Pionic Atoms in Low-Lying States

It is well known that pionic atoms in heavy nuclei in the atomic Is state could not be studied so far by the
method of v" -absorption [2]. Because of the strong interaction, which is the quantity of interest, annihilation
occurs far away from the nuclear surface. We, therefore, proposed to measure pionic atoms with heavy nuclei
in the atomic Is state by forming the atomic system directly in the pion production reaction. The elementary
process wil] be

p+n->2 He + it~. (7)

This reaction shall take place in such a way that all other target iiuck-oris act as spectators and hence only
the two particles in the exit channel of the elementary proce-^ carry the beam momentum. There is one
proton momentum where it is possible to produce the it" at rest in the laboratory system. It is just, this
case where the wave functions have the strongest overlap. The detector for this experiment is designed in
such a way that more than 95% of all formed pionic atoms will be detected.

In addition to BIG KARL II a stack of position sensitive germanium detectors will be used (see Fig. 6).
The combination of the two detecting systems will allow us to measure the 4-momentum vectors of the two
emerging protons with 10"3 resolution. We can therefore determine the shift of the atomic system due to
the strong interaction with respect to the electromagnetic bound system and also measure the width in the
cases of very heavy nuclei. We can by such investigations answer the question whether the width increases
with mass number or whether there is saturation [2]. Also the question of neutron skins can be addressed
by studying different isotopes of the same element. Due to a neutron skin the annihilation of v~'s will be
suppressed compared to normal nuclear matter [3] resulting in a longer life time and hence to a smaller
width. The background due to many body final state is estimated to be in the same order of magnitude as
the signal from the atomic system.

4.3.2 Eta-Mesic Nuclei

Similar to the pionic atom case, one can produce the r\ without recoil in the p + d —>3 He. + ij reaction. This
enables us to search for bound or resonant n-nuclcar states. For such states to exist, the n-nucleus interaction
has to be sufficiently attractive. Theoretical studies by Haider and Liu [9] indicate such a binding for nuclei
heavier than ViC. Furthermore, the lifetime of the y in nuclei should not be too short. Calculations [9] yielded
3.6 MeV for 12C up to 11 MeV for i0SPb. Since in nuclei there are many quasi-deuterons, the detection of
"'We should give a clean signal of a bound state. In order to have an additional information, one can detect
the reaction products after the //-absorption as well. The strongest channel will be 17 + N — N' -+ N + ir.
This process will lead to a micleon and a pion being emitted back to back with 467 MeV/c momentum.

5 Experiments with the TOF Detector

5.1 The TOF Detector
The Time Qi Flight detnctor consists of start detectors in the vicinity of the target and adjusted to the

special reaction of interest and of a huge stop detector. This detector is the common part. It consists of a 7.5
m long vacuum tank witli a 3.5 m diameter. The tank is mounted out of three identical barrels. The front
end side downstream is covered by three layers of scintillators. The inner structure is a circle and the outer
one a ring. Both parts have two layers of Archimedes' spirals left and right twisted to form again a "quirl".
The third layer is in the form of slices of a pie (see Fig. 9). The same topological structure is transformed
to a cylinder and covers each barrel. By this design pixels are defined with small number of ambiguities or
even none for small multiplicity events. The scintillators define the stop signal and give three energy loss
informations.

5.2 Bremsstrahl-Production
The production of 7-quanta in the elementary reaction

(8)
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Figure 9: The structure of the most downstream barrel with the front cap.

is a fundamental QF.D process. Only little experimental data exist fisp. above pion production threshold.
In special Itincmat.ical regions olT-shell behaviors should be of importance [] I). For sufficiently .small beam
energies it is possible to identify the reaction by measurement of the two outgoing protons. For energies
above the I wo pion threshold this is not more sufficient and hence an additional measurement of the photon
has to he performed. The collaboration (spokesperson K. Kuhlmann, University Bochum) has developed
scinlillators with vacuum light guides as start detectors.

5.3 (/-Production
As is pointed out. above are the i;- and rj mesons not well understood so far. Of special interest is their

strangeness content. In the COSY energy range only three measurements of the reaction

(9)

exist [12). There is strong disagreement between these data and hence new precision measurements arc highly
desirable. A collaboration (spokesperson E. Roderburg, Jiilich) has proposed to perform such measurements.
'Diry plan to use a stack of induction drift chambers [13] as detectors defining the beginning of a track.

5.4 Associated Strangeness Production
A similar situation concerning the availability of high quality data as for the two i?'s exists for strangeness
production The reaction with lowest threshold is the

P + p — p + A ' + + A (10)

reaction. The measurement of this reaction (spokesperson P. Turck, Jiilich) makes use of the decay properties
of the A:

(U)

A scries of silicon strip detectors and scintillators will allow to reconstruct the dec&y point and hence the
vector of the A, thus allowing a complete measurement. The measurement of the heavier £ hyperons will
follow along similar paths. The self-analyzing property of the reaction will also allow the measurement of
spin observable*.

6 The Ring Spectrometer
Another experiment will be located at the ring accelerator itself (spokesperson W. Oelert, Jiielich). It will
use one dipole of COSY as a spectrometer (nee Fig. 10. A* can be seen from thin ligure one want* to measure
negatively and positively charged •7iesonii at the lame time together with two protons from a reaction

p + p - p + p + X 0 . (12)
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Figure 10: Ring spectrometer.

with A'° being either a neutral meson or two charged mesons with opposite charge each this part of the
reaction looks .similar to th<* MOMO experiment. However, strong emphasis is given to the study of the
/o(975) and ao(980) meson. Especially the former may be a candidate for non qtj system. The two protons
will have a stronger magnetic rigidity and will be more bend than the beam protons. They will be detected in
large MWDC's. The positive meson wiJI be delected in a scintillator wall. This device is visible in Fig. 10 as
wall with the photo tubes on the back side. Negatively charged mesons will be bend to the inner part of the
C-shaped magnet and will bo detected there with pads of silicon detectors. Clearly, this experiment allows
exclusive nieasurpments and I lie decay of neutral heavier mesons into two mesons with opposite charge each.

7 Conclusions
Thr advent of a cooled beam with high phase space density in an intermedium energy range will allow for
a new class of experiments. Measurements of production cross section together with spin observables esp
when making UM of polarized be.iin particles and / or polarized target particles. Future experiments will
need further J"Vctors presently not funded although approved by PAC. Next to meson-, nucleon resonance-
and hypcron-production cross section their interactions with nucleons and nuclei are of interest as is their
interactions among themselves. For mesons with large production cross sections one can think o* rare decay
studies which is a complementary tool to high energy research.
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Antiproton Annihilation at Rest
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Abstract

The interactions, of anliprotons at rest with nuclei mainly uranium are investigated. Such studies
include measurements of residual nuclei, neutral and charged particle spectra as well as fission fragment
measurements These measurements allow the extraction of different reaction mechanisms with different
time scales

1 Introduction
The annihilation of antiprolons with nuclei is a very special process in which an energy close to 2 GeV is
released with low angular momentum transfer and no compression of the nucleus. If this happens in dense
nuclear matter a phase-transition to quark-gluon plasma may even occur (lj. However, the interaction at
rest occurs from atomic orbits which has overlap with the nuclear surface and hence less density. We will
show that even under these conditions on average several hundreds of MeV will he transferred to the target
nucleus.

The p-annihitation is different to other annihilation processes by the energy released. In K~-annihilation
at most 139.6 McV can be released. Therefore, in the present process new particles can be formed due
to quark rearrangement or to qiiark-antiqiiark production. These particles are either mesons or will decay
under the emission of mesons. Heavier mesons will decay into lighter ones and finally only pions and kaons
are left over. The mean number of pions in the p-p annihilation is five [2-4]. Because the energy of these
pions is in the region of the A resonance the pions have a short mean free path resulting into a large energy
transfer to the nucleus.

Another aspect of interest is ihe intcrcomparison of the present process with energetic heavy-ion induced
reactions which also may lead t.o high excitations in the nucleus. From such inter comparisons new insights
in nuclear excitations can be expected.

2 Inclusive Particle Emission
To measure particle emission following the annihilation of antiprotons with nuclei the external beam of
the Low Energy Antiproton Ring at CERN was used. The beam of 200 MeV/c momentum was further
decelerated with the help of two wedges (moderator in Fig. 1). These wedges were adjusted in such a way
as to maximize (.he number of stopped aiitiprotons in the target. This maximum is measured by counting
the number of x-rays from the anliprotonic atoms. In order to avoid a blowing up of the beam the distance
between the exit window of the vacuum beam pipe and the setup is covered by a helium tube. The beam
is counted by the scintillator S2. The charged particle telescopes operated in coincidence with S? and
in anti-coincidence with Si (beam telescope). The Si-telescope consisted of three silicon surface barrier
detectors [5]. The thicknesses (2.2 mm total) were chosen to optimise this telescope for helium ions. The
Ge-telescope [6] with nine liquid-nitrogen cooled high purity germanium diodes with a total thickness of 90.3
mm covered a large dynamic range for hydrogen ions. The first detector behind the entrance window was a
tbin silicon counter acting in coincidence with the beam telescope as a trigger. Efficiency losses doe to nuclear
interaction* were taken into account [7]. Details of the data analysis are given in Ref. [8]. Neutrons were
measured by the time of flight method employing a somewhat different setup (9). The targets investigated
span the periodic table from lithium to uranium. All these spectra show exponential slopes, neutron and
proton spectra with two components. An example for the uranium target is given in Fig. 2. The fitted slope
parameters T shn-v no pronounced target mass dependence except for carbon. The high energy component
decreases with increasing ejectile mass 4eJCC A relation

27V1.,« = pi (1)
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figure 1: The setup to measure charged particle energy spectra. S\ is a ring counter and S-j a cylindrically
shaped counter both of organic scintillating material. Between this counter and the x-ray detector (a solid
iilate diode cooled with liquid nitrogen) is the target. Two stacks of solid state detectors with their own
housings each detect, the charged particles.
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Figure 2: Energy spectra of light particles following the absorption of antiprotons on uranium The yield*
were multiplied with factors indicated in the figure next to the data.
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was found to hold good. An average value (excluding the protons from 12C) lor the momentum po of 360
MeV/c was obtained close to the average momentum of pions emitted in the free p-p-process (350 MeV/c).
This can be understood in a pick-up model [5] where the fast pions of the annihilation process strikes protons
or neutrons which in turn pick up further nucleons to form heavier clusters losing only little momentum.
These energy spectra have also been reproduced by cascade calculations taking in addition pre-equilibrium
and evaporation into account [10]. These calculations do not treat the pirk-up process.

From the spectra obtained for the uranium target we extract the following numbers: the total number of
nucleons emitted is 20.3 and 1.6 is the number of positively charged particles. The total number of charges
removed is 2.7. The ratio of nuclcons contained in slow equilibrium particles to fast cascade particles is 2.2.

3 Fission Fragment Distributions
The investigation of antiproton induced fission has many attractive features:

1. This special fission process is largely unexplored.

2. There are many open questions in the fission of nuclei with several hundreds of MeV excitation energy.

3. The competition of fission with prompt particle emission or particle evaporation provides special in-
formation on the intra nuclear cascade process and in particular on its lime scale.

4. The special fission dynamic can be studied by measuring energy distributions of fragments, mass and
charge distributions, and momentum distributions.

In the first experiment [11] we studied the charge and mass distributions of fission fragments from • i38{/.
A target having 30/i.g thickness was irradiated in the above discussed setup. Al several times after the
irradiations 7-spectra were recorded. Prom these 7-decays following /7-decays of unstable fission products,
yields were extracted taking known level schemes into account. Because the number of stopped anliprolons
(1.50 ±0.24 x ]0")is small compared to reactions studied with more conventional beams, although high
compared to earlier studies performed without an antiproton accelerator and suffering from pions in the
beam, it is somewhat difficult to extract the yield out of the 7-spectra. An example is given in Fig. 3. The
distribution of yields is shown in Fig. 4 in the N-Z plane. Apparently all nuclides were neutron rich isotopes.
The products follow a line nearly parallel to the ^-stability line. The shift from this line is small. This
indicates that the fissioning system has not very high temperatures. In order to account for unobserved
nuclides a fit procedure was employed. One would simply assume that, because of the high energy involved
in the process, a fragment distribution similar to high energy proton induced fission will show up. We,
therefore, fitted a distribution which is symmetric in A and symmetric in '/,. In this fit procedure we started
from a formula similar to the Rudstam formula but with a Gaussian distribution in the mass number A:

Y(A,Z) = YW^gfexp \--4\n2'" Jvl \{\ - 6P) . (2)

with Y(A) the mass dispersion, P a pairing parameter, 6 equals zero for even-even nuclides, 1 for odd-even
and even-odd nuclides and 2 for odd-odd nuclides. Th.j exponent u, which in the literature is varied between
1.48 and 2, was supposed to be 2 and hence the charge dispersion is assumed to be Gaussian. For the mass
dispersion also a Gaussian dependence was assumed:

The most probable charge number Zo was assumed to be

= Zm + 7\{</A - s/A~0) + 7J(A - Aa) (A)

with Aa being the most probable mass number and Zoo the most probable charge number for this mass. The
two parameters 7, were taken to be those defining the valley of ^-stability. The fit of these equations to the
data did not result in a good fit. We then allowed the mass dispersion a to be a linear function of the mass
number. This procedure yielded into an improved fit, accounting now for the lightest nuclides measured.

' The resulting curve is shown in Fig. 5. The mean weighted difference is 5.8. Obviously, this distribution
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Figure 3: The 7-ray spectrum measured from the uranium target before exposition to the anti-proton beam
its compared with spectra taken after the irradiation. The corresponding cooling times are indicated in the
figure. Pholopcaks not induced by the irradiation am marked.
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Figure 4: Section of the chart of iijclideu. The measured nuclides were shown with different symbols according,
to their intensity per incident antiproton. Also shown are the stable isotopes as open squares and the curve
of /3-slability.
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Figure 5: Upper part:Thc measured yields as function of the fragment charge number Z are compared with
the fit assuming one component with an asymmetric distribution, i.e. a linear dependence of the mass width
as function of the mass number. The fitted yields for these nuclides are shown as a histogram. Lower part:
The deviation between the experiment and the fit as function of the charge number.
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Figure 6: Same a previous figure but for two components: a symmetric one and an asymmetric one with
two maxima.

Table 1: Fitted parameters for two components to the measured mass and charge distribution. The X2/N-
value is 2.0.

parameter
Yo
Aa

£ou
a
z

symmetric
1603 ±231
107.5 ±0.2
45.3 ±0.3

21 ±3
3.4 ±0.5

asymmetric (low mass)
256 ±97
83 ± 3

35.5 ±0.2
17 ±0.3
2.0 ±0.9

asymmetric (heavy mass)
256 ± 97
140 ± 1

51.1 ±0.8
17 ±0.3
2.0 ±0.9

does not reproduce the yields above mass number 125. These rare earth elements are well known to occur in
low energy fission. The same deviation occurs also on the #-scale: for elements with charge numbers greater
than 50 the fit does not account for the experimental yields. We proceed by assuming two components: a
symmetric one which is typically for high energy fission and an asymmetric one, i.e. a distribution with
two maxima of identical heights, typical for low energy fission. The resulting fits are shown in Fig. 6. This
fit has the same quality over the whole mass interval. The mean weighted difference is now reduced to 0.5
with a xl/N = 2. In Table 1 the fitted parameters are given. In all fits the pairing effect was found lo be
compatible with zero. This is not too surprising since in symmetric fission processes even the energetically
more pronounced shell effect* are washed out.

The centroid of the heavy man component of the asymmetric fission process agrees with the systematic*
for low energy fission [12]. In Fig. 7 the presently deduced distribution is compared with those from a-particle
induced reactions (13) at the indicated bombarding energies. From the peak to valley ratio an equivalent
bombarding energy of « 20 MeV is found. Similarly we may compare the symmetric component with those
from other high energy induced fission processes In order to do so we have fitted single Gaussians to the
mass distributions. The resulting curves are shown in Kig. 8.

The proton data are from Kef. [14], the ir-data from Hicks ct al. [15] and the carbon data from Me
Gaughey et al. [16]. The mass distribution from stopped antiprotons has the smallest width. The mass loss
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Figure 9: The average number of removed rmcieons as function of the proton beam energy. Also shown are
different fits to the data. A parabola is shown as solid curve, a linear fit to only the high energy data as
dashed curve and a linear fit on a log-tin scale as dotted line. In the latter fit the highest energy data point
was excluded.

is comparable to those in the other reactions indicating that excitations up to several hundreds of MeV arr
involved.

To get an estimate of the excitation energy we could compare the neutron to proton ratio for the most
probable isotope of an element with the systematics given by Friedlander et al. [17]. However, the different
models fitted give quite ambiguous results for the most probable charge. We, therefore, ust the average
number of removed mass units. In Fig. 9 we have compiled the most probable mass loss as function of
the proton beam energy. The data are form Ref.'s[ 14,18-22]. The number of nucleons removed increases
with bombarding energy. The relation is not linear as can be seen from different fitted curves in the figure.
Therefore the procedure given by Rembsberg et al. [22] is questionable. The most probable fragment in
the present experiment has mass number AQ = 107.5 (see Table 1) which corresponds to a removal of 20
nucleons. This is in excellent agreement with 20.3 as obtained from the energy spectra. Such a removal
corresponds to a proton of 1 GeV bombarding energy. The particles carry away a total of 356 MeV as kinetic
energy as is deduced from integration of the energy spectra. Since every nucleon removed was bound by
approximately 6 MeV and, subtracting 3 nucleons which are released in the fission process itself, an initial
excitation energy,i.e. the energy transferred from the pionic system to the nucleus of 458 MeV is found.
Prom the deconvolution of the spectra into a fast component with a large slope parameter and a slow one
with a dmal! slope parameter we get that 326 MeV is carried away by particles before reaching equilibrium
and only 132 MeV by the later particle emission. We will come back to this discussion below.

These numbers will now be compared with other results. Comparing the total number of piona and
their enor(,i<s emitted from p- annihilation on protons and uranium Minor et al [23] found that only 1.1
pion is captured by the uranium nucleus and (455 ± 55) MeV arc transferred. Calculations in terms of
intra-nuclear cascade calculations (INC) yield comparable numbers: J&Kelette et al. [24] reported 380 MeV
while Hernandez and Osct [25] predicted 460 MeV.

The above parameterization is not perfect. The reason is that we are of course not dealing with two
different clear cut processes but with a smooth series of different processes where different amounts of energies
are transferred to the target nucleus. These proceuci have different probabilities. In order to study these
different processes in more detail coincidence measurements between fission fragments were performed.
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figure 10: The double-arm fission spectrometer. Again Si and 52 denote the beam telescope. T is the
target, M the moderator and C the channel-plate start detector. £>, and Di are the array of pin diodes
described in th<? text.
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Figure 11: Total mass distributions of 238t/, 232Th and 209Bi targets.

4 Fission Fragment Correlations

4.1 Mass distributions
For t'\ese measurements a new double-arm fission-fragment spectrometer [26, 27] was constructed (see
Fig. 10). Antiprotons with a kinetic energy of 5.9 MeV from LEAK are identified with the beam tele-
scope an was done in the previous set up. Their energy was further degraded in the moderator (M) and
finally stopped in the target (T). Thin foil* of i3SU, 23iTh and 2Mfl» with thicknesses of as 25/ij/cm2 on
29/ij/cm2 carbon backings were employed. The electrons emerging from the carbon backing were used in
the start detector containing two channel-plates in Chevron mounting to produce a start signal. The stop
signals were generated from the corresponding pin-diodes which were hit by the fission fragments. With
these diode* also the kinetic energy of the fragments was measured. The diodes were arranged in two arrays
with 12 x 12 diode* each. The energies and the time-of-flight measurements provided the masses and the
folding angle of the coincident fission fragments. The data were carefully corrected for the puls height defect
and the plasma delay in the diodes.

In Fig. 11 the measured mass distributions are shown for the three different target nuclei. From these
distributions the mean mass losses

Am = miar,ct - mi - m, - 1 (5)

are deduced (sec Table 2). They are identical within error bars. The number for uranium is slightly larger
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Figure 12: Fragment mass distributions for four mass-loss windows indicated in the figure. The data are for
the uranium target.

l.han the one from the radioactivity measurement and nucleon counting as is discussed above. The uniformity
of the mass losses is an indication for the similar excitation energies.

Also visible in Fig. 11 are mass losses of 80. In order to get an estimate of the energy involved in such
violent processes we will use the relation

EJ r<A &V,O • lufTl *"~ OjliWCV 1, l**J

obtained from the discussion above and a caveat in mind. This yields 2 GeV initial excitation energy which
corresponds to the extreme case, where all the annihilated mass is transferred to the nucleus. However, also
the other extreme case was observed in another experiment, where only one nucleon was removed and no
further energy was stored into the system [28]. The energy of the equilibrated system can in a similar way
be approximated by

ECN « 12.3(Amcw - 3)(MeV), (7)

with AmcN lr)e number of nucleons removed from the equilibrated system after fast particle emission lias
taken place. This energy dissipation agrees perfectly with a value of 12 MeV per nucleon found in evaporation
calculations for highly excited heavy nuclei [29]. This is an indication that the reaction under investigation
differs from energetic proton induced reactions principally in the fast process, while evaporation seems to be
alike.

We now proceed and put gates on the mass losses. Fission fragment distributions for selected mass losses
are shown in Fig. 12. The first mass loss window is for zero to three mass units removed. The fragment
mass distribution shows the typical asymmetric shape with a light mass group centered around mass 94 and
a heavy mass group centered around mass 140. For larger mass losses corresponding to higher excitation
energies the minimum between these two groups is filled up and finally a symmetric mass distribution is
obtained with the centroid shifted towards lighter mawes with increasing excitation energy. It is interesting
to note that the symmetric distributions have a constant width independent of the mass loss window.

Table 2: Mean mane loss.

target Am
26.4 ±2.1
26.8 ±1.8
25.5 ±1.7
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Figure 13: Fraction of pre-scission nucleons as function of the compound nucleus excitation energy.

4.2 Dynamics
After the annihilation process and the emission of fast particles the excited nucleus reaches thermal equi-
librium. In this stage oi the reaction particle emission competes with fission. Recently, Hilscher et al. (30]
studied the fission dynamics in heavy ion induced reactions. They reached the conclusion that in fusion-
fission reactions with an excitation energy of the equilibrated system above 50 MeV, the pre-scission neutron
emission is so fast compared to the overdamped motion in the scission direction that it cools this composite
system down to from 40 to 60 MeV before the scission point is reached. As a consequence the number of
post-scission neutrons is expected to slay roughly constant independent of the entrance channel energy and
momentum. It is therefore interesting, to compare the number of pre-scission and post-scission particles
deduced for the present reaction. The disadvantage of light ion reactions is that most of the projectile
energy will not be stored in a compound nucleus but will be emitted by pre-equilibrium particles leading to
a distribution of compound nuclei. This scenario it very similar to the one in the reaction presently studied.

We will define the variable Jb as

Am ' ( 8 )

where 4 m ' " " denotes the mass-loss before scission has taken place. A new method [31]-is employed, which
is based on the total kinetic-energy to total-mass correlation, the Viola formula, and the fact that post-fission
emission will not on the average affect the fragment velocities, because it is isotropic in the fragment frame.
The measurement of the total kinelic energies together with the masses removed resulted in k = 0.40(0.05)
which is independent on the mass loss and therefore on the excitation energy as will be discussed below.
This value is compared with results for other reactions in Fig. 13.

The fraction of pre-scission nucleons are given as function of the excitation energy of the compound
nucleus. The data are from Strecker et al. [20] for low energy proton induced fission of uranium, from Hinde
et al. [32] and Rossner et al. [33] for heavy ion induced reactions, from Chestnov et al. [31] and Fraenkel et
al. [18] for the high energy proton on uranium reactions. The data from Hinde et al. have been interpolated
to a composite system with mass number 239. Since for the high energy proton data the compound nucleus
excitation energy is not given, we have taken them from INC calculation!, performed for that system by
Metropolis et al. [34]. Their calculations follow with high precision a linear relation between B'ctl the energy
after pre-equilibrium emission and the proton beam energy

E'CN =47.0 + 0.219 *Eprcl. (9)

Because Chestnov et al. had not taken pre-equilibrium neutrons into account we have estimated that number
from the INC calculations as well. For uranium these calculations yield one nucleon per SO MeV excitation
of the equilibrated system. The excitation energy for the system after p-annihilation was taken to be on the
average 132 MeV as is discussed above. The present data follow the trend given by the other data indicating

' the validity of the findings by Hilschcr et al. [30] for the fission process.
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Figure 14: Number of emitted nucleons after aciMion for the 2 3 i(/(p, / ) and 23'37»(p, / ) reactions. The lower
figure for heavy ion induced reaction! it taken from Rinde et al. (1989).
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Figure 15: The different steps of the ^-annihilation.

Since we can put constraints on the number of emitted nucleons, we can select different compound nuclei
with different excitation energies. In Fig. 14 we show the number of post-scission nucleons as function of
the total number of nudeons removed for the uranium target and the thorium target, respectively. In both
cases there is a linear increase of the post-scission nucleon number with the total mass loss indicating that it
is constant. Also shown is the post-scission neutron number as function of the compound nucleus excitation
energy for heavy ion induced reactions [35], There is also an increase with increasing excitation energy.
However, the number of nucleons removed is much smaller. This may be an indication that in the heavy ion
case a smaller amount of excitation energy is stored in temperature than is the case for p-reactions, and the
additional amount of energy is stored as rotational energy. The Am-scale may be converted into excitation
energy by applying Kq. 7.

5 Conclusions
We have experimentally investigated antiproton annihilation at rest on nuclei by studying energy spectra,
mass distributions of residual nuclei with activation techniques and correlation measurements of fragments
with a fission fragment spectrometer These studies gave insights in the reaction process which has several
step* occurring on different time scales. These steps are illustrated in Fig. 15. In the beginning an antipro-
tonic atom is formed. Through interaction with one of the surface nucleons mesons are formed which may
start an intranuclear cascade. During this stage and the following pre-equilibrium stage fast particles are
emitted. Finally, a hot system is formed which evaporates further particles or undergoes fission. A fraction
of the excited systems is fragmented even before equilibrium in the case of heavy nuclei. After scission the
fragments where accelerated and decay by further particle emission. Different to heavy ion induced reactions
are the low spin value* reached in the reaction. The dynamics of the process will be further studied by mea-
suring fission fragments in coincidence with neutrons. Another interesting aspect is the study of strangeness
produced and annihilation from antiprotons in flight which may penetrate deeper into the nuclear interior.
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GLOBAL SYSTEMATICS OF BAND STRUCTURES AND SYMMETRIES

IK EVEN-EVEN NUCLEI

D.Bucurescu

Institute of Atomic Physics. P.O.B. HC-6. Bucharest Romania

It is shown that systematics of the type evidenced by

Hallmann for the quasiground band are obeyed by energy ratios

within other bands as well. Correlations between different

energy ratios are studied by using their associated 'symmetry

triangle', which can be used both to find other universal systema-

tics and to characterize the evolution of the nuclear collectivity

with respect to the basic dynamical symmetries. Finally, the

nearly universal anharmonic vibrator description of the

quasiground band in the non-deformed collective nuclei is extended

to non-yrast states , its transition towards the rotor behaviour

having the character of a critical phase transition.

I. Introduction

In nuclear physics we are faced with a rich set of nuclear

structure data belonging to hundreds of nuclei. Often, the pheno -

menology of some of these observables is rather complex and, as a

result, much of the data are still not fully assimilated or

understood.

To stimulate further experimental and theoretical work, it Is

of obvious interest to reveal the existence of systematics, or

correlation schemes, of nuclear structure observables, which are

obeyed by many of the known nuclei. If such systematics are

'universal', that is, if they cover practically the whole nucllde

chart, then they nay represent a real challenge for the nuclear

structure models and also constitute useful means for making

predictions for the properties of unknown nuclei.

It is the purpose of the present work to present a simple

approach which reveals different global systematics and

correlations of quantities related to band structures in the
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even-even nuclei. In the first part of the presentation, we shall

deal with systematics of energy ratios, whereas in the second part

a particular case of energy correlations will be presented.

2. Systematics of energy ratios

Such a type of systematics was observed more than thi.-ty

years ago by Mallmann [1]. He has shown that if, instead of the

excitation energies E(J) of the states of spin J in the

quasiground band (qgb) one considers ratios of the form

R(J/2) = E(J)/E(2) and one plots such ratios against the first one

in the band (R(4/2)), the data fall on smooth, universal curves.

This emphasizes the fact that the energy of the first excited

state, 2*. . is a valuable scale factor for the whole band.

The experimental data show that there are other structures

which evolve also rather regularly with A, Z or N; the best known

such structures are the so-called quasi-beta and quasi-gamma bands

(denoted in the following by q/3b and qjrb, respectively). A

valuable collection of such bands is the compilation of Sakai [21.

Based on the observation of Mallmann for the qgb, we present

a generalization to other band structures in the even-even nuclei.

The main point is the recognition of the importance of the energy

difference of any two levels in a certain band as a scale factor

for the whole band, and maybe for other bands as well. We

therefore deal with energy difference ratios and study

correlations between pairs of such quantities.

In order to select, out of many possible combinations, the

most useful energy ratios, and to be able to recognize meaningful

patterns in the experimental plots, we use an approach based on

very simple estimations made with the interacting boson model-1

(IBM-1H31. We do not perform IBM numerical calculations, but

only examine simple predictions based on its general symmetry

properties.

2.1. The uywmetry triangle

IBH-1 has three limiting cases, the dynamical symmetries

U(S), 0(6) and SU(3), in which the excitation energies can be

written analytically. Any energy ratio can then be calculated. In

these limits, as a numerical constant to which one adds a term de-

pending on the model parameters, which Is generally a correction
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to the first. In order to get rid of the model parameters we keep

only the dominant, numerical values, which we shall refer to as

the symmetry limits. In this extreme simplification, the energy

ratio values coincide with those of the limiting geometrical

models which correspond to the three dynami.cal symmetries

(harmonic oscillator, completely gamma-unstable rotor and axially

symmetric rigid rotor). In spite of the simplicity of this

approximation, we found that the use of these symmetry limits is

still very useful [4]. Assume a plot in which we represent a

certain energy ratio agains another; the three symmetry limits

will mark three points which define, in general, a triangle. This

is, in fact, a particular ('physical') representation of the

abstract symmetry triangle of Casten [5]. Since the three limits

are known to encompass the full range of observed collective

nuclear structures, we expect that these triangles will provide a

sort of natural limitation on the location of most of the nuclei

in such plots, so, actually, the aspect of this triangle will

dictate what we expect about the correlation between the two

energy ratios considered.

2.2. In-hand energy correlations

We consider first the case of the correlations between

energy ratios within the same band. This leads to a very

particular type of 'symmetry triangle'. Consider, for a given

band, ratios defined as

RU/J) = (E(I)-E(K))/(E(J)-E(K)) (1)

where E(I) is the energy of the state of spin I. For practical

purposes (for most of the nuclei, only the first few members of

the bands are known), we shall choose K to be the bandhead, and

study the ratios with J=K+2. Since in each dynamical symmetry case

the excitation energy of any IBM-predicted band is a quadratic

form as a function of the spin, one readily finds that

R(I/K+2) = a RU/K+2) + b (2)

with

a * (d-K)(I-K-2))/((J-K)(J-K-2))

b * UI-KHJ-I))/(2(J-K-2))

Therefore, in this case, the symmetry triangle reduces,

rigorously, to a segment of straight line as expressed by (2). We

then expect that, for any IBM predicted band, the energy ratios of

the form (1), should fall on universal systematics in the form of
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smooth curves not far from the straight lines (2).

The first example of such systematics are those of the

Mallmann type for the qgb [II. Figure (1) shows all possible

correlations between ratios (1) within the qgb for states up to

12 (below the backbending) in all known nuclei [2]. The data show

indeed correlations which are close to the expected patterns (2);

however, one observes that closest to the straight lines are the

plots with I-J=2 (e.g., R(6/2) vs. R(4/2), FU8/2) vs.

R(6/2),etc. ). We have four such correlations up to spin 12 - they

show only slight deviations from the expected linearity, which, in

a first approximation, can be reasonably well described by a

parabolic formula over the whole range of R(4/2) values, from ~1.2

to 3.33 [41. These four phenomenologically fitted parabolas can be

used repeatedly to reproduce the increasing deviation from the

linearity of the different plots with I-J>2.0. Figure 2 shows the

result of applying this procedure for the ratios R(I/2) in the qgb

up to 1=12 represented against R(4/2). It is striking that,

although the data are well reproduced up to about R(4/2)=3.0,

there is an increasing deviation which accumulates with increasing

I, for values R(4/2)>3.0, quite well visible In the plot of

RC12/2) against R(4/2). This means that In the range of R(4/2)

values larger than 3.0 (corresponding to the onset of stable

deformation) there is a slightly stronger than parabolic

deviation from the straight lines (in the I-J=2 plots), which

builds up quite rapidly with increasing I-J. This irregularity,

which occurs above R(4/2)=3.0, can be related to the critical

phase transition recently revealed by correlations between the

energies of the qgb [61. By studying energy ratio correlations one

gets indeed much smoother patterns, but one can see that traces of

a violent change Just above R(4/2)=3.0 are still visible even in

such energy ratio plots.

As stated above, all bands should obey Mallmann type

systematics, not only the qgb. Figure 3 shows that Indeed the

existing data [2] for the qyb and the q/3b (taken as the lowest K=0

band) obey very well the linear pattern calculated with eq. (2).

We thus see that the in-band energy correlations of the

'Mallmann type' (eq. (2)) are quite universal. Deviations from

these universal curves usually indicate Interesting phenomena. For

example, the Hg and Hg nuclei deviate strongly from the

general pattern both for the qgb and qgb (they are not shown in
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the plots) - and indeed it is known that due to a shape

coexistence phenomenon the two bands strongly disturb each other

already at the level of the 2 states, which mix together and

repel each other. One should note that there are, out of the 307

nuclei from ref. 12] for which the qgb is known at least up to the

6 state, a number of 37 nuclei which have been removed from the

plots in Fig. 1 due to significant deviation from the universal

curves. The nature of these deviations is discussed, for some of

these nuclei, in refs. [7-9].

2.3. Correlations between bands

For the in-band correlations, the symmetry triangle is

exactly a segment of straight line. It is worth checking whether

whenever the symmetry triangle is very elongated (reasonably close

to a straight line) we find again correlations in the form of

smooth, universal curves. By inspecting correlations between energy

ratios which belong to different bands we found several such

cases. Two of them are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. Fig. 4 shows the

case of the lowest ratios within the quasi-? bands of even and odd

spins, respectively; in this case, the three symmetry limits are

almost in a straight line; most of the existing data cluster

Indeed around this line. Fig. 5 shows another correlation between

ratios in the qyb and in the qgb, where again the symmetry

triangle is very elongated. The existing data show also in this

case a rather smooth trend (note the enlarged scale of the fi-

gure). The light mass nuclei (with mass below 70; data for the qyb

are known only for 24Mg. 58Fe, 60Ni, 6 2 > 6 4Zn and 70Se [2]), not

shown in this figure, lie systematically well above the average

pattern of the heavier ones. One should also notice in these plots

the sudden change of slope just above R(4/2)=3.0 , which should be

attributed again to the phase transition noticed in ref. [6].

Next we examine some 'mixed' energy ratios, i.e., when

the two energies in a ratio belong to different bands. As an

example, we take the following ratios:

RT/g(I) = (Ey(I) - Er(2))/Eg(2) (3)

The correlations between two such ratios are very interesting,

since they lead to both types of situation, when the symmetry

triangle is rather elongated and when It is, on the contrary, well

extended. Figure 6 shows a collection of such correlations,

between ratios of the type (3). It can be seen that all the
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available experimental data occupy regions which coincide rather

well with those limited by the symmetry triangle. In the figure we

have actually joined the three symmetry limits by straight lines,

rather than by paths calculated with the IBM as representing transi-

tions between the corresponding pairs of dynamical symmetries; the

fact that the actual data fall in regions which are very close to

the interiors of the geometrical triangles, gives some hint that

the transitions realized by the real nuclei are close to the

shortest paths between the limits.

Figure 7 shows details of two such "symmetry triangles',

where we have selected several chains of isotopes known as

representative for transitions between pairs of the three limits.

One observes that such representations of the symmetry triangles

are very useful in order to observe qualitatively such

transitions; they also indicate that the real nuclei generally

follow the simplest, direct transitions, between two limits and do

not prefer more complicated ones, which would be represented by

points in the interior of the triangle, a conclusion resulted also

from an alternative study (10] of a different type of correlation

(or 'symmetry triangle'), of B(E2; 2.->01) against R(4/2).

3. Energy correlations

Correlations between the energies of transitions within

the qgb were found extremely useful in revealing new aspects of

the evolution of the nuclear collectivity. Plots of E(I ) against

E(2.) have shown the following [6]. Most of the nondeformed nuclei

(2.0<R{4/2)<3.1) show a universal behaviour of an anharmonic

vibrator (AHV) with nearly constant anharmonicity. Namely, the

energies of the states of spin I are given by:

E(I) = E(n-phonon) = nE(2*) + n(n+l)e4/2 (4)

where n=I/2. The anharmonicity of the 4. level, c., (the cor-

rection to the harmonic value) has practically the same value for

all nuclei, 156(10) keV. The consistency of the data with a

constant c. signifies that, while the internal structure of the

implied phonon varies very much (as reflected by the large

variation of E(2j)) the phonon-phonon interaction energy remains

the same. So , the plots of E(I ) vs. E(2*) appear as straight

lines of slope n (2.0,3.0,...) and intercepts given by eq. (4). By

adding the deformed nuclei (with R(4/2)>3. 1) one realizes the

transition from the AHV to the rotor regime (the slope
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changes from 2.0 to 3.33 for the plot of E(4j)). One has found

that this transition takes place over a very restricted range of

E(2.) values and has the characteristics of a critical phase

transition.

The universal AHV behaviour, exhibited by the yrast

levels (the qgb), is so striking, that it is natural to try to

verify it on other, non-yrast levels. Since the qyb is the best i-

dentlfied non-yrast collective band in the even-even nuclei, we

examine in the following its properties from this point of view.

The qyb head, the 2 level (which is usually the

2_ level) is a member of the 2-phonon multiplet, its energy being:

* 2) +E(2)

whre e» is, analogously to e., its specific anharmonicity. The

rest of its levels are members of the multl-phonon multiplets, as

follows: 3 and 4 are 3-phonon states, 5 and 6 are 4-phonon

states, etc. The energies of these states can be calculated, for

example, from the energy of the 1-phonon state , once the anharmo-

nicities c. and c. are determined [11J:

E(3+) = 3E(2*) + 15c2/7 + bc^H (5)

E(4*) = 3E(2*) + llc,/7 + 10c./7 (6)

E(5+) = 4E(2*) + 3e2 + 3c4 (7)

E(6+) = 4E(2j) + 15/7c2 + 27/7c4 (8)

A particularity here is that, unlike in the case of the yrast

levels, the anharmonicity c? is not constant, but varies widely

from nucleus to nucleus, from about -400 keV to +700 keV. So, to

test the multi-phonon AHV character of the qyb we subtract the

level anharmonicities in eqs. (5)-(8) and test whether the resul-

ting data fall on lines with the predicted slopes. So, we denote:

E' (3*) = E(3*) - 15/7e2 -f>/7c^ * 3E(2*) (9)

E'(4*) = E(4*) - ll/7e_ -10/7e. - 3E(2*} (10)

7 7 £• *k i.

E'(5*) = E(5*) - 3e2 - 3c4 = 4E(2*) (11)
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E'(6*) = E(6+) - 15/7E 2 - 27/7e4 = 4E(2*) (12)

The results for E'(I 5 vs. E(2. ) are shown in Fig. 8.

One sees that the data come on straight lines with slopes which

are In very good agreement with those of eqs. (9)-(12), which

shows that the AHV description is valid also for the non-yrast

levels involving up to 4 phonons.

The plots in Fig. 8 contain even more information.

According to eqs. (9)-(12) the intercepts of the straight lines

must be zero. While this is nearly so for the 4 and 6 levels,

the 3*and 5+ have large, negative intercepts (of the order of

-600 keV), that is, the AHV prediction is higher than the

experimental data. This can be explained by the following: the

nuclei in fig. 8 are all with structures of near harmonic vibrator

or deformed y-independent potentials (0(6) limit), both these y -

flat potentials predicting degenerate E' (3 ) and E' (4 ) values. It

has been shown [12] that the odd-J members of the y-band can be

lowered with respect to the even-J ones by introducing a small

y-dependence of the potential (symmetric about y=30 ). This y -

dependence, not contained in the simple AHV model, results in the

finite intercept observed for the odd spin members, although it is

not clear why the even-odd spin signature in the real nuclei

behaves such that it results in a well defined intercept.

The result that the multi-phonon AHV picture is valid

also to non-yrast levels is very interesting, as it is not

trivial. This picture breaks indeed in cases where we know that

the phonon picture is no longer valid. Fig. 9 shows one of the

plots of Fig. 8 but this time with the deformed nuclei added. One

sees that above R(4/2)=3.0 the data deviate from the straight

line. The change in slope has the same nature with that observed

in the plots E(4*) vs. E(2*) [61, and it is indeed expected that

above this value the data do no longer follow the AHV description,

since the 2 level changes its structure from a 2-phonon state to

a 1-phonon vibrational excitation of the deformed nuclei. The

change of slope in Fig. 9 is as rapid as in the case of the yrast

energies (6), thus giving additional evidence for the critical

phase transition.

There are relations , similar to eqs. (5)-(8), which

express the energy of the states of the qjrb as a function of the
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energy of the ?-phonon state (E(2 )) and the two anharmonicities.

These relations between the energies of the 7-band have been also

tested, and, moreover, it has been shown that the observed

patterns can be well modelled by IBM calculations [13].

4. Conclusions

In the first part of this work we have dealt with

systenatics of energy ratios. The character of the correlation

between any two energy ratios was shown to be dictated by its

associated 'symmetry triangle'. When this symmetry triangle is

very elongated (or even a segment of straight line) we expect

'universal systematics' (data clustered along a smooth curve). A

first example of this type are the well known Mallmann systematics

for the quasiground band. More generally, we show that any band

in even-even nuclei obeys Mallmann type systematics. Moreover, we

gave examples of correlations between energy ratios which belong

to two different bands which also have a 'universal' character.

When the symmetry triangle is well extended, we have shown thet

the energy ratio correlation plots can be used as a simple method

to examine, qualitatively, the character of (transitional) classes

of nuclei with respect to he dynamical symmetry limits.

In the second part of the work, by studying energy

relationships, the universal anharmonic vibrator description of

the yrast states of the collective non-deformed nuclei [6] was

shown to be valid also for non-yrast states (the quasigamma band).

The transition towards the deformed nuclei was found to be similar

to the one evidenced in the case of the quasiground band, thus

giving further evidence for the critical phase transition from the

anharmonic vibrator regime to the rotor one.

Both types of systematics, or correlations, are of

considerable interest for the nuclear theory, as they are followed

by most of the known nuclei. For the same reason, they are of

practical interest, together with the N N type of systematics

[14], for making predictions for the properties of unknown nuclei
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Figure captions

Fig. 1 - Mallmann-type systematics for energy ratios in the

quasiground band.

Fig. 2 - Mallmann systematics for the qgb up to spin 12. The

continuous lines are calculated by using empirical

parabolic fits to the RU/2) vs. R(J/2) plots with

I-J=2 (see also text). The points for 1=8,10,12

are shifted upwards by 1,2,3 units, respectively.

Fig. 3 - Mallmann systematics for energy ratios within the

qyb and q(Jb, respectively. The lines are not fits,

but are calculated with eq. (2).

Fig. 4 - Correlation between energy ratios in the odd-spin

and even-spin quasigamma bands. The large crosses

represent the three symmetry limits (lowest: U(5),

middle: 0(6); highest: SU(3)).

Fig. 5 - Correlations between energy ratios in the qjrb and

in the qgb. respectively. The crosses represent the

symmetry limits, as in Fig. 4.

Fig. 6 - Systematics of mixed energy ratios of the type (3).

The symmetry limits are joined by straight lines

(see the text for details).

Fig. 7 - Details of two symmetry triangles from Fig. 6.

Selected are a few lsotopic chains with well known

symmetry properties.

Fig. 8 - Plots of E'(I) vs. E(2*) for nuclei with Z between

30 and 82 and EU4/2) values between 2.0 and 3.0.

The solid lines are fits of straight lines to the

data and the resulting slopes are indicated.

Fig. 9 - Sane as Fig. 8 for E* (4 ), but with the deformed

nuclei (R>3.0, represented by crosses) added. The

fitted straight line of Fig. 8 is also given, high-

lighting the change of slope after R(4/2)-3.0.
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1. Introduction

The study of Isotope shifts (IS) and hyperfine structure <hfs)

of optical transitions in atomic spectra has been an important

source of information on nuclear electric and magnetic moments

frora the very beginnings of nuclear physics. IS yield detailed

information about the changes in the radial moments of the

nuclear charge distribution between isotopes, and the hfs allows

accurate measurements of electric and magnetic moments of the

nucleus. Very precise measurements Are even capable of

yielding information about changes in the nuclear magnetization

distribution between Isotopes. The relation between nuclear para-

meters and experimentally measured IS and hfs in the atomic

spectra is demonstrated briefly in fig.l.

The laser spectroscopy is a modern variant of the classical

optical spectroscopy which has had a major impact on studies of

basic nuclear properties historically. The developement of dye

lasers with their:

- high power density: > 10 mW/cm , corresponding to photon beam

intensity > 10 1 7 ernes'" *

- high spectral resolution: laser linewidth of the order of 1 MHz

- perfect col notation: divergence < 20 mrad

- tunabillty in large spectral rang*! % 300 - 800 nm

revitalized the study of the optical spectra of atoms as a source
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NUCLEUS: ELECTRON SHELL:

I : spin

fj, : magnetic dlpole moment J : Intrinsic quantum number

Q : electric quadrupole moment WT : energy o-f atomic level
S2

<r >! ma charge radius v : optical transition energy

hyperfine splitting
Nucleus - electron shall interaction:

isotope shift

HVPERFINE SPLITTING

|J-I| < F <

AW A- + B 3 C < t > 1 ) " 4I(I + 1)J(J+1)
"F "2 BI(2I-1)J(2J-1)

j H(0)
A = -Af-r— B = aQ=*>TT(O)

IJ s JJ
: experimentaly measured quantity from hfs

RToT, ^>TT(0): theoretically calculated quantities, depending only

on electron shell

M,, Q : nuclear parameters determined from hfs

ISOTOPE 8HIFT
, A'A A' A , A'A , A'A6u = v - v » 6vFg - 6yMg

field shift: FS 6v__ = E.f(Z)\ % E.f(2>a<r2>
r" 9 1 1

mass shift : MS <5t>Mg = Mt
ft'fl7ft

ft

A* A
&v : experimentally measured IS
6vns' Ei : t n e o r e t l c a l l Y calculated or empirically determined

quantities, depending only on the electron shell

properties

f(Z) : relatlvistic and nuclear correction to E : tabulated
2 *

X, <5<r > : nuclear parameters determined from IS

Fig. 1 Relation between nuclear and atomic properties
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Fig. 2 Absolute values of ms nuclear charge radii <r > versus
neutron number N in light nuclei region: proton number
Z around Z = 20

of nuclear in-Formation. The contemporary laser spectroscopic

methods with their high resolution and high sensitivity of-Fer the

-Following possibilities in nuclear physics:

i> high accuracy in determination o-f nuclear moments and nuclear

shape by high accurasy measurements o-f h-fs and IS in the atomic

spectra;

ii) observation o-f extremely small quantities o-f materials up to

single atoms and ions;

ill) investigation of long chains of short lived nuclei In ground

and laomeric states not only off-line, but also on-line, with low

production rate.

Thus the problem how to get access to the basic nuclear ground
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FIG. 3 Isotoplc nuclear radii absolute value*: ms radius <r2>
varaus nautron number N at various proton number Z .
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Fig. 4 Isotonlc nuclear radii absolute values: mm radius <r >
versus proton number 2 at various neutron number N
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and 1 sorrieric state properties (spins, moments, charge radii) has

been solved in an e-F-Ficient and unique May. Laser spectroscoplc

experiments have been performed in the last years on a large

amount of nuclides (> 400) with half-life down to 1 ms and
4

production rate down to 10 s.

The compilations shown in -figs. 2, 3 and 4 represent nowadays

knowledge about nuclear charge radii. Fig.2 and -Fig.3 display the

mean square (ms) charge radii versus the neutron number N of the

isotopes at various proton number Z and fig.4 - versus the proton

number Z at various neutron number N. This nuclear radii

systematics will be discussed in detail below. Here we emphasize

the rather irregular changes of neighbouring nuclei, revealing

pronounced nuclear structure effects.

This paper illustrates the contribution of laser spectroscopy

to our knowledge about nuclear structure properties,in particular

about variations of nuclear charge radii in long isotopic and

isotonic chains comprising stable and short lived isotopes (part

2). Finally, the recent results obtained experimentally in the

Flerov Laboratory of Nuclear Reactions JINR, Oubna, are presented

ana discussed (part 3).

2. General trends of variations in nuclear ms charge radii

2.1 Nuclear charge radii systematics

The nuclear charge radius, as one of the most obvious and

important nuclear parameters, gives information about shell model

and effective interaction influence on nuclear structure. There-

fore it has been treated in many experiments of two types. The

first type yields data on ms absolute charge radii <r > , the

second type - on ms charge radii changes 6<r >.

A great number of experimental results on <r > or <r >

respectively, are reviewed in CJa 74, vr 673 from electron scat-

tering experiments and in CEn 74] from muonlc atom spectra. The

values of <r > obtained in the various experiments are in most

cases internally consistent CWe 84 3 even though the model inde-

pendence of such analysis is still questionable. Compilations of

experimental absolute charge radii measured by fast electron

scattering and muonic atom X-rays have been published recently
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[An 87, An 913. They cover many elements ranging from .H to 95Am,

but refer to a low number o-f stable (or nearly stable: Th - Am)

isotopes.

On the other hand using high resolution and high sensitivity

laser spectroscoplc techniques, high accuracy data on 6<r > for

extended chains of isotopes and isomers of many elements have

been obtained. Review tables of <5<r >, including ranges far from

stability, are presented in the systematics CAu 87, Ot 893.

Important consequences are discussed in several papers: CKo 913.

A combined analysis of both type data on <r > and <5<r > has

been performed to yield ms charge radii for extended nuclear

chains with high accuracy CNa92,Na94J. It may be applied to those

elements for which both types of data exist. The extension of

their neutron number regions and thus of their isotopic radius

chains is determined by the region of 6<r > data.

Since absolute radii values have been fitted, the systematics

car. be presented from two points of view: as isotopic nuclear

radii systematics (figs. 2,3), but also as isotonic nuclear radii

systematics (fig. 4). Four effects are evident.
2

The first effect is that the slope of the curves <r (Z)> in

fig. 4 is considerably steeper than the slope of the curves

<r2(N>> in fig. 3. This is naturally explained by the additional

Coulomb interaction between protons with respect to the interac-

tion between neutrons. It will cause a higher <r > increase when

protons are added as compared with the situation when neutrons

are added.

The second effect is connected with magic numbers.The slope of

the curves in both figures is steeper at the beginning of an

Interval between two magic numbers and tending to saturation at

the end. It becomes even negative in fig. 3 before neutron magic

numbers 50 and 82 and in fig. 4 - tie-form proton magic number SO.

Such slope has been noticed in particular for N < 82 and Z = 54

- 63 by CLe 923. This effect is also obeerved in fig. 4 before

proton number 3B, which 1« in agreement with other evidence that

36 might be a proton magic number. The effect Is related to fil-

ling up a shell before the magic number. We have not Included our

fit about 63 Eu in the figures because there are doubts about the
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experimental data on <r >. There-fore, as an exception, the model

data o-F CWe B4] have been adopted in the analysis. If these re-

sults had been included in the -Figures, the same pattern would

have been observed be-fore proton number 64, but for neutron num-

bers 89- 91 only. This would be in agreement with other evidence

that 64 might be a proton magic number. But we would suggest

instead that these experimental data should be reconsidered.

The third effect is the staggering of the curves <r2(N)> in

figs. 2,3 and <r2(Z)> in fig. 4, and the fact that this effect is

much more pronounced in fig. 4. Here is included an odd-even

staggering, causing usually a hole in the curve for odd Z Just as

for odd N , with some exceptions related to the second effect

observed. But especially in the case of <r <Z>> in fig. 4 an

even-even staggering is observed in the region before proton

magic number 82. The odd-even staggering might be connected with

the pairing interaction.

The fourth effect is the similarity in the shape of the

<r <N)> curves for adjacent Z in figs. 2,3 and much more evident

in the <r (Z)> curves for adjacent N in fig. 4. It is also

explained by the shell model: e.g. in the second case the shape

of the curve is related to the interaction between protons, and

the situation will be changed weakly if neutrons are added to

another shell with completely different level energy. This is the

effect, in the first case demonstrated with an exact procedure by

CKo 913, based on the data of radii changes for eight elements

with Z = 80 - 88 (without Z = B5 >, extended as a general

tendency here.

The most interestig features of ms nuclear radii changes in

dependence on neutron number N have been treated in many separate

papers and also considered in detail in some extended reviews

C0tB93. From the point of view of nuclear structure the following

nuclid regions are of particular interest:

- proton closed shell

- neutron cloaed shell

- transition -from spherical to de-formed nuclei.

Here they will be described briefly.
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2.2 Regions of proton closed shell

Long isotopic chains with proton shell closure are investi-

gated for Z = 20 (Ca>, SO (Sn) and 82 (Pb), and for some neigh-

bouring nuclei (see figs. 2 and 3>. The following features can be

noted:

--Ca: - 13 measurements cover a full neutron shell namely i>lf_.2;

- the ms charge radius goes through a maximum in the middle

of the shell (fig.2);
40 4B

- the two double-magic nuclei Ca and Ca have the same

ms charge radius, while the electron scattering experi-

ments have revealed that the charge distributions them-

selves are not identical.

5C(Sn: - the Isotopic chain is located in the middle between the

two neutron shell closures N = 50 and N = 82;

- a smooth parabolic dependence <r (N)> is observed, which

can be fitted with good approximation to:

6<r2> = A(66 - N) + B(66 - N>2.

__Pb: - the isotopic chain lies around N = 126 neutron shell

closure;

- with decreasing N the radii vary more slowly than

expected by a naive A law predicted by the most sipmle

liquid drop model;

- there is a discontinuity after closing the shell, empiri-

cally often related to decreasing binding energy.

In all three cases the overall trend* are superimposed by an

odd-«v«n staggering, which is a well known feature In all mass

regions. The dependences <r (N>> of the nearest neighbouring

nuclei are very similar, e.g. Ca and K; 9n, In and Cd; Pb, Tl and

Hg.

Presently the most realistic and simplest global model which

attemts to account for the proton rearrangement Is the droplet

modal CMy 83, Ot 893. It consider* the proton and neutron fluids

independently; the neutron excess causes a dilatation of the

proton distribution. It predicts a constant Increase of the nuc-

lear charge volume at constant deformation. In general, however,
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the variation o-f the radii is influenced by possible effects

arising -from a ncnspherical shape, increasing the average radial

extension o-f a nucleus as compared with a spherical nucleus o-f

the same volume.

In what follows, the experimental results on nuclear charge

radii will be treated predominantly using the standard droplet

model relation

<5<r2> = <5<r2> + (5/4n)<r2> Z6<(32>. (1)
o o 1

2 2

with <r > the spherical droplet model radius and 6<(i> - the

change in the ms de-formation o-f multlpolarlty i . It allows to

account -for de-formation effects by using empirical nuclear

de-formations deduced -from measured electromagnetic transition

probabi1ities.

The droplet model analysis has been per-formed -for all nuclides

mentioned in this section (e.g. see COt 893 and the re-ferences

therein) with the assumption o-f a constant intrinsic skin

di-f-Fuseness. It describes the data -for a~Pb isotopes fairly well:
2S6</? > = 0 seems to be a good assumption -for the doubly-magic

* 20B
nucleus Pb. The deviations -from the straight lines produced by

spherical gross models reflect the Increasing dynamic collective

motion on either side of a magic neutron number. At N < 126 this

discrepancy becomes vanishing if the quadrupole deformation para-

meter ft- is taken into account in eq.(l). For N > 126 it is known

that the octupole strength increases strongly due to the O9/2

valence neutrons which have large octupole matrix elements con-

necting to v-l 1 5 / 2 states CK1 823. One could therefore argue that

higher multlpole deformations contribute in addition to the quad-

rupole mode and that this contribution steadily increases across

the closed shall COt 893. We notice that such assumption Is only

ona possible explanation of tha experimental rasults.

The parabolic curva of <r > in tha case of 50Sn correspond*

very well to aq.(1): tha first tarm, describing changas In tha

spherical shape with adding nautrons, the second - tha Influence

of collective dynamic motion. Tha quantitative description

requires tha contribution of two deformation parameters: quadru-
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pole /?„ CRa 873 and octupale ft^ C9p 893.

The astonishing behaviour of 2 o
C a m i C l e a r radii is hardly to

be explained by eq.(l). The major part of the observed effect can

be attributed to collective /9_ and ft^ contributions, but even

the addition of ms deformations up to /?5 describes the N-depen-

dence of <5<r > only qualitatively. The difference may or may not

be interpreted as the residual "non-collective" change of skin

thickness COt 893. It could be attributed as well to a deficiency

of the collective or of the droplet model.

As seen, the N dependence of nuclear charge radii for nuclei

with closed proton shell exhibits essential variations: from a

curve passing through a maximum for ?(pa ^o a straight line for

__Pb. This can be ascribed to a variation of the contributions of
DA

different effects into the nuclear charge distribution. For light

elements the influence of the skin thickness and nuclear shape

(different orders of deformations) is relatively high, because of

their strong change with N. In heavy nuclei the change of the

nuclear volume when neutrons are added dominates.

2.3 Regions of neutron closed shell

The systematics of fig. 2 and fig. 3 gives an excellent view
2

on the general peculiarities of <r (N>> dependence around neutron

magic numbers: 20 (fig. 2) and SO, 82, 126 (fig. 3):

- a well pronounced kink at the neutron magic number is

observed;

- below the neutron magic number the ma charge radius remains

almost constant, above it expands rapidly (nearly twice the

rate of the spherical droplet n.odel);

- the slopes of the curves at either side of a given magic

number ara nearly equal for different elements; their varia-

tion with the magic number is neglectlngly small, too.

These features are obviously a particular case of the most

general effects, mentioned in section 2.1 (the second and the

forth effects).

As known the quadrupole deformation /?2« having its minimal
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Fig. 7 Plot of 6<r2>N'N~2 in the shape transition region
around N - 60
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value in nuclei with shell closure, Increases with any deviation

of N from the magic number. Corrections for (i^ according to eq.

(1) work in direction of better, agreement between theory and

experiment CGa 921. Nevertheless, a coincidence has hardly been

achieved. This would imply that the nuclear charge radius bears a

much larger contribution from (probably) deformations higher

order than offered from (i- value alone. Another factor which

cannot be excluded from a possible change of the nuclear charge

distribution is the skin thickness. As shown by electron

scattering experiments, the skin thickness is minimal for nuclei

with neutron and proton shell closure and increases, when

nucleons are added. The same phenomena are observed near closed

proton shells as was mentioned in the foregoing section already.

2.4 Shape transition regions

As can be seen from the schematic nuclid chart in fig.5, there

is a large number of transition regions: from shperlcal to defor-

med nuclei and vice versa. Due to systematic measurements in the

last decade the shape transition regions have been investigated

in extended isotopic chains!

i) transitions from spherical to deformed nuclei

N = 52 to 68 for 3 7Rb, 3 8Sr, 4&Pd

N = 84 to 98 for all rare earths and =4Xe» 55^s» 56®a

N = 130 to 140 for 8 8Ra, 9QTh, 9 2U

ii) transitions from deformed to spherical nuclei

N = 39 to 48 for 3 7Rb, 3Q3r

N = 62 to 74 for 5 4Xe, S 5Cs, 5 6Ba, 6QNd

N = 101 to 112 for ? aPt, ? 9Au, 8QHg

On the basis of this wide information a precise localization

of the (N,Z) - point* of the shape transitions was possible. Also

the transition peculiarities for the different nuclid regions

hava b««n atudiad and ralatad to the peculiarities of the corres-

ponding nuclaar structure (a.g. see raviaw articles C0tS9,Ga92J>.

In tha prasant papar tha discussion will be restricted only to
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the case of the shape transition -From spherical to de-formed

nuclei at N = 90. This is the region investigated in most detail:

large number of investigated elements and long iaotopic chains

(see -fig. 3). Moreover, we have also given some contributions to

this area CBo B73.

Local changes in the course o-f nuclear charge radii can be

accentuated in a di-f-ferential plot <5<r2>N>N~2, the so called

Brix-Kopfermann plot CKo 583. By such plotting the step at the

shape transition trans-formes into a needle (see -fig. S, covering

a more extended N region than mentioned above). The plot reveals

the following -features:

- a drastic jump In <5<r > ' beyond N=88 and -for proton

numbers Z around Z = 64 is observed;

- -for even-even nuclei (,_Sm, ..Sd) the maximal value o-f

6<r*> ' is at N = 90; for odd-proton nuclei <-,Eu, .^Tb)

- at N = 89;

- at either side o-f Z = 64 the 6<r > ' value decreases, and

the maximum in the curve completely vanishes.

The data presented in -fig.5 are in an obvious correlation with

tne course o-f quadrupole de-formation parameter /?_ CGa 923 with

increasing N: rapid Increase between N = 88 and N = 90, i.e. Just

at the maximum o-f 6<r > ' , followed by a very slow increase

beyond N = 92. Thus the analysis of the £<r2>N'N data in terms

of eq.(l) seems to be Justified. Moreover, as shown in CA1843, it

permits to differentiate the changes of static from tha changes

of dynamic deformation around N = 90 by their influence on the

variation of charge radii. At N 2 90 (for odd nuclei A J E " a n d

,-Tb at N £89) the static deformation dominates. At N < 90 the

dynamic collective motion Increases and both types of deformation

are nearly equal. The odd isotopes of Sm with their extremely

small static deformation are an exception.

In this way a high level o-f consistency is achieved only for

the nuclei with smooth 6<r2>N'N~2 curves <56B«, 7o
vb>. However

for nuclei with a sharp maximum at N = 90 this is not the case.

If only quadrupole deformation is taken into account in eq. (1),
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the calculated 6<r > values are considerably larger than

the experimental ones. The situation is significantly changed if

octupole deformation is also included in the analysis. In the

neutron region discussed, the octupole deformation at N < 90 . de-

creases with increasing N, showing the most strong variation at

the transition from N = 88 to N = 90; at N > 90, /J ' Is nearly

constant. Thus the ft- contribution compensates the /?„ contri-

bution and improves the consistency between calculated and expe-

erimental values.

The localization of the shape transition around Z = 64 has

been emphasized by Casten et al.CCaBlJ on behalf of a syetematics

of energies of the 4 and 2 states in the ground state

vibrational/rotational bands; it has been associated to the

subshall closure at Z = 64.

Analogous pattern in the behaviour of ms charge radii is

observed in the shape transition region 52 i N < 68 (compare

fig.6 and fig.7): the sharp jump in <5<r >N'N~2 is located at

N - 60 in the vicinity of the proton submagic number 38.

In contradiction to this case, very weak variation of the

nuclear charge radius with neutron number is the main feature of

its behaviour in all the three transition regions from deformed

to spherical nuclei mentioned above (see fig.3). This is obvious-

ly due to the compensating influences of two different effects:

a volume Increase with increasing N and a decrease of the defor-

mation when the nuclear shape tends to spherical. The unusually

strong odd-even staggering at N < 108 in the case of D_Hg (fig.3)
viz.

as well as in the cases of 79 P t anc) 79flu' n a s b e e n related to

a transition from small oblate to strong prolate deformation

COt 893.

3. Nuclear charge radii changes of hafnium and titanium by

laser spectroscopy

In the Flsrov Laboratory of Nuclear Reactions, JINR, there are

on going experiments on measurements of ths changes in the ms

chargs radii and nuclear moments for two nuclei:

1) 7 9 ^ ' w i t n average neutron number of about 107, which is
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located closely beyond the well Investigated rare earths in

the very interesting mass region o-f strongly deformed nuclei;

li) 22 T i' t h s s t a b l e isotopes of which lie within the very

interesting shell 20 S N,Z < 28 ; this is Just in the Z

region with a large lack of optical Information on nuclear

properties.

The experimental technique used has been described In CGa85D.

Briefly,the light of a tunable cw dye laser is incident on a col-

limated atomic beam at a right angle. The laser excited resonance

fluorescence is detected by a photomultipller operating in a

single photon counting mode. The spectra are recorded by a multi-

channel analyzmr synchronized with the laser frequency tuning.

Hafnium and titanium are highly refractory elements for which

the conventional method for production of an atomic beam by an

electrically heated oven cannot be applied. In our experiments

pulse laser evaporation was found to be the most convenient atom-

ization method. For this purpose a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser <X =

1.06 turn, pulse duration 10 ns, maximum energy in a pulse 50 mJ

and repetition rate 12.5 - 100 Hz) was used.The optimal operating

conditions Included: a) suitable selection of the evaporation

power density and b) synchronization between the laser pulses and

registration electronics which ensured photon counting only when

an atomic bunch was In the interaction region with the exciting

laser beam.

3.1 Hafnium: results and discussion

hafnium isotopes and its
1B2

All stable hafnium isotopes and its long living Isotope Hf

<T 1 / 2 = 9 x 10 years) have bean investigated. The Hf was

produced by a <*-,<*> reaction in a metallic wolfram stopper of

natural abundance at the microtron of FLNR, Oubna. It was stored

In the stopper during many years of operation of the microtron.
15 162

From this target a sample containing 10 atoms of Hf per

nearly 1.5 x 10 host W atoms, I.e. nearly 7 x 10 atomic

percent, was prepared. In all cases a steady evaporation with

sufficiently high yield of neutral atoms was obtained. The peak

position of the 182Hf resonance line relative to that of 180Hf
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was detected by a nearly three hours long -free run laser scanning

each of them of 1 s duration.

Measurements were made o-f the IS and h-fs in three optical

transitions -Found Inside the spectral region o-f Rhodamin 6G <\ =

5719 8, 5903 8 and 5946 S). A "classical" way o-f semiempirical

analysis using the well known Goudsmit-Fermi-Segre approximation

was addopted to extract the nuclear parameter X -from the experi-

mental IS. Then a well developed procedure CAh 88] was applied to

convert X into ms radii changes.

Fig.8 displays the dependence o-f &<r > on the mass number A.

The A region is extended by including the value of 6<r*>* '

-O.242<16> -fat -from ZRi 921. Fig.9 compiles also the results de-

duced from rtiuonic atom spectra CTa84J. As can be seen, a discrea-

pancy exists between the two sets of experimental data, exceeding

the error limits.This is in contradiction to the most known cases

of other nuclei, where optical and muonic atom results are not

inconsistent within the experimental uncertainties CHe 743. Two

peculiarities must be emphasized in the Hf case. On the one hand
2

the optical data on <5<r > from different authors agree very well,

e.g. the present work values and those from CAu 913. We notice

that these results are obtained <i> by investigating different

optical transitions, and (ii) by using different methods of IS

analysis no one containing callibration by muonic atom data. On

the other h&nd electronic KX-ray data and muonic data are consi-

stent with each other, but not with the optical <S<r > values: for

example <5<.r2>180' 1 7 8 = 0.103(7) fm2 from X-ray CBh 693,

6<r 2> 1 S 0' 1 7 B = 0.106(7) fm2 from muonic CTa 843,

but <5<r2>180'i78 = 0.075<4) fm2 from our optical data.

The reason -For this is unknown.

Finally, in Fig.8, plots of the spherical droplet model
*? A 176

<5<r > ' dependences with different sets of parameters CMy 83,

Be 853, demonstrating their influence on 6<r > , are drawn far

comparison. It can be seen, that the general course of £<r >

from muonic atom spectra coincides very well with the spherical

droplet model prediction. Within the odd-even staggering the

agreement la excellent. If droplet model parameters from CBe 853

taken Into account. Since the Hf Isotopes belong to strongly
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deformed nuclei,this agreement means constant nuclear deformation

in the investigated A region <see fig. 9, too). In the case of

optical data the behaviour of 6<r > Is somewhat different: after

a kink at A * 174 the experimental curve is nearly linear, but

it* siape i* eanmidmr*ttly mms.ller th*a thm madml mlapm. A -fmct

which indicates a change of the deformation in the region A>174.

Thus, the optical and muonlc data predict different behaviour
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of the nuclear deformation in the investigated Hf mass region.

This is explicitly shown in fig.9: the deformation parameter <(J^>

is calculated from the experimental 6<r > values by using eq.(l)
178

and with <ft > as reference point. In fig.9 the deformation
2 2

parameters ft- from B(E2)-values CRa 873 are presented too. ft^

passes through a maximum at A = 176 , i.e. just in the middle

between the two neutron magic numbers 82 and 126. These values

lie closer to <ft> from optical IS than from muonic atoms

data. Nevertheless, in the first case some discrepancy exists,

the ntaln -feature of which is the shift of the <ft > maximum to a

lower neutron number: N = 102.

For a correct explanation of the optical experimental results,

higher order deformation should be taken into account. Unfortu-

nately, systematic information on deformation parameters .of Hf

isotopes is not available. The only exceptions are: /?,» 0.093(29)

for 176Hf and ft^ = 0.053(10) for 178Hf CSp 893. Adding these

values in eq.(l) leads to an increase of the observed dlscreapan-

cy at A = 176. A smoothing influence should be expected, if one

includes the hexadecapole deformation parameters predicted

negative in the Hf mass region and with absolute values

increasing with A CMo 81, Ne 883.

3.2 Titanium: results and discussion

The present paper raports on the changes of ms nuclear charge

radii of Ti stable Isotopes extracted from optical 13 for the

first time. The interpretation of the IS in light elements is

subjected to two major difficulties:

i) The field shift is negligibly small within the experimental

errors and the values of the IS are proportional to (A*- A)/A'A.

Any deviation of the IS from this proportionality must be

interpreted as an influence of the field shift. Thus, high

accuracy measurements of IS ara naedad. To improva tha

axparlmantal precision lasar spectroscopic 18 data on 5 spactral

linaa batwean 3d24a2 «3F(J - 0,1,2) and 3d34p y3D°<J * 1,2,3)

terms hava baan obtalnad. Tha valuas of 6v 4 8' 5 0/6v 4 6 t 4 8 ratios

that wa measured *rm systematically highar than tha value 0.920

which is expected from the consideration of the mass effact only.
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48 SO 4£ 49
The obtained ratio 6v ' /6v ' = 0.942(3) demonstrates

without ambiguity the existence of a field e-f-fect.

il) The specific mass shift is large and hard to allow for. The

last is especially true in the 3d-optical series connected with

the jump o-f 3d-electrons. For Ti, as well as for many other light

elements, the use of muonlc X- ray IS data seems to be the only

feasible method for separating the large mass shift part and the

much smaller field shift part of the optical IS. Muonic X-ray

shifts however do not measure the same nuclear parameter as opti-

cal IS do, so that comparison of the optical IS with muonic X-ray

shifts involves some uncertainties, the size of which is very

difficult to estimated. For Ti this difficulty can be avoided,

since muonic data can be combined with electronic scattering data

in order to determine fits radii by a model Independent analysis,

yielding <5<r2>46'48 = - 0.108(6) fm2 and <5<r2>48'50 = - 0.165(9)

fm CWo 813. With these values the SMS was deduced, and <5<r > '

for all measured isotopes was determined. In this way we were

able to predict the model Independent ms radii of the stable odd-

even Ti isotopes by a combined analysis tNa 92 , Na 943 of two

types of experimental data: model independent radii absolute

values <r > from muonic atom data and model independent 6<r >

changes from the optical measurements.

The results are shown in fig.2. It should be noted here that

in the Investigated N region of Ti the IS show a similar shape

as that of Ca; therefore it may be interpreted in the same lines

(see section 2.2). A more detailed analysis of our results, as

well as their discussion, are in progress.

4. Conclusion

The review on nuclear structure aspects of the charge radius

variation shows that it Is vsry sensitive to the model predic-

tions and can s«rvs as a probs for model validity.

The most conspicuous fsature of the nuclear charge radius is

the strong deviation from the prediction of the spherical droplet

model requiring the Inclusion of different multipolarity deforma-

tion effects (droplet model). An extension of the droplet model

includes deformation effects using theoretical results on nuclear
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de-formation, e.g. third order o-f quadrupole de-formation, which

discriminates between prolate and oblate shape, or a

generalization which includes thriaxial shape. The predictions on

this basis are a-f-fected by corresponding uncertainties, but- in

general in many cases, even for long isotopic chains, an

impressive coincidence is achieved.

Nevertheless, many experimental results, require an alternative

explanation. For light nuclei a variable skin thickness must be

introduced to remove the observed discrepancies; -for Z around and

above Z = 02 modifications CBe 85] o-f the droplet model parameter

can remove the problem to a large extend.
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Abstract

A new baryon mapping of colorless three-quark clusters is proposed and tested in
the context of a three-color extension of the Lipkin model. The results suggest that
baryon mappings may provide a practical means of deriving nuclei from constituent
quark models.

1 Introduction
It is generally accepted that the strong interaction is responsible both for the clustering

of quarks into nucleons and for the interactions between nucleons that lead to nuclear
structure. The traditional view of nuclear physics assumes these two problems to be
decoupled. Recent experiments by the EMC collaboration, however, suggest that at some
level this simple picture breaks down. These experiments indicate that the structure of
the nucleon is modified by a nudear medium, suggesting that the nucleon and nuclear
scales do not completely decouple. As a consequence, there is currently great interest
in trying to derive the properties of nuclei directly from QCD. Establishing such a link

"Talk presented by S. PitteJ at tbe Xlth Internationa] School on Nuclear Phytict, Neutron Phyfici
and Nuclear Energy, 4-U October 1993, Varna, Bulgaria
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between QCD and nuclear physics should also help to elucidate where to look for explicit
quark effects in nuclei.

Ideally, one would like to start from QCD, but at present this is too difficult. A
somewhat less-ambitious starting point is the use of QCD-inspired constituent quark
models1. Such models have been applied with considerable success to nuclear systems with
very few particles, but they have not yet been implemented for many-nuclepn systems.
The essential complication is that in a nuclear environment quarks cluster together into
spatially-localized nucleons, and there are no existing many-body techniques for dealing
with strong three-body correlations.

Recently, it has been suggested2'4 that mapping methods, analogous to the boson
mapping methods familiar in nuclear physics5, might provide a practical means of accom-
plishing this. The basic idea is to map colorless three-quark clusters, which do not satisfy
exact fermion anticommutation rules, onto triplet-fermions (baryons) that do. Such a
mapping, once implemented, leads from the original multi-quark hamiltonian to an effec-
tive hamiltonian for these baryons. This effective hamiltonian rigorously incorporates the
physics of the Pauli principle at the quark level. Furthermore, since it is a hamiltonian
for interacting fermions, it is amenable to the usual fermion many-body techniques6, e.g.
the Hartree-Fock, Tamm Dancoff and Random Phase approximations, Brueckner theory,
etc.

Several different mappings of quarks to triplet-fermions have been recently discussed.
Pittel, Engel, Dukelsky and Ring (hereafter referred to as PEDR) proposed a two-step
procedure, whereby pairs of quarks are first mapped onto di-quark bosons and then boson-
fermion pairs are mapped onto triplet-fermions. Despite the success of this mapping in
reproducing the dynamics of the test model to which it was applied, it nevertheless has
some possible drawbacks. Most notably, as formulated, it can only be applied to quark
hamiltonians dominated by two-body interactions and should not be applicable in the
presence of strong three-body interactions. At roughly the same time, Nadjakov3 sug-
gested an alternative baryon mapping tailored to three-body interactions. His mapping,
however, should not be applicable to systems that are dominated by two-body interac-
tions. What is needed is a mapping that consistently treats both two- and three-quark
interactions. We have now succeeded in developing such a mapping. In Section 2, we
Ascribe our new mapping after first briefly reviewing some general features of baryon
mapping techniques.

In our earlier work, we tested our two-step mapping in the context of a simple model
of quarks often referred to as the Bonn Quark Shell Model7. This model has some serious
limitations, however, as a testing ground for a consistent baryon mapping. In particular,
it admits dynamical two-quark correlations but no dynamical three-quark correlations.
Since three-quark correlations are clearly essential in a real quark description of nuclei, it
is desirable to have an alternative test model that admits them. The model that we have
chosen for this purpose is a three-color extension of the well-known Lipkin model*, which
in its traditional version has been used extensively to test various nuclear many-body
techniques. We will briefly describe this model in Section 3. Two crucial features of this
model, for our purposes, are (».) that it admits, for different values of its parameters,
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dynamical one-, two- and three-quark correlations, and (t'».) that for small numbers of
particles it can be solved exactly.

Finally, in Section 4, we apply our mapping to the three-color Lipkin Model for two
triplets and present the results. The bottom line is that when all colorless baryon states
are included the mapping seems to work perfectly.

2 Baryon Mapping of Quark Systems

2.1 General Remarks
Our starting point is a nonrelativistic model of interacting constituent quarks. We

denote the quark creation and annihilation operators of the model by q\a and qia, respec-
tively. The first subscript denotes the color quantum number and the second denotes all
the rest. These operators satisfy the usual fermion anticommutation relation

{ft* , ?2*} = V » = *« *rt • (2.1)

QCD considerations suggest that the quark hamiltonian may include up to three-body
operators, all of which are color scalars. Such a hamiltonian can always be expressed in
terms of the following colorless one-, two- and three-body operators, respectively:

A<* = ^ 9 i « 9 i 6 ; (2.2)
I

Baked = 5Z *123 tl4i 9j»93t95e9« 5 (2-3)
13345

and

CaiaUf = £ £"3 £4S6 luihvL&fVtel** • (2-4)
123456

The ci23 quantities are antisymmetric tensors that guarantee the colorless nature of these
operators.

The basic idea of a baryon mapping is to replace this problem by an equivalent one
involving triplet-fermions or baryons. We denote the creation and annihilation operators
of the baryon space by AJo3Wc and Aia263e> respectively. They, by definition, satisfy the
multi-index anticommutation relation

{AuMfe , A ^ } = «(lo2fc3c,4d5e6/) , (2.5)

where

6(la2b3c, 4d5e6/) = ^uM^nM^fiS + ^iafi*^»fiS^M + fufif6»A^3efie
. (2.6)
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The operator AJo2M(. creates a baryon that corresponds to three quarks in the states
la, 26 and 3c. This correspondence is incorporated by requiring that the operators AJoM3c

and AuU3c be antisymmetric under the interchange of their quark indices, e.g., Ala2ll3<. =
*t ,,*_
Essentially all of the difficulty in developing a practical mapping from one space to the

other comes from the fact that the space generated by these baryon operators is larger
than the original quark space. To see this, consider the state of two baryons,

|la263C,4<i5e6/ > = A ^ A ^ I O > . (2.7)

This state is antisymmetric under the interchange of the indices corresponding to any
two quarks within one of the baryons (e.g. \a with 26 or Ad with 5e) and also under the
interchange of one baryon with the other. But, it is not in general antisymmetric under
the interchange of the indices of a quark in one (e.g. la) with those of a quark in the
other (e.g. id). It is possible to build a fully antisymmetric two-baryon state by taking an
appropriate linear combination of the above states. Such states, which are in one-to-one
correspondence with the original six-quark states, are referred to as physical two-baryon
states. All other linear combinations - and there are many - are not fully antisymmetric
under interchange of quark indices. These states, called unphysical, have no counterparts
in the original quark space. They are a pure artefact of the mapping. While we have
focussed here on two-baryon states, exactly the same remarks also apply to many-baryon
states.

As we will soon see, there are several possible mappings that can be developed, all of
which exactly preserve the physics of the original problem in the physical-baryon space.
Where they differ is in their predictions for unphysical states. Clearly, for a mapping to be
of practical use, the unphysical states (of no interest) must lie high in energy relative to the
physical states. Otherwise, it will be difficult to disentangle the physical states of interest
from those that are unphysical, particularly in the presence of variational approximations.
This places stringent limitations on what kinds of mappings should be considered, and as
we will soon see rules out the simplest ones.

Up to this point, we have not prescribed how to guarantee that the physics of the
original problem be preserved under the mapping. Here we will follow the Belyaev-
Zelevinski prescription, whereby the mapping is defined so as to exactly preserve the
commutation relations for physical operators in the original quark space.

There is a particularly simple way to accomplish this. Consider the colorless one-body
operators Aab defined in (2.2). It is easy to confirm that the commutator [J4OJ , Ad] is
exactly preserved if these operators are mapped according to

(2.8)
1 " liaed

Any of the colorless operators of the type (2.2-2.4) can be rewritten in terms of colorless
one-body quark operators. Thus it would seem that we could simply apply (2.8) to any
of the three operators of interest, thereby achieving our goal. Not true!
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Since a one-body or particle-hole operator contains just one creation and one annihi-
lation operator, it cannot incorporate any information on the quark Pauli principle. As
such, if we apply this simple mapping, we would find that

• it indeed reproduces all quark dynamics in its physical subspace, but

• it invariably leads to unphyical states lower in energy than the physical states of
interest.

To properly incorporate quark Pauli effects (in a physically useful way), we must
map the multi-quark creation and annihilation operators that appear in the two- and
three-body interactions directly. What this means is that we must find a mapping that
preserves the commutation relations between the colorless one-, two- and three-body
operators simultaneously. This is obviously much harder to do, but it is what we must
do.

In the following subsections, we present a baryon mapping that does precisely this.
We will refer to it as the nonhermitean baryon mapping. The simpler version, described
above, will be referred to as the hermitean baryon mapping.

2.2 The mapping of colorless one-body operators
We begin by returning to the colorless one-body operator Aax, of (2.2). As noted

earlier, the relevant commutation relations are exactly preserved if this operator is mapped
according to

A*i = J^ 9lo«l t ^ j E E Ala2c3*Al «=M • (2-9)
1 123 d

At this point, the baryon image of Aat is expressed in terms of baryons with color.
We know, however, that it is possible to describe all of the relevant physics in terms of
colorless baryons only. Thus, it is useful to carry out a truncation to colorless triplets; this
can be done using the simple prescription spelled out by PEDR. Namely, after carrying
out the mapping, we simply implement the replacements

(2.10)

All of the color is contained in the £123 quantities. The AJ^ and A,jt, which have no
color indices, represent colorless baryon operators. They are fully symmetric under the
interchange of their indices and satisfy the anticommutation relation

(A.y* , A L ) - \ S{ijkMn), (2.11)

where

S{ijk,lmn) = 6i,6jm6kn + 6imSin6k, +6^16^ + 6^6^ +6^,6^ + 6*6^,. (2.12)
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Inserting (2.10) into (2.9) and then carrying out an explicit sum over the color indices
leads to the following baryon image of Aab-

As an example, consider the quark number operator Nq = 2ia9ia9i«- Applying
(2.13) leads to the expected result,

NQ - • 3 £ AlfcA*. = 3NB , (2.14)
abc

where Ng is the number operator for colorless baryons.

2.3 The mapping of colorless three-body operators
Next we consider the colorless three-body operator Catcde/ appearing in (2.4). Here,

too, we can directly use the results of earlier work to pet the correct nonhermitean baryon
image.

The operator Cabcdtf can be factored into a product of a colorless three-quark cre-
ation operator and a colorless three-quark annihilation operator. As shown by Nadjakov,
the set of (anti)commutation relations between one-body operators, three-particle cre-
ation operators and three-particle annihilation operators is preserved if the three-quark
operators are mapped according to

9li92j03* —* ̂ 3k2jli , (2.15)

and

9 Z^t (
456,/mn

8 < ^ A4l5mltA6n702,Ajp943fcA4l6^pA6m709, - (2.16)

Applying (2.15-2.16) to the colorless three-body operator CaUdej and truncating to
colorless triplets leads to the nonhermitean result

+ 36 X)(AiAsAL + AjuAL + A^AlH)A.«A-./ • (2.17)

Note that a colorless three-quark interaction maps onto a colorless one-body plus two-
body interaction only. No three-body piece survives (when truncated to colorless triplets)
because of properties of the eu3 factors.
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2.4 The mapping of colorless two-body operators
In the case of the two-body operator 2?a(a<> we cannot directly use the results of earlier

work, since the relevant commutation relations have not been worked out in detail. Since
they are also incredibly cumbersome, we have instead used a shortcut to generate a proper
nonhermitean mapping of Babcd> which we now describe.

As shown in the previous subsection, it is possible to map a colorless three-body
operator in nonhermitean form. Since that mapping (2.17) followed from an exact preser-
vation of commutation relations, it is certainly legitimate. But there is another equally
legitimate way to map a colorless three-body operator, now in hermitean form.

The three-body operator Cabcdef can be rewritten in terms of the colorless one-body
operators Aij of (2.2) as follows:

Cabcdcf — AaiAt,eAcf + AaiAtjAa + A

- Sbd(AaeAef + AafAa) - SteiAadAcj + AafAd) - S^AadAce + AaeAal)

- 2SaS(AacAif + AatAbe) - ihJ.AuAh, + AafAu) - 2Scj(AadAi,c + AacAM)

+ 1{&bc,,iAad + 6iCtdlAae + Shc,dcAa,} . (2.18)

Applying (2.9) and focussing on the one- and two-body pieces, we obtain the her-
mitean image

~ 36 X>;hoAL + AjuAL + A^Al)
ghi

(Adj,hAe/, + \cghhdfi + A/JAAAH) . (2.19)

The one-body piece of (2.19) is identical to that given in (2.17). The two-body
piece, however, is not. One is hermitean and the other nonhermitean. Both are formally
justified, however, and thus must be equivalent in the physical subspace. It can be easily
shown that either of the two forms for the two-baryon image of Ca6cdef can be tranformed
into the other by performing the following replacement on its two annihilation operators:

( A A + Ao6eArfc/ + Aafr/Afo.

+ ABBCA^/ + &afchdeb

+ \ebc\daf + A/bcAdea) . (2.20)

This observation suggests a simple procedure for mapping a colorless two-body in-
teraction. Namely, we first transform it to colorless one-body form, then map it using
the well-known (and formally justified) mapping (2.9) and finally transform its two-body
piece to a nonhermitean form by the replacement (2.20).

To implement this prescription, we first transform Babcd to a product of colorless one-
body operators,

— AacAiid + A^iAbc — SuAic — SbcAad • (2.21)
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We theu map (2.21) in colorless one-body form, yielding the hermitean image

4 u -» Bh
ahal = 12 £ A ^ A ^ - 9 $ 3 Ale/Ajjfc(AM/Ai3h + A*, A,,*) . (2.22)

Finally, we make the replacement (2.20) in the two-baryon piece and end up with our
final result,

> B&i = 12 ̂ A ^ A ^ + 9 5 3 Alc/A^(A^eA/3fc + Aef3\M) • (2.23)

The essential results of this part of the presentation, proper nonhermitean baryon im-
ages of colorless one-, two- and three-quark operators, are summarized in Eqs. (2.13),
(2.23) and (2.17), respectively. We should emphasize here that this set of mapping equa-
tions can be applied to any colorless constituent quark hamiltonian written in uncoupled
form.

3 The three-color Lipkin model
The three-color Lipkin model is based on the well-known Lipkin model8, which has

been used extensively in nuclear physics for testing many-body approximation methods.
Since many of the characteristics of the three-color Lipkin model are already in the original
one, we first devote a few lines to reviewing it.

The Lipkin model has two levels, each ft-fold degenerate, separated by an energy A.
It is assumed that in the unperturbed ground state, N=ft particles occupy all the single-
particle states of the lower level. The fermion creation and annihilation operators of the
model are written as q\m and qam respectively, where a characterizes whether the particle
is in the lower level, a = —, or in the upper one, a = +, and m denotes which of the ft
degenerate states of that level the particle occupies.

The hamiltonian of the model can be expressed as

H = Hl + H2, (3.1)

A
2 ^HtmiTr t ~ ?-»?-m) > (3.2)

m

In addition to the one-body term, it contains a two-body interaction that scatters pairs
of particles among the two levels, without changing the m values.

This model can be solved exactly using group theoretical techniques for any value of
ft and any values of the parameters A and x- The set of all possible one-body operators
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built from its creation and annihilation operators generates the Lie algebra (/(2ft). The
structure of the problem suggests a decomposition

(/(2ft) D (/(ft) ® 1/(2) . (3.4)

The Lipkin hamiltonian can be rewritten solely in terms of the U(2) generators and all
the states belong to a definite irreducible representation of 1/(2) (or SU(2)). This in turn
implies that the hamiltonian matrix can be analytically evaluated using the well known
SU(2) angular momentum algebra.

Alternatively, the model can be solved using standard shell-model techniques. Here,
solutions are limited to ft values for which the size of the hamiltonian matrix is tractable.
In those cases for which both algebraic and shell-model solutions can be generated, the
results are in complete agreement.

The three-color model involves three sets, one for each color, of standard two-level
Lipkin models. Again the lower levels are assumed to be completely filled in the unper-
turbed ground state, which in this case contains N = 3ft particles. The creation and
annihilation operators now include a label 1 that represents the color quantum number
and are thus written as q\cm and qiffm, respectively. The model hamiltonian includes one-
body, two^body and three-body interactions, which scatter particles coherently among
the levels, maintaining all states colorless:

rj IT i U i Lt ft K\
Ml — t i \ ~T 112 < " 3 i \**'^V

A

FT *•* V"**/ t t \ M£\1 = T Z- / ' 1 + m ? 1 + m ~ 4l-m4l-m) > (*•«)
lm

Y2 ^-^ r t t t +
^2 = ~~7T 2~i £l23€l4sl02+»>|93+mj95-m294-m) "̂  94-m]9s-mj93+n'292+'nl} i (3-7)

IM4S,m1m2

and

u _ *3 V^

i} • (3.8)

The model contains three parameters, one for each of the terms in the hamiltonian.
Whenever \2 2> X3 an^ A, the system will be dominated by two-quark correlations.
Whenever \3 ~> Xi and A, it will be dominated by three-quark correlations. Thus, it has
a rich enough structure to make it useful as a test of our proposed mapping.

The group structure of this model is significantly more complex than for the usual
Lipkin model. In this case, the set of one body operators generates a Lie algebra {/(6ft),
and the structure of the model suggests a classification of states in terms of the chain

t/(6ft) D t/(ft) ® 1/(6) D l/(ft) ® 1/(3) ® 1/(2) . (3.9)

The group 1/(3) is essential in this classification, since all physically admissible states
should be colorless, i.e., they should belong to the (ft, ft, ft) representation of U(3) (or
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equivalently the (A,/x) = (0,0) scalar representation in Elliott's SU(3) notation). The
complication is that different U(6) representations can contain these states and, more-
over, for each of them several U(2) representations are connected by the hamiltonian.
Nevertheless, we have succeeded in generating algebraic solutions for this model for both
fi = 2 and 3, by appropriate commutator manipulations.

As for the usual Lipkin model, shell-model techniques can also be used here to obtain
exact solutions. Such solutions have been generated for us by Etienne Caurier for all ft
values up to ft = 6.

4 Test of baryon mapping on the three-color Lipkin
model

Here, we apply the colorless baryon mapping developed in Section 2 to the three-
color Lipkin model. We carry out the analysis and the resulting comparisons for ft = 2
only, for which the number of baryons is likewise 2. Diagonalization of the effective
baryon hamiltonian can be carried out exactly for this case, leading to a direct test of the
mapping.

The colorless states of the model, following the mapping, can be expressed as

There are no Pauli restrictions on the a and m quantum numbers, since all three quarks
comprising a baryon have different colors. The total number of two-baryon states that
can be formed is 52.

In contrast, the total number of colorless six-quark states in the Lipkin model is 20.
That the two-baryon space is larger than the six-quark space was anticipated in our
earlier discussion. The two-baryon space includes not only physical states (in one-to-
one correspondence with the states of the quark model) but unphysical states as well.
For ft = 2, the two-baryon space has 20 physical states and 32 unphysical states. A
central theme of our analysis will be to confirm that our nonhermitean mapping not only
reproduces in its physical spectrum all the states of the original model but also pushes
up the unphysical states relative to the hermitean mapping.

The general three-color Lipkin hamiltonian (3.5-3.8) can be mapped in either non-
hermitean or hermitean form. We will be particularly interested in the nonhermitean
mapping, since it is expected to provide a more practical incorporation of quark Pauli
effects. However, in what follows, we consider both, to see whether our expectations are
realized.

The nonhermitean (nh) mapping is implemented by using (2.13) for the one-quark
term, (2.23) for the two-quark interaction and (2.17) for the three-quark interaction. The
resulting effective hamiltonian is

H - Hnh = Tnh + Vnh , (4.1)
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where
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The bermitean (h) effective baryon hamiltonian is obtained by using (2.13) for the
one-body term, (2.22) for the two-body term and (2.19) for the three-body interaction;
the result is

H -» Hh = Th + Vh , (4.4)

where
Th = Tnh , (4.5)

as given by (4.2), and

+ A_
IR] —^WlfffJ—*0
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4.1 Physical versus unphysical states
Since one of the aims of this work is to assess the feasibility of "pushing up" unphysical

states with respect to physical states with the nonhermitean mapping, it is important to
have a criterion for distinguishing physical from unphysical states. This can be done by
introducing a Majorana operator9, analogous to the one used in boson mappings.

Consider the square of the quark number operator,

NQ = 5Z «»,m,«'ii»i«J,ma«*m, • (4.7)

Mapping it in hermitean form gives

^h = " / , ^ffimilT2m2<y3m3'*ffl*

+ Q V* A* A*

Implementing the replacement(2.21) leads to the nonhermitean form

m.\—*m3<ri-*(T3

- 9 7 V* At At

The Majorana operator is defined as

M = Nl - N^ (4.10)

Clearly, it has a zero expectation value for all physical states. Equally important, its
expectation value for all unphysical states is positive-definite, making it useful as a means
of distinguishing physical from unphysical states.

4.2 Diagonalization of the mapped hamiltonian and discussion
of results

In Figures 1-2, we present some representative results of our test calculations for
two distinct choices of the model parameters. In both, we present the algebraic results
obtained prior to the mapping (denoted exact) and the results obtained after the non-
hermitean (riA) and hermitean (A) mappings. In the spectra that refer to diagonalization
after the mapping, we explicitly distinguish physical from unphysical states by using the
Majorana operator of (4.10). Physical states are indicated by solid lines and unphysical
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states by dashed lines. We use a heavy solid line to denote degenerate (or nearly degen-
erate) solutions, and indicate to the right the number of physical (P) and unphysical (U)
states at that energy. For simplicity, we only show the low-energy portions of the spectra
corresponding to E < 0.

Figure 1 shows our results for the choice A = 0, X2 = 1 an<* X3 = 0, for which the
system is dominated by two-quark correlations. Both the hermitean and nonhermitean
mappings exactly reproduce the spectrum of states obtained by exact diagonalization of
the quark model. Following the hermitean mapping, however, the lowest eigenvalues are
unphysical. In contrast, when the nonhermitean mapping is used, the unphysical states
are pushed up in energy, and the lowest four eigenvalues are physical. This is precisely
what we had hoped would occur.

It is important, however, to see whether this also occurs in the presence of three-
quark correlations. Thus, in Figure 2, we show results obtained for A = 0, X2 — 0 and
Xa = 1, namely for a system dominated by three-quark correlations. Exactly the same
conclusions apply. Both mappings exactly reproduce the spectrum of physical states. The
hermitean mapping, however, leads to unphysical states very low in energy, whereas the
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nonhermitean mapping yields them significantly raised.

-10 -

-14 -

Figure 1

Calculated spectra of the three-color Lipkin

model for ft = 2, A = 0, X2 = 1 and X3 = 0-
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Calculated spectra of the three-color Lipkin
model for fl = 2, A = 0, X2 = 0 and \3 = 1-

We have also carried out calculations for mixed scenarios in which all three terms in the
quark hamiltonian are active. All such calculations lead to the same general conclusion;
our nonhermitean baryon mapping seems to provide a practical means of incorporating
dynamical many-body correlations in multi-quark systems.
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5 Closing remarks
We have presented a colorless baryon mapping of three-quark clusters, specifically

tailored to physical constituent quark models in which the hamiltonian may contain up to
three-quark interactions and is a color scalar, and have tested it in the context of a three-
color extension of the Lipkin model. We find that our mapping exactly reproduces (within
its physical subspace) the full spectrum of states of the original quark model. Furthermore,
when the mapping is implemented in its nonhermitean version, the unphysical states
(those that are a pure artefact of the mapping and have no physical relevance) are pushed
up in energy.

Despite the very promising results of these test calculations, there is still more to do
before concluding that our mapping can be used to derive nuclei from real constituent
quark models, as is our ultimate goal. Two important steps that still need to be imple-
mented are:

• We must demonstrate that our mapping continues to be useful in the presence of
variatioual approximations, as will no doubt be required in real problems. To-
wards this end, it is important that unphysical states are pushed up in energy by
the nonhermitean mapping. Once an approximate diagonalization of the mapped
hamiltonian is carried out, the strict separation between physical and unphysical
states is lost. Only if the unphysical states lie relatively high in energy can we be
confident that they will not mix appreciably into approximations to the low-lying
states of interest. Such a test may likewise be carried out in the context of the
three-color Lipkin model, by considering larger values of ft than treated here. As a
reminder, by using large-basis shell model techniques, we have been able to achieve
exact solutions up to ft = 6. However, we have not yet developed the necessary "ma-
chinery" to implement an approximate diagonalization of the mapped hamiltonian
for these larger values of ft, as will be needed for this future test.

• We also need to demonstrate the usefulness of our mapping in the context of models
that admit spatial three-quark correlations, as are certainly present in real quark
descriptions of nuclei. While the three-color Lipkin model contains dynamical core-
lations in the <r quantum number, it has no spatial degrees of freedom and thus
obviously no spatial correlations. We are currently considering the application of
our baryon mapping to a three-color Delta model10, which at low densities does
admit spatial three-quark clustering.

Assuming that these additional tests can be carried out successfully, we can then turn
to the study of real nuclei. Our initial goal will be to see to what extent traditional
nuclear physics can be described directly from quarks. Ultimately, we hope to be able to
use these methods to help elucidate where to look for explicit quark effects in nuclei.
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1.1 Scientific and technical aims

Nuclear structure physics has experienced no less than a renaissance in the last few years.
The nucleus may be thought as a laboratory in which quantum physical phenomena can
be investigated in great detail. The search for new phenomena in nuclei requires their
study under extreme circumstances close to the limit of stability for which the excitation
energy, the angular momentum or the ratio of protons to neutrons take extreme values.
Subsequently some topics of future nuclear structure research are listed:

Nuclei under extreme conditions

• Exotic nuclear shapes

(superdeformation, hyperdeformation, triaxiality, octupole deformation,...)

• High-spin isomerism

• Complete spectroscopy

• Transition from order to chaos

• Giant resonances in hot nuclei

Heavy Ion collisions

• Coulomb excitation — pair transfer

• Incomplete fusion reactions
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Experiments with exotic beams

• Nuclei with unusual ratios of protons and neutrons
* N=Z nuclei
* Nuclei with neutron skins

• Exchange symmetry between protons and neutrons

• New regions of exotic shapes

The most powerful means to carry out such experiments is the high-precision 7-ray spec-
troscopy, requiring the construction of highly-efficient multi-detector arrays. This goal can
only be reached by technological developments of considerably improved 7-ray detectors.
The following features have to be optimized:

Feature

Photopeak efficiency
Peak/total ratio
Energy resolution
Isolated hit probability

Requirement

large Ge coverage
escape suppression
Ge detectors; high granularity
high granularity

Arrays consisting of individual escape-suppressed Ge detectors of current size, each in a
suppression shield, cannot have total photopeak efficiencies larger than P^A «0.1. This
is due to the fact that only about 40% of the total solid angle of 4* can be covered by
Ge detectors. The remaining part is needed for the detector housings and the bismuth
germanate (BGO) escape-suppression shields. A maximum coverage of a sphere with Ge
detectors would be obtained by building a (hell of close-packed Ge detectors. However,
calculations show that the P/T ratio for a Ge shell is only «0.3 at ET=1.33 MeV and M, =
30 due to scattering between detectors [1]. This indicates that escape-suppressed detectors
and possibly active collimators are required to suppress the scattering. To increase the
fraction of 4 T to be covered by Ge detectors requires a design involving clustering several
Ge detectors and surrounding the cluster by a common suppression shield.

In order to compare the total photopeak efficiency of arrays consisting of either individual
Compton-suppressed Ge detectors or composite detectors the total photopeak efficiency
Pyh is plotted in fig. 1 as function of the number N of spectrometers, keeping the total
solid angle NO, which can be covered by Ge detectors, fixed. The total photopeak efficiency
increases with the number of individual Ge detectors or composite detectors since the solid
angle of each detector system and hence the losses due to multiple hits decrease. It can be
seen (i) that the photopeak efficiency can be increased by a factor of >2 if detectors are
clustered and (ii) that a minimum number of detectors are needed to avoid losses due to
multiple bits. This is one reason, that the 7-detector array needs to have a large ganularity.

The second and more important reason for a high granularity is to avoid a broadening
of the 7-ray lines in the spectra. The intrinsic 7-ray energy resolution of Ge detectors
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Figure 1: Plot of the total photopeak efficiency P^ of a detector array as function of
the number N of individual escape suppressed Ge detectors and an array of composite
detectors, respectively. For the individual escape suppressed spectrometers, EUROGAM I
detectors have been taken as an example with JVfle^=0.085. For the composite system a
CLUSTER of seven Ge detectors with Arft^*=0.229 was assumed.

is typically A E ^ / E , <0.002 at 1.33 MeV. The resolution is degraded by Doppler shift
effects if the 7-rays are emitted from recoiling nuclei. In compound nuclear reactions the
Doppler broadening arises from :

1. The opening angle (fl*<) of the 7-ray detector.

2. The angular spread (flr) of the recoils.

3. The variation of the recoil velocity (w,).

The first two effects influence mainly the energy resolution of the detectors placed at angles
close to 90* with respect to the recoil direction. The last two effects result from particle
emission and from slowing down of the recoils in the target. The third effect mainly
influences the energy resolution of detectors placed in forward and backward directions.
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The total energy resolution is given by

= (1)

An acceptable compromise is that the three contributions to the deterioration of the energy
resolution are of similar size. This is not the case for present detector arrays for which the
energy resolution is mainly determined by the opening angle. To reduce this effect a half
opening of <4° is required for the Ge detectors. This can be obtained by increasing either
the number of detectors or the granularity of the detector unit as done in the composite
detectors, which consist of many segments.

1.2 Sensitivity of 7-ray detector arrays

The development of in-beam 7-ray spectroscopy is related to the improvement of the energy
resolution, peak-to-total ratio and photopeak efficiency. The first experiments were carried
out with Nal detectors [2j. A large step forward was the introduction of Ge detectors
which improved the energy resolution by at least an order of magnitude. The use of two
Ge detectors in coincidence led to the discovery of backbending [3]. The next improvement
was the introduction of escape-suppressed spectrometers, which enabled the peak-to-total
ratio (P/T) to be improved by a factor of about 4, The most recent progress was the
increase of the number of detectors in an array. This resulted in an increase of the total
detection efficiency for full-energy events (total photopeak efficiency Pph) at 1.33 MeV from
~0.2% (TESSA1) to ~ 0.5-1.5% (TESSA3, OSIRIS, NORDBALL). These improvements
were the prerequisite for the discovery of superdeformation [4, 5].

As iigure-of-merit for 7-ray spectrometers one can introduce the sensitivity being inverse
proportional to the minimum intensity of a 7-ray transition which can be detected (obser-
vational limit) [6]. Let us consider & cascade of ML, transitions populated in a compound
nuclear reaction with an intensity a,,. The number of counts in a F-dimensional peak can
be calculated as

^ ^ (2)

The factor 0.76 results if a F-dimensional volume element determined by the FWHM of the
peak is considered. N$£> is the total number of F-fold coincidences obtained by unpacking
all the measured events with fold >F. The number of F-fold coincidences before unpacking
are calculated as

[ M ) (3)
where No is the number of source events in the experiment and P, = Prk/(P/T) is the
total detection efficiency of the array after escape suppression.

In order to identify a peak it must stand out from the background. The background con-
sists of correlated and uncorrelated parts. The uncorrelated background results essentially
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from the collective transitions between the large number of mixed bands in the damped
region, which are not in coincidence with the cascade. It consists of peak and Compton
contributions. The background is often calculated assuming the transitions in the cas-
cade under investigation to have on average an energy separation SEy [7, 8j. Then the
background under an F-dimensional peak of width AE7 is approximately

M*

The background under a peak becomes smaller as F increases. Loosely speaking the re-
duction of the background can be understood as a dilution. The uncorrelated background
is distributed in a space of increasing dimension of size (SE^)F, whereas the photopeaks
are confined to small volume elements of size (AEy)

F.

For M, > F and JVjW < N^ the peak-to-background ratio can be calculated as

with

being the background reduction factor of the 7-ray spectrometer. The quantity R is also
referred to as resolving power [7, 8]. The uncorrelated background can also be reduced
by other selective devices, providing selection by sum energy, 7-ray multiplicity, recoil
detection, etc. To take this into consideration the background reduction factor R,, has
been introduced.

In eq. 5 the background is assumed to be completely uncorrelated. If one takes into ac-
count the correlated background resulting from Compton contributions as well as statiitical
and feeding 7-rays, which are in coincidence with the considered cascade, the background
reduction factor becomes fold dependent. This results in an overestim&tion of the peak-
to-background ratio if JVj*' > N}P. Then a better approximation is

with (N,/Nk)F=l = a,, Ro 0.76 flj.

In eq. 4 the background it assumed to be independent of the energy. A better estimate
of the background can be obtained by measuring the fraction /9jr of Nf£} in each 1 keV
interval in the actual spectrum. Then the background is calculated as

(8)
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resulting in a background reduction factor of

PfT
RF =

The background reduction factor becomes independent of the fold for /3F

can in this limit be replaced by the more realistic estimate of eq. 9.

(9)

: 0, and eq. 6
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Figure 2: The observational limits of a 7-ray detector array as a function of fold for
various values of the background reduction factor R and the total photopeak efficiency
Pyh, respectively. It is assumed that R is constant and independeat of fuld and the peak-
to-background ratio is taken as 0.2. Furthermore, R^ = 2 has been used. The statistical
limit is calculated assuming a single gate of F-l dimensions and 100 counts in the final
peak.

In order to obtain the observational limit of a 7-ray array one has to contider that a
peak must contain a certain number of counts to be statistically significant and that the
peak-to-background ratio must be sufficiently small. Correspondingly two observational
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Figure 3: Same at in previous figure but the statistical limit it calculated for an example
like searching for a tuperdefonned band assuming 10 multiple gates in F-l dimensions.

limits Og result which can be calculated according to eqs. 2 and 5. They are plotted in
fig. 2 at function of fold F assuming that a peak should contain 100 counts and that the
peak-to-background ratio is 0.2. In order to compare the limits achieved by different arrays
it hat been assumed that the background reduction factor R it constant and independent
of the fold F. Furthermore R, = 2 wat assumed, considering that either an inner ball is
available or high-fold data are selected. The total number of source events it taken as
2.6 • 1O10 equivalent to an experiment of three days duration with a source rate of lO'/s. It
can be teen in fig. 2 that the observational limit due to the background reduction factor
R improves strongly with increasing fold. However, the statistical limit, resulting from
the consideration that a peak must have a sufficient number of counts, which depends on
the total photopeak efficiency Pfk, reduces with fold. The observational limit of an array
of given values for R and P,h can be deduced from the diagram if one determines the
intersection of the respective curves.
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The observational limit which can be deduced from fig. 2 corresponds to a case where one
gate of P-l dimensions is set and the 7-ray peak is observed in the resulting spectrum. In
many experiments involving high-multiplicity cascades multiple selections can be made at
each fold which results in a significant increase of the number of counts in the final peak.
This is, e.g., the case for superdefonned or hyperdeformed bands. The number of peak
events for a rotational transition N^ obtained by gating on Mi, band members in F-l
dimensions can be calculated for F-fold coincidence data as

This corresponds to a summed coincidence spectrum obtained by adding all coincidence
spectra resulting from gating on JW» members of the rotational band. The observational
limits obtained in such a situation are shown in fig. 3. A comparison with fig. 2 demon-
strates clearly that the observational limits improve significantly in studies where multiple
gates can be used.

In order to demonstrate that the background is reduced with increasing fold and to deduce
experimental values for the background reduction factor R the analysis of four-fold coinci-
dence data taken with the NORDBALL spectrometer are shown in fig. 4 [9]. In a study of
the superdeformed band in u 3Eu the final nucleus has been produced by bombarding U 0Pd
with 160 MeV 37C1 projectiles [9,10]. Using the observed 50 million four-fold coincidences
four spectra with different gating conditions have been produced. The first spectrum is a
total projection of all these events. The other spectra result from one-, two- and three-fold
gating, respectively. Any combination of the 16 known transitions of the superdeformed
band lying between 484.2 and 1325.5 keV has been utilized. The corresponding spectra,
shown in fig. 4, which are not background subtracted, clearly demonstrate the improve-
ment of the peak-to-background ratio. Whereas the superdeformed transitions cannot
be seen in the total projection they form prominent peaks in the triple-gated spectrum,
with very little background left. For the 733.0 keV line peak-to-background ratios of
{Nf/Nh)y = 0.31 ± 0.02, 1.03 ± 0.05 and 4.4 ± 0.5 for F=2, 3 and 4, respectively, have
been deduced. The improvement of the peak-to-background ratio with fold clearly demon-
strates the importance of measuring high-fold coincidence data in order to study weakly
populated bands. The background reduction factor R can be deduced by comparing the
peak-to-background ratios of F and F-l fold spectra using eq. 7. One obtains R = 6 ± 1
and 11 ± 1 for F=3 and 4, respectively. This result may indicate an increase of R with
increasing fold but the value for F=3 it not as reliable as that for F=4 due to a contam-
ination of the 733.0 keV peak in the single-gated spectrum (cf. fig. 4). For F=4 it was
possible to determine the background reduction factor R as function of the 7-ray energy
as shown in fig. 5. Within the statistical uncertainty the background reduction factor is
independent of the 7-ray energy although a slight increase cannot be excluded.
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Figure 5: Background reduction factor Rjr=« as function of -y-ray energy for the superde-
formed band in 143Eu resulting from the analysis of four-fold coincidence data taken with
NORDBALL.
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1.3 The EUROBALL project

The 7-detector array EUROBALL III should have the following features:

7-ray energy range 100 keV < E-, < 20 MeV

7-ray energy resolution at E , = 1.33 MeV AE 7 /E 7 < 0.006

Time resolution at E7 = 1.33 MeV At < 5 ns

Total photopeak efficiency at E , = 1.33 MeV P,* > 0.12

Peak-to-total ratio at ET = 1.33 MeV P/T > 0.60

The construction of a 7-ray array with the demanded features, requires the development of
composite Ge detectors, where several Ge detectors are combined in one large detector unit,
surrounded by a scintillator acting as an escape-suppression shield. Two types of composite
detectors will be used in the EUROBALL project, viz. CLUSTER and CLOVER detectors.
The EUROBALL project will be realized in phases in order to have medium size arrays
available at an early stage and to develop the compo* ; detectors simultaniously.

• The spectrometers of phase I (EUROGAM I, GASP) consist of single Ge detectors
of large volume surrounded by a BGO escape-suppression shield. EUROGAM I was
built in a French-British collaboration, consists of 45 escape-suppressed Ge detec-
tors and has a total photopeak efficiency of 4.7%. It was used for experiments in
Daresbury, UK from October 1992 until April 1993. GASP (15), consisting of 40
escape-suppressed Ge detectors and an inner 4 i BGO ball, has an efficiency of 3.0%
It has been built by Italian groups and is used for experiments in Legnaro, Italy since
June 1992.

• In phase II (EUROGAM II) CLOVER detectors will be incorporated. EUROGAM
II is being built up in Strasbourg by a French-British collaboration and will be-
come operational in early 1994. It will consist of 30 escape-suppressed Ge detectors
arranged in forward and backward directions (two lx pole caps) and of 24 CLOVER
detectors, placed at angles around 90° (two I T equatorial rings) to reduce the Doppler
broadening utilising the increased granularity. It will have a total photopeak effi-
ciency of 7.7%.

• In phase i n (EUROBALL III) the CLUSTER detectors shall be incorporated. EU-
ROBALL III, at shown in fig. 6, will be built up in a broad European collaboration
and will become available for experiments 1996/97. The two equatorial rings of 24
CLOVER detectors will remain. One pole cap will be replaced by a l x CLUSTER
segment, consisting of 15 CLUSTER detectors. The other pole cap will consist of
6 CLOVER detectors and 24 escape-suppressed Ge detectors. EUROBALL HI will
have a total photopeak efficiency of 13%.
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Figure 6: Side view of the 4* array EUROBALL III consisting of 15 CLUSTER detectors,
24 individual Ge detectors and 36 CLOVER detectors.

NORDBALL
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Figure 7: Plot of the Observational limit as function of the beam time for varioui detector
arrays for Ey = 1.33 MeV, M, = 30 and v/c = 0.04.



The sensitivity of a detector array can be expressed by the observational limit which is
achievable (cf. sect. 1.2). The observational limit is considered as figure-of-merit for a 7-
ray array. One should distinguish between the sensitivity to detect photo peaks in a 7-ray
spectrum obtained by single and multiple gating, respectively, as discussed in sect. 1.2.
In order to visualize the sensitivity of the various detector arrays, the observational limit
for mMt?ple gating a™""**8 (F-l dimensional gates placed on ten transitions) is plotted in
fig. 7 as function of beam time [6]. They are deduced from fig. 3 as the intersections of
the observational limits calculated for the background reduction factors R and the total
photopeak efficiencies Pph of the considered arrays. It can be seen that the observational
limit for correlated transitions is improved by a factor of ~150 for EUROBALL III with
respect to NORDBALL and «10 with respect to EUROGAM II. Hence, EUROBALL
III allows to increase significantly the sensitivity for the study of high-spin states. The
7-detector array EUROBALL III will be the most sensitive 7-ray spectrometer worldwide.

The observational limits given in fig. 7 for the various arrays are rather conservative
as a recoil velocity corresonding to v/c = 0.04 has been used to calculate the energy
resolution. In many high-spin experiments projectiles of mass A » 40 can be used resulting
in v/c « 0.025. For EUROBALL III then a much better energy resolution is obtained and
the observational limit would improve to a™vlt'ple = 2 • 10~6. If a high multiplicity cascade,
such as a hyperdeformed band, is populated with an intensity of ao=210"6 , then it can be
discovered with EUROBALL III in a running time of about 10 days for a source event rate of
10s/s. The experiment requires that five-fold photo events or eight-fold escape-suppressed
events are studied. It is necessary to measure ~ 4 • 10la unpacked escape-suppressed 8-fold
events, corresponding to « 2 • 1O10 events with a fold of F > 8 before unpacking.

1.4 The CLUSTER Detector

Composite Ge detectors are foreseen to enable (i) the production of very large efficiency
detectors with good energy and time resolutions and (ii) the coverage of the largest possible
solid angle of a 4* array with Ge. A reliable operation of composite detectors consisting of
many large Ge crystals is achieved if the vulnerable surface* of the crystals are protected by
hermetically sealed, vacuum-tight capsules. Such encapsulated detectors can be mounted
in a common cryostat or removed for annealing or repair without risk. The basic design of
the CLUSTER detector [11,12,13] is shown in fig. 8. It consists of seven large hexagonal
tapered Ge detectors which are individually encapsulated and mounted closely packed in a
common cryostat. They are surrounded by a common BGO escape-suppression detector.
This arrangement allows up to 65% of the available solid angle to be covered with Ge
detectors. The CLUSTER detector will have a total Ge volume of >1800 cm3. The high
granularity of the CLUSTER detector allows the Doppler broadening to be minimised and
the isolated-hit probability to be improved.

In order to optimize the CLUSTER detector with respect to photopeak efficiency and P/T
ratio, Monte-Carlo simulation calculations for various geometries have been carried out
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Figure 8: Design of the CLUSTER detector.The hexagonal tapered Ge detectors and part
of the BGO escape-suppression detector can be seen.

using the code GEANT3 [14]. For individual Compton-suppressed Ge detectors Compton
events can only be suppressed. A dose-packed arrangement of Ge detectors in a common
escape-suppression shield has the advantage that some Compton events can be recovered.
When the 7-ray energy is deposited in two neighbouring Ge detectors, then the energies
can be summed up, so that the energy in a large number of events can be determined.
This add-back mode leads to an increase of the photopeak efficiency with respect to that
of an individual escape-suppressed Ge detector. The add-back mode works only if the solid
angle is small enough, so that neighbouring detectors are not hit by another 7-ray in a high-
multiplicity event. According to the Monte-Carlo simulation calculations, the arrangement
of seven Ge detectors, as used in the CLUSTER detector, will have a photopeak efficiency
of £^,=0.31 and an unsuppressed peak-to-total ratio of P/T=0.40 at a 7-ray energy of
1.33 MeV [6]. The add-back probability taken into account in the calculation of e^ is
64%. The prototype of the CLUSTER detector has been developed in a collaboration of
the KPA Julich, the University of Cologne and the companies Intertechnique, Strasbourg
and Cyberstar, Grenoble. All detectors and the cryostat are available and the first tests
of the complete system shall be carried out in early 1994.

1.4.1 The encapsulated Ge detector

The encapsulated Ge detector has been designed and developed in a collaboration of the
KPA Julich, the University of Cologne and the company Intertechnique, Strasbourg and the
prototype has been successfully produced in December 1992. A drawing of the encapsulated
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Ge detector is shown in fig. 9. The Ge crystal has a semi-hexagonal shape (the front plane
has a hexagonal and the back plane a circular geometry) and is surrounded by an aluminum
capsule with a thickness of C.8 mm. Its distance from the detector surface is 0.7 mm. The
weldings of the feedthroughs into the lid and the lid into the capsule involve a combination
of two friction weldings and seven electronic beam weldings and have been carried out in
the KFA Julich. The capsule has a leakage rate of <10~u torr-l/s and it contains a getter
to maintain the vacuum during annealing for neutron damage at a temperature of 110°C.

In 1993 21 encapsulated detectors have been produced. The energy resolutions and ef-
ficiencies of 19 detectors are shown in fig. 10. The values are considerably better than
anticipated. The specifications were for the energy resolution 2.4 keV and for the rela-
tive efficiency >50% at 1.33 MeV. The detectors have on average an energy resolution of
2.1 keV, the best value being 1.88 keV. The efficiencies average at 59%. The detectors are
unusually insensitive to microphonica.

Capsule Ge detector
Figure 9: Drawing of the encapsulated Ge detector.

\
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1.4.2 The BGO escape-suppression detector

The seven Ge detectors of the CLUSTER detector are surrounded by a common BGO
escape-suppression detector, which h u been designed by the KFA Julich and the company
Cyberstax, Grenoble and is shown in fig. 8. It h u » hexagonal shape and encloses the
cryoftat containing the encapsulated Ge detectors u tightly u possible. It consists of a
shield, suppressing sidewards and partially also backwards scattered 7-rays, and a back
plug, suppressing forward scattered 7-rays.

Monte-Carlo simulation calculations have been carried out to optimise the dimensions
of the escape-suppression detector [6]. The P/T ratio of the CLUSTER detector h u
been calculated u function of the thickness of the BGO crystals on the side and in the
back of the Ge detectors. The P/T ratio is a meuure for the effectiveness of the escape
suppression. The results for a 7-ray energy of 1.33 MeV are compared in fig. 11 with that
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Figure 10: Energy resolution and relative efficiency of 19 encapsulated Ge detectors.

of an ideal escape-suppression detector in which all entering 7-rays are detected. In fig.
11 (a) the BGO thickness of the back plug has been varied while for the shield an ideal
escape suppressor has been assumed. In fig. 11 (b) on the other hand the BGO thickness
of the shield has been varied while the back plug was considered to be ideal. For a BGO
thickness of SO mm for the back plug and 15 mm on average for the shield, measured at the
front face of the Ge detecton, P/T ratios of 0.75 for 1.33 MeV and 0.41 for 11.7 MeV are
calculated. The shield consists of 12 BGO crystals of essentially two different geometries,
which are optically isolated from each other. All BGO crystals have a length of 260 mm.
The six larger crystals are each connected to two photo tubes of 29 mm diameter. The
six smaller crystals have only one photo tube of this sice each. The back plug consists of
six BGO crystals with one photo tube each of 50 mm diameter, leaving a hole of 55 mm
diameter for the cold finger of the cryostat. The back plug is divided into two equal sectors
so that it can be attached to the cryostat behind the Ge detectors before the resulting
system is pushed into the BGO shield. The specified energy resolution at 662 keV ( m C s )
is <2S% for the shield crystals and <18% for the back plug crystals. The peak/valley
ratio at 60 keV (MkAm) is > 4 and >10, respectively. The prototype of the BGO escape-
suppression detector has been delivered in 1993. The features are considerably better than
specified. The larger shield crystals with two photo tubes have energy resolutions of 14.9
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Figure 11: P/T ratio of the CLUSTER detector as function of the thickness of the BGO
scintillator crystals in the back (a) and on the side (b) of the Ge detector arrangement as
obtained in Monte-Carlo simulation calculations for E^ = 1.33 MeV. The P/T ratio of an
ideal suppressor, in which all entering 7-rays are detected, is indicated.

— 17.8% and peak/valley ratios of 39 — 43. The smaller shield crystals with one photo
tube have energy resolutions of 20.1 — 21.5% and peak/valley ratios of 33 — 44. The back
plug crystals have energy resolutions of 11.0 — 12.9% and peak/valley ratios of 45 — 78.

2 Superdeformation in Gd Nuclei around A=146

For the nuclei 144-160Gd with even mass number oblate (7 = 60°), triaxial (ft «0.2,
7 « 30s) and superdeformed [fit ss0.6 or axis ratio c/a«2) shapes have been predicted
for angular momenta of >30 h [16, 17, 18]. For 1MGd furthermore hyperdefonned shapes
(02 «0.9 or c/a«3) have been predicted for angular momenta of >60 h [19]. The exper-
imental investigations of 14<~lS0Gd proved the existence of several superdeformed bands
in each of the nuclei [20, 21, 22, 23, 24]. A band crossing in a superdeformed band has
been found for the first time in 1MGd [20]. Band crossings have subsequently also been ob-
served in superdeformed bands of M7~149Gd [22,23]. A band crossing results in a change of
the configuration of the superdeformed band and allows for a configuration assignment by
comparison with theoretical predictions. In the nuclei l4*~UfGd degenerate superdeformed
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bands have been found (25j. Such bands also exist in the pairs of nuclei l49Gd — 150Tb
[23] and 1S0Gd — 1 MTb [24]. The available experimental information is not sufficient to
fully understand this feature of superdeformed nuclei.

It is worthwhile to extend the systematics of superdeformation to Gd nuclei with mass
number <146 since:

• the Gd nuclei represent the longest chain of isotopes showing superdeformation in
the A«150 region,

• for the configuration assignment it is essential to know the features of the superde-
formed bands in the neutron-deficient Gd isotopes,

• from theoretical predictions 144Gd is expected to be a good candidate for the obser-
vation of superdeformation [16, 18, 26],

• despite several attempts, a superdeformed band has not yet been established in 144Gd
[27, 28, 29].

2.1 Bandcrossing in the Superdeformed Band of 144Gd

To search for superdeformation in 144Gd an experiment at the 7-spectromcter GASP has
been performed using the reaction 100Mo + **Ti at a beam energy of 221 MeV. The target
consisted of three self-supporting foils of 100Mo with a total thickness of 1.1 mg/cm2.
The beam was provided by the XTU tandem accelerator of the Laboratori Nazionali di
Legnaro (LNL) and the 7-rays were detected using the GASP array. About 1.1 Giga
events were collected with the conditions that at least three escape-suppressed Ge detectors
and three inner ball detectors fired in coincidence. These events have been sorted into a
three dimensional &,-£,-£, array (cube), unpacking events of fold F>3 into triple events,
under the condition that the multiplicity measured with the BGO ball was larger than 14.
Furthermore, proper gates were used to select events of large sum energy of the BGO ball
and a time window was set in order to include only prompt 7-rays. With these conditions
1.7 Giga triple events were available in the cube for further analysis. By double gating it
was easily possible to identify the known superdeformed band of l43Eu [9] which is strongly
produced by the used reaction in the p4n channel. The spectrum of this band can be seen
in fig. 12.

The nucleus 144Gd was produced in this experiment in the 4n channel. To search for the
theoretically predicted •uperdeformed shape of 144Gd at high spins several experiments have
been previously performed [27, 28, 29], but none was successful so that this case remained
a challenge. Only very recently superdeformed ridges have been found in 144Gd [30]. There
are several suggestions to explain the failure in finding a superdeformed band in 144Gd: (i)
the nucleus was populated at a too high temperature [27], a condition which prevents the
decay flow from being trapped in the superdeformed potential well; (ii) the superdeformed
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Figure 12: Sum of double-gated coincidence spectra showing the SD band in M3Eu. Gates
have been set on all known transitions of the SD band.

band in 144Gd is populated very little in accordance with the observation that the intensities
of the superdefonned bands in the Gd isotopes decrease almost linearly with decreasing
neutron number [31, 32]; (iii) the energy distance between two consecutive 7-rays is not
constant because of the strong band crossing predicted in l4*Gd at hu = 0.45 MeV [16] so
that the "equal distance" criterion used in the search for weak superdefonned bands is not
applicable.

A careful search channel by channel in the energy region 900 - 1300 keV showed the exis-
tence of nine coincident transitions in the new data set, which were assigned to a hithertwo
unknown superdefonned band with an average spacing of « 55 keV. Using the possibilities
offered by the Radford program package RADWARE [33] 14 coincident transitions have
been identified [34]. A double-gated coincidence spectrum of the resulting superdefonned
band is shown in fig. 13. The spacing* between consecutive -y-rays is decreasing from
55 keV at large 7-ray energies to 40 keV at «900 keV and three close lying transitions can
be seen at «890 keV. The assignment of the superdefonned band to 144Gd follows from the
observation of strong transitions placed above the 10+ isomer in 144Gd [30] in coincidence
with clean transitions of the superdeformed band. The intensity of the superdeformed
band was estimated to be «0.2% of the total population of the nucleus 144Gd. The ob-
served intensity fits into the population systematic* of the superdeformed bands in the Gd
isotopes which shows an odd-even staggering and a strong decrease whith mass number
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Figure 13: Sum of double-gated coincidence spectra showing the superdeforxned band in
144Gd. Gates have been set on all transitions of the superdeformcd band. The band
members are marked by their energy and known transitions in l44Gd are denoted by a *.

{32]. The weak population of the tuperdeformed band in 144Gd can explain why it was not
possible to detect it in the previous experiments.

The three close lying transitions at «89O keV (cf. fig. 13) indicate that the superdeformed
band in 144Gd undergoes a band crossing at a rotational frequency of Aw = 0.45 MeV.
Prom the present data set the ordering of the 902 keV and the 892 keV transitions cannot
be deduced. The superdeformed band deexdtes from the three lowest-lying members just
below the band crossing.

The experimental dynamic moment of inertia of the superdeformed band in 144Gd is com-
pared in fig. 14 with theoretical predictions of Nasarewicz et al. [16]. The experimental
results show a pronounced band crossing at a rotational frequency of hu> = 0.45 MeV.
At higher frequencies the dynamic moment of inertia assumes values of «72 &a/MeV sim-
ilar to those observed for the superdeformed bands of the heavier Gd nuclei [25]. The
superdeformed bands have been classified according to the occupation number of high-N
intruder orbitals, where N is the main oscillator quantum number [16, 35]. In 14*Gd two
protons occupy the N = 6 in/a orbital and one neutron it in the N = 7 ju/i orbital; in a
short notation this it written as r&vT1. For the superdeformed band of 144Gd it is from
theoretical calculations [16] predicted that at low frequencies the irc'13/a orbitals and most
probably also the uju/t orbitals [36] are not occupied but that four «al3/» orbitals are
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Figure 14: Comparison of the experimental dynamic moment of intertia of the superde-
formed band in U4Gd with theoretical predictions of Nazarewicz et al.

populated. The superdeformed well arises from large shell gaps for N = 80 and Z = 64
[16]. When the nucleus is cranked the aligned *6a configuration approaches rapidly the
Fermi-surface. The observed band crossing in >MGd is thus intepreted as a crossing of the
x6° configuration with the aligned x6* configuration. The fact that the band crossing is
fairly sharp indicates a small interaction between the two superdeformed structures. The
present experiment reproduces rather well the predicted band crossing [16]. This is the first
experimental observation of a crossing in a superdeformed band related to the alignment
of a proton pair. An open question is the small intensity of the superdeformed band in
144Gd. From the predicted large shell gaps at N = 80 and Z = 64 a stronger population of
the superdeformed band is expected [16]. It should be noted that the yrast superdeformed
band of the neighbouring even-mass nucleus I48Gd shows a neutron band crossing at a
rotational frequency of 0.65 MeV [20].
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AN OVERVIEW OF THE CURRENT STATUS OF RESONANCE THEORY IN
REACTOR PHYSICS APPLICATION

By

R. N. Hwang

1. INTRODUCTION

The neutron resonance phenomena constitute one of the most fundamental subjects in

nuclear physics as well as in reactor physics. It is the area where the concepts of nuclear

interaction and the treatment of the neutronic balance in reactor lattices become intertwined. The

later requires the detailed knowledge of resonance structures of many nuclide of practical interest

to the development of nuclear energy.

There has been a great deal of theoretical and practical interest in resonance reaction

since Fermi's discovery of resonance absorption of neutrons as they were slowed down in water.

The resonance absorption became the center of attention when the question was raised as to the

feasibility of a natural uranium fueled self-sustaining chain reaction. The observation by Fermi

and Szilard 50 years ago,that a substantial reduction in resonance absorption is possible if the

uranium was made into the form of lumps instead of a homogeneous mixture with water, signaled

the beginning of the nuclear era. The practical needs have since provided with the motivation for

better understanding of the resonance phenomena. Our knowledge in this area has been

significantly enhanced by the development of reaction theory .physical theory of rcactor.and other

related subjects for the past decades. More recently,the significant advances in the new generation

computers made possible the investigations of the extremely complex problems unimaginable in

the earlier days. In parallel, a great deal of resonance data have become available during the pa.u

lew years. One key factor responsible for the continuous efforts to improve the resonance data

was the emergence of the fast reactor development which requires such information not only for

all major actinides but also for structural material over considerably large energy span. Through

the cooperative efforts of international nuclear data communities.the evaluated cross section data

and resonance parameters have been systematically compiled into various data files now in
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existence Such a development,^ turn,will undoubtedly provide the needed basis as well as

incentives to further improve the estimations of parameters for the new generation nuclear

reactors.

The key issue of the resonance treatment in reactor applications is directly associated

with the use of the microscopic cross sections in the macroscopic reactor cells with a wide range

of composition, temperature,and geometric configurations. It gives rise to the so called

self-shielding effect. The accurate estimations of such a effect is essential not only in the

calculation of the criticality of a reactor but also from the point of view of safety considerations.

The latter manifests through the Doppler effect particularly crucial to the fast reactor

development. The task of accurate treatment of the self-shielding effect, however, is by no means

simple. In fact, it is perhaps the most complicated problem in neutron physics which, strictly

speaking, requires the dependence of many physical variables. Two important elements of

particular interest are : (1) a concise description of the resonance cross sections as a function of

energy and temperature: (2) accurate estimation of the corresponding neutron flux where

appropriate. These topics will be discussed from both the historical as well as the state-of-art

perspectives.

II. GENERAL REMARKS ON SELF-SHIELDING EFFECTS

The self-shielding effect is a phenomenon directly attributed to the localized fluctuations

in neutron cross sections resulting from the resonance structures on the averaged reaction rates

of a reactor cell over energy and space. In the earlier days of reactor development focused on

thermal reactors with low enrichment fuel, a reactor lattice is usually assumed to be composed

of a handful of light nuclide with relatively constant cross sections serving- as coolant and/or

moderator and cladding along with fuel element dominated by U2Vi. A few low-lying resonances

of the latter are essentially responsible for the absorption rates over the resonance energy range

which, in turn, determines the fraction of neutrons that can reach the thermal energy via the

elastic scattering. Two commonly considered scenarios in reactor applications were usually

restricted to either the infinite homogeneous medium or infinite lattice consisting of repeated cells
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with fuel lumps surrounded by cladding and moderator. The resonance effect in the former

attributed to the flux depression in energy alone is generally referred to as the energy self-

shielding effect whereas the energy and spatial self-shielding effects are inseparable in the latter.

Such effects can be best illustrated graphically for the simplest cases involving a single Breit-

Wigner resonance. Fig. I sfv ,vs the behavior of the neutron flux as a function of energy in the

vicinity of the t/2'8resonance at 6.672 eV in a 'homogenized' system typical of light water

reactor composition. Also shown here is the macroscopic total cross section as a function of

energy. The behavior of flux and macroscopic cross section here clearly show that they are anti-

conelated. The significant flux depression within the extent of the resonance in question indicates

the existence of severe the energy self-shielding effect. The actual absorption rate is far less than

what can be expected if the flux depression were not present. Fig.2 .shows the flux distribution

in a realistic light water reactor (LWR) cell consisting of a fuel pin with 3% enrichment with

zirconium clad imbedded in water. Here, the energy and .space dependence of flux become

intertwined. The results shown were computed in the vicinity of the same resonance. For

illustration purposes, the radial distributions of flux given correspond to the energy at the

resonance peak, 3 and 10 Doppier widths away respectively. The significant flux depression near

the resonance peak which leads to the spatial self-shielding effect is quite evident. The fact that

a substantial reduction in absorption rate is possible upon making the uranium into the form of

lumps is one of the key factors leading to the successful demonstration of the first self-sustained

chain reactions. The quick recovery of the flux in energy as well as in space reflects the

characteristics of the sharp resonance considered.

Thus, for the simple cases described, a quantity traditionally referred to as the shielding

factor defined below is widely used as a measure of the degree of the resonance self-shielding

effect

where (J)imi is ihe asymptotic flux in absence of the resonance. Physically, the numerator and the
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denominator can be identified as the resonance integrals for the finite and the infinite dilution

of the resonance absorber respectively. As long as the resonances are well-isolated and the flux

recovers between them, the concept of the self-shielding effect in conjunction with the resonance

integrals is quite easy to visualize without ambiguity.

Since early 69's, advances in three major areas have significant impact on our

perceptions as well as the methodologies for treating the self-shielding effects. First, the

emergence of the liquid nietai fast breeder reactor development cast the traditional resonance

treatment into different light. The focus has since been centered around the intricate neutronic

balance over a much larger energy span ranging from high keV region down to thermal energy

with numerous number of nuclide that exhibit resonance behavior. Thus, one must also deal with

interacting resonances of many other actinides, structural isotopes, as well as coolant in addition

to those of //""in both the resolved and the unresolved energy regions. Of particular concern

are the estimation of the Doppler coefficient and the sodium void coefficient crucial to reactor

safety. Both these quantities require accurate resonance treatment. Furthermore, it is also note-

worthy that several zero-power assemblies such as ZPR-3, ZPR-6, ZKBRA. and ZPPR were

constructed in the course of the fast reactor development for the purpose of providing the

experiments to verify various reactivity coefficients of practical interest. The geometric

configurations of the cells in these assemblies are far more complex than what was envisioned

in the earlier reactor programs. Secondly, there have been continuous and relentless efforts in the

international nuclear data communities in recent years to systematically improve the data base

required. The most recent improvements in resonance data through dramatic extension of the

resolved resonance range and the introduction of the R-matrix parameters are particularly

remarkable. Thus, it is necessary to modify our traditional resonance integral concept based on

isolated resonances. Thirdly, the amazing progress in our computational capabilities provides

strong motivations for reactor physicists to venture into the much more rigorous approaches on

the resonance effects in reactor lattices unimaginable before. One noticeable consequence is the

availability of both the deterministic and Monte Carlo codes for treating the lattice physics

problems on a continuous energy basis whereby the continuous nature of neutron flux in energy

is preserved. It is important to realize.however.thul the former is generally not free from
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simplified assumptions while the latter is only useful as a bench-mark too) but .still too costly for

routine applications in spite of the high-speed computing facilities now in existence. The most

commonly used methods for reactor neutronic calculations today are still based on the mukigroup

concept. It is,therefore,useful to cast the self-shielding concept within the context of the

multigroup approach.

One essential principle of the multigroup approach is the separation of the fine structure

effect treatment from the global neutronic calculations of the entire reactor. This can be best

accomplished by first computing a set of effective group cross sections for each nuclide and

reaction type at a given location of the reactor lattice,

Q = _ '±L (2)

{)

over the energy group with width much greater than the extent of resonances for the actinides.

Within the context of the effective cross section concept, the self-shielding effect can be viewed

as a measure of correlation between the microscopic cross section and the neutron flux in energy

and in space at a given temperature. With no loss of generality, the self- shielding effect can be

defined as :

(3)

where the covaruince signifies the degree of correlation between Gt and <|>. All averages here also

implicitly include those over statistical properties of cross sections if resonances are

uniesolved.and can be cast either into the form of the usual Riemann integrals or Lebcsgue

integrals.

Conceptually, such a description provides a plausible basis for much of the discussions

that follow. The main difference among various methods in practical applications is the rigor by

which such a correlation is treated. For the resolved resonance energy range, the degree of
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correlation is clearly deterministic and inultivuriant in nature. For the unresolved energy range,

all averages must be treated statistically.

From Eq. 3, it is quite obvious that estimation of the self-shielding effects requires

accurate descriptions of the cross section and the neutron flux as a function of energy at a given

location and temperature in a reactor system. The general theories that account for the behavior

of these quantities are well-known. The utilization of these theories in the practical applications

is. by no means, simple. To facilitate their applications constitutes one of the most fundamental

problems in reactor physics.

III. CROSS SECTION REPRESENTATIONS

I I I . ] . A Brief Summary of R-Matrix Representations

In R-matrix theory, the reaction cross section for any incident channel c and exit channel

c is generally expressed in terms of the collision matrix If,,.-.12'4

act, = jttf gc | Sa, - U.c,|2 (4)

where g, and 8tr are the statistical factor and the Kronecker delta respectively. The unitary

property of Ur,- leads to the expression of the total cross section as a linear function of Ut).,

The collision matrix, in turn, cun be expressed in terms of the resonance parameter matrix R

according to Wigner and Eisenbud.'

U v , = exp[-i «j>t. + ̂ J ] {8tc, + iP." [ (1-tf L°y' Rl,,P"} (6)

where

is a real symmetric matrix and

Lc", = (S. - B - / Pr)8,,y (8)
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The energy-independent parameters £X>YV and Br denote, the R-matrix state, reduced width

amplitude and arbitrary boundary parameters respectively. Of all parameters given above, tyr,Sr

and P. are momentum-dependent quantities. tyt, hard-sphere phase shift factor, is directly related

to the argument of the outgoing wave function at the channel radius whereas S., shift factor, and

P . penetration factor, reflect the real and the imaginary parts of its logarithmic- derivative

respectively as defined in Table. 1. These quantities along with the matrix R specifies the explicit

energy dependence of the cross section.

The theories of Kapur-Peierlsl5 and of Humblet-Rosenfeld* are alternatives to the R-

matrix formalism, whereby the collision matrix can be expressed as linear combination of the

Lorentzian type of rational terms. The principal difference between these two theories is that the

Kapur-Peierls parameters' are implicitly energy-dependent whereas the Humblet-Rosenfeld

parameters'' are independent of energy and the matching radius; the latter, however, contains a

"background' term with unknown energy-dependence. Furthermore, another disadvantage of these

formalism is that there is no conclusive statistical theory to describe the behavior of these

parameters at present. These factors, in effect, hinder their wider usage in the practical

applications. Nevertheless, these formalism are very attractive in the reactor applications because

of the well-behaved nature of each Lorentzian terms that lead immediately to the well-known

Voigt profile upon Doppler-broadening as one shall see.

111.2. Practical Formalism In Use

Although the formal R-matrix representation is rigorous on the theoretical ground, it is

quite obvious that simplifications are apparently required before its deployment as the basis for

nuclear data evaluations and the subsequent usage in the reactor applications.. In the current

ENDF/B format, four major formulism pertinent to the treatment of the resonance absorption are

allowed, namely, the single level Breit-Wigner (SLBVV), multilevel Breit-Wigner.Adler-Adler

(AA)r and Reich-Moore* (RM ) formalism. These formalism are based on the approximations of

the formal R-Matrix theory to various degrees of sophistication. For our purpo.ses here, it suffices
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to summarise their relevant connections to the theory and their characteristics pertinent to reactor

applications.

With exception of the Reich-Moore* formalism, all other three exhibit the similar form

as a function of energy and can be considered as the consequences of the approximations of the

Wigner' level matrix1 under various assumptions. For our purposes here, it is convenient to cast

them into the pole expansion form either in the energy domain or in the momentum domain (k-

plane).

». - i E E

_ 1 v v* Kr\PV-k
^^ _̂ (Momentum domain)

17

A

where f̂  = d^, and the subscript x denotes the type of reaction under consideration. The

subscripts f, y and R will be used to denote fission, capture and compound rucleus (or total

resonance) cross sections respectively.

Physically, each individual term retains the general features of a Brcit-Wigner resonance

upon which the traditional resonance integral concept was premised. The relationship between

these pole and residue parameters and the traditional resonance parameters for three major

formalism are tabulated in Table II. The use of the complex arithmetics here makes possible a

direct comparison of these traditional formalism to the rigorous pole representation to be

discussed later, p ^ . however, are different and depend on the approximations assumed.

(1) Single level Breit-Wigner Approximation (SLBW)

It represents the limiting case when the resonances are well isolated. Thus, the level

matrix A at a given E can be viewed as a matrix with only one element. In the earlier days of

the reactor development, the resonance integrals were also treated as such as long as the neutron

flux recovers between resonances. In reality, the resonance cross sections clearly can not be taken

as a disjoint set of isolated resonances if the rigor and the continuity of flux are required.
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Ambiguity can arise as to what constitutes the macroscopic cross sections if one wishes to treat

the neutron slowing-down problem in detail over an energy span consisting of many resonances

of' more than one nuclide. For this reason, the single level description used in practical

applications such as that specified in the ENDF/B manual is often given in the context of Eq.9

as a linear combination of Breit-Wigner terms supplemented by the tabulated pointwise 'smooth'

data so that the continuous nature of cross sections and thus the flux can be preserved.

(2) Multilevel Breit-Wigner Approximation (MLBW)

It corresponds to the situation in which the inverse of the level matrix is taken to be

diagonal. One constraint for SLBW and MLBW of practical interest is that all parameters must

be positive. It is worth noting that poles and residues are energy dependent although they are

usually taken to be energy-independent in many applications. Otherwise additional terms in the

yE-domain would result in all t > 0 sequences using SLBW and MLBW formalism.

(3) Adler-Adler Approximation7 (A-A)

The diagonaiization of the inverse level matrix A "' leads directly to the pole expansion

defined by Eq.1). Adler-Adlcr approximation7 is equivalent to the Kapur-Peierls ' representation

in which the poles and residues are assumed to be energy independent7. In the context of the

forgoing discussion, it is equivalent to assume the energy - independence of L° in Eq. X when

the inverse of A ' is considered. The approximation is usually restricted to the s-wave sequences

cf the fissionable isotopes in the low energy region where the assumption is valid.

(4) Reich-Moore Formalism8

For practical applications, the formal R-Matrix representation is obviously difficult to use

when many levels and channels are present. The problem has been significantly simplified by

the method proposed by Reich and Moore*. The only significant assumption made is

E **c K' y>B> * «x, E Y U ;

which utilizes the presence of large number of capture channels and the random sign of y^. It

is consistent with the observed fact that the total capture width distribution is generally very
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narrow. If one partitions the collision matrix into a 2x2 block matrix arranged in such a way that

the upper and lower diagonal blocks consist of only non-capture and capture channels

respectively and utilizes Eq.H) as well as Wigner's identity between the channel matrix and the

level matrix, the collision matrix can be reduced to the order of m x m where m is the total

number of non-capture channels. The 'reduced' collision matrix remains in the same form except

that the real matrix R is replaced by a complex matrix R' and

Ek - E - i 1 ^
( I I )

One consequence of the approximation is that the reduced collision matrix is no longer

unitary because R^' is complex. Fur practical applications, it presents no problem since the total

cross section can be preserved if the capture cross section is defined as

°r = °« " E °cc' <12>

All parameters retain the physical as well as .statistical properties specified by the formal

R-mairix theory. The order of the channel matrix is usually no greater than 3x3. Hence, the

method is attractive in the data evaluations and. in fact, Reich-Moore parameters have become

the backbone of the new ENDF/B-VI data.

However, unlike the other three formalism, resonances defined by the Reich-Moore

formalism* can no longer be perceived in the context upon which the traditional resonance theory

in reactor physics was based. The direct application of this formalism to reactor calculations not

only requires the entry of excessive files of pre-computed, numerically Doppler-broadened

pointwise cross sections at various temperature, but also renders useless many well-established

methods based on the resonance integral concept. Hence, there is strong motivation to seek

remedies so that the newly reJeared Reich-Moore can be fully utilized within the frame work of

the existing methodologies.

III.3. Generalization of The Pole Representation

Although any given set of R-matrix parameters including those in the Reich-Moore8 form

can be numerically converted into parameters of the Kapur-Peierls type'', the parameters so

obtained, however, are implicitly energy-dependent. With exception of low-lying resonances of
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few fissionable isotopes, such dependence is generally not negligible. Thus, from practical point

(if view, the route via the traditional pole expansion is not useful for most of nuclide of interest.

However, the desirable representations directly compatible to the traditional forms given by Eq.9

can be derived if the pole expansion is cast into somewhat different light.

(1) Rigorous pole representation'"

One attractive means to preserve the general features of Eq.x and the rigor of the R-matrix

description of cross sections is to perform the pole expansion in the k-plane (or momentum

domain). The theoretical justification of such a representation is based on the rationale that the

collision matrix must be single-valued and meromorphic in the momentum domain. Any function

that exhibits such properties must be a rational function according to the well known theorem in

complex analysis. The rational function characteristics are quite apparent if one examines the

explicit \[E-dependence of the collision matrix U.. defined by Eq.6. By substituting 5, and P.

into Fq.6 and Eq.S. the quantity {/., is expressible in terms of a rational function of order

2(/*l W where N is total number of resonances. This reflects the polynomial nature of the

cofactor and the determinant of the inverse level matrix . Thus, one obtains via partial fraction'".

and similarly.

for the reaction cross section of process x where R'u)y and />;[" are pole and residue respectively.

Note that the complex conjugate of pjf* is used here in order to cast the expressions into the form

defined by Eq.V. These equations can be viewed as the generalized pole expansion in which all

parameters are genuine energy independent and the energy dependence of cross sections is
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specified explicitly by the rational terms alone.

By comparing Eq. 9 to Eq. 13. one is led to the following observation: (1) For the s-wave,

both the rigorous pole representation and the traditional formalism consist of identical number

of terms with the same functional form in the momentum domain. In particular, the Adler-Adler

formalism' for the s-wave can be considered as the special case of the former when

PA" = ~ p f ^ ^ij\x = R u j i • &) For higher angular momentum states. Eq. 13 consists of

2IN more terms than those defined by Eq.9. The difference, however, is only superficial. The

same number of terms would have been resulted if the detailed energy dependence of the

penetration factor and the shift factor had been included in Eq.l>. Thus, the traditional formalism,

can be considered as the special cases Eq.x under various physical conditions.

Eq. 13 and Eq. 14 provide the basis whereby any given set of R-matrix parameters, in

principle, can be converted into pole parameters although it may not be an easy task in practice.

The recent availability of R-matrix parameters in the Reich-Moore form greatly alleviates the

numerical difficulties for such conversion process. A computer code WHOPPER based on ihe

Newton-Raphson technique was developed for this purpose. The viability of this procedure has

since been demonstrated.

One obvious disadvantage of this method is that as many a.s 2(t+l) terms mu.st be

considered for each resonance if the cross section is to be evaluated in momentum domain. This

is obviously undesirable from the point-of-views of computing efficiency, storage requirement

and its amenability to the existing codes for reactor calculations. It is clearly desirable to find the

potential means to simplify Eq. 14 without sacrificing the needed accuracies.

(2) Simplified Pole Representation"'

To simplify the problems resulting from excessive number of multipole parameters

requires better understanding of their fundamental properties. The 2(t+l)N poles for a given I

and J defined in Eq. 13 and Eq. 14 can be divided into two distinct classes. There are 2N s-wave-

like poles with sharp peaks and distinct spacings while the remaining 2IN poles are closely

spaced and are characterized by their extremely large imaginary components (or widths!. In fact,

the contributions of the latter to the sums are practically without any resonance-like fluctuations
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as it they were a 'smooth' constituent. On the other hand, the s-wave like poles always appear

in pairs with opposite sighs but not necessarily with the same magnitude. The:; characteristics

provide the valuable basis for simplification.

Let q^i^/E) denote the contributions from those 24N terms involving poles with giant

"width". Fq. 14 can be cast into the same form as that of Humblet-Rosenfeld.''

where

- E

6 " ' - - (15)

( I f ) )

and 6 =1) and 8. = 1 for I >().

Hence, for a given range of practical interest, the rigorous pole representation can be

viewed as a combination of a 'fluctuating' term consisting of N poles withftc PjJ1' > 0

expressed in the energy domain consistent with the traditional formalism and two 'non-

flucruating' (or 'background') terms attributed to the tails of outlying poles (in reference to the

domain y£ > (I where calculations are to lake place) with negative real component and the poles

with extremely large 'width' (or jShn p^'j ) for f>() states respectively. The striking behavior

of the 'fluctuating' and 'non-fluctuating' components have been confirmed in recent calculations

for all major nuclide specified by the Reich-Moore parameters in ihe ENDF/B VI files.

The smooth behavior of these terms clearly suggests that their energy dependence can

obviously be reproduced by other simpler functions within the finite interval of practical interest.

It is well known in numerical analysis that the rational functions are best suited to approximate

a well behaved function within a finite range. Hence, the obvious choice is to set the approxi-

mate functions ^'"'(VE) and 4|(1>(\/E) t 0 be rational functions of arbitrary order. Mathematically.

they can be view as the analytic continuations of the original functions .v,'"(^£) and<y,"
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within domain yjli > 0. One attractive feature of the proposed method is that the rational

functions so obtained can be again expressed in the form of pule expansion via partial fraction.

i.e..

NN

if NN > MM.

The pole and residue parameters so obtained can be viewed us "pseudo" pole parameters.

A code" (WHOPJR) based on the MINPAC'K-package" has been developed to compute these

'pseudo" pole parameters. To provide sufficient accuracy to cross sections, NN of no greater than

3 is required. Thus, the procedure is conceptually equivalent to conversion of a given set of R-

matrix parameters into the Humblet-RosenfeJd-type parameters with the 'background' term

explicitly defined.

To verify the viability of the proposed method, extensive studies have been made for

practically all nuclide with resonance data specified in the Reich-Moore type that are available

in the KNDF/B VI files. With perhaps the only exception of U2'", the maximum relative error

compared to the exact Reich-Moorc cross sections were found to be of the order of 10' or better.

Even for the case of U2"\ the maximum relative errors seldom exceed 10' as reported in Ref. 10.

II1.4. Doppler-Broadening of the Generalized Pole Representation

Either one of the two approaches are usually taken depending on the rigor required. The

rigorous broadening must be carried out in the momentum domain whereas the simplified

broadening is based on the approximate kernel in the energy domain. In the following

discussions, the Doppler-broadened cross sections based on the traditional formalism and the
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generalized pole representation will be compared.

(I) F-xact Doppler-Broadening

Snlbrig': has shown that the Maxwell-Boltzmann kernel can be rigorously expressed as

exp

where

i K T
A_ - .1 = 'Doppler width' in momentum space

A

(2(1)

k - Boltzmann's constant

T - temperature, °K

A - atomic weight

The Doppler broadening of </E' ax (yfE1) defined by Eq.9 in the momentum space and

that defined by Eq.14 leads immediately to :

Traditional Representation

N

E y i=| A - i
(21)

Generalized Pole Representation

E t i A-i M
(22)

where W(z) is the complex probability integral and is directly related to the usual Doppler-

broadened line shape functions via the following relation

w(Z) , ! / - • !
w J— z-t

(23)
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h fey) = v^ y W(z) (24)
and

C = X + /V

Under the single level limit. Eq.21 is equivalent to the generalized form of the exact

Doppler-hroadening defined by Ishiguro". Thus, except for the superficial difference leading to

the "smooth" term gl'\yfE)-&,, Eq.21 and Eq.22 have the same functional f'>rm, but are

characterized by different parameters. From a practical point of view, the computational costs for

these equations are expected lo be comparable if the 'smooth' term is replaced by the

approximation defined by Eq.17 and Kq.18.

(2) Approximate Dopplei-Broadening

For most of the existing codes based on the traditional formalism, the Doppler-broadening

is generally based on the approximate Gauss kernel defined in the energy domain rather than

Solbrig's kernel.12

AHE,-E) -- _ L _ expl (25)

I 4kTEwhere AE = . is the Doppler width in the energy domain.

The validity of such a approximation requires the criterion E > > > A,n. It has been well

established that the use of the Gauss kernel in the energy domain is generally satisfactory for E

> I eV. Thus, only to the Voigt profile per resonance (or pole) is required for any pole repre-

sentation in the energy domain. The Doppler-broadened cross sections become :

Traditional Formalism

{ « & # f^)} (26)

Generalized Pole Representation After Simplification

(27)
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where

NN

k-1

(28)

Thus, the utilization of the simplified pole representation in the context described above

is not only compatible to but also not much more costlier than the traditional methods when the

smooth contributions are effectively accounted for.

IV. FLUX DISTRIBUTION IN A REACTOR LATTICE

Once all neutron cross sections as a function of energy and temperature are specified,

the flux distribution in a reactor is. in principle, obtainable via the use of the Boltzmann's

transport equation. The case in point involves two general problems : (1) determination of the

spatial distribution of flux at a given energy resulting from the heterogeneous nature of the

reactor lattice: (2) determination of the source distribution as a function of energy at various

locations of the lattice. In the following discussion, a brief summary on the. practical treatment

of ihi> subject will be presented with emphasis on the conceptual aspects of the problem.

1V.1. Integral Transport Equation

The determination of the detailed flux distribution as a function of energy and space over

the entire reactor is generally a insurmountable task. Some simplified assumptions are apparently

required. For practical applications, a realistic reactor can be generally viewed as an ensemble

of unit cells consisting of one or more types of fuel lumps surrounded by cladding and

moderator. These unit cells, in principle, can have either identical or different composition

depending on the design under consideration. Without loss of generality, the obvious starting

point is the steady-state Boltzmann's transport equation14. Because it is a linear first order partial

differential equation, the solution can be cast into the following form via the method of

characteristics.
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' I " e x p h r ' *;(?-<;"£1. E) dd'\ s(r-dSl. Q. E) dd

where

s(r,ii,E) = J J dE' dil' Z(r, E') j\r,E'->E,Q!-+Q. ) ${r,Q.E' ) + Qir,Q,E )

is the source term consisting of that due to elastic scattering as denoted by the term with double

integrals, and that due to inelastic scattering and fission processes as denoted by

£?(r,£2.£ ). ~Lt(r,E) ;uid I{r,£) are the macroscopic total and clastic scattering cross sections

respectively.

This equation is generally referred to as the integral transport equation. With exception

of perhaps the Monte Carlo method, the expression involving extremely complex dependence in

phase space is obviously far too complicated for routine applications. One plausible simplification

is to assume that the scattering is taken to be isotropic. The isotropic scattering assumption

allows the elimination of the angular dependence by integration of Si over all solid angles so that

the seller flux becomes a function of r and E only. The sealer flux after integrating overil

becomes'4

oi;-:/i) = J G(/\n,/r) (/Q = TA( I r-rl\ > S{/,E) 1/

where A(! r-r I ) usually referred to as the transport kernel is defined as

_ , cxp[-I,(f',£) I r-r'\ )
rr I ) = 'A(l r-r I ) =

I F - /\2

Physically. Eq.31 represents the superposition of the neutron transport and slowing-down

process. From the perspective of the resonance treatment, the use of the source attributed to the

elastic scattering should suffice. Thus, the determination of the detailed flux distribution require

a the computation of the elastic scattering source and that of the inter- and intra-cell neutron

transport. For practical purposes, the problem is still far to too complicated because the space and

energy dependence are still hopelessly inter-twined. One convenient way to alleviate the problem

is to discretise the energy and space dependence. The discretization of its spatial dependence
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leads to the widely used collision probability method and the interface current method.

1V.2. Collision And Transmission Probabilities in A Lump

Conceptually, the discretization of the energy and space coordinates into fine meshes, in

which the macroscopic cross sections can be considered as constants, makes possible the

separation of the energy and space dependence defined in Eq. 31. For our purpose here, it

suffices to focus on the theoretical basis leading to various methods currently in use.

From the perspective of resonance treatment in which the energy mesh under

consideration is generally much finer than the extent of the resonance, any collision taken place

at a given hyper-fine group is practically equivalent to that of a pure absorber in the sense that

the collision will remove a neutron from the energy range in question. It is, therefore, possible

to derive the first-flight collision and transmission probabilities for a given energy mesh on this

basis.

The first-flight collision probability1'5 for a lump is defined as the average collision rate

corresponding to the uniform source of unit strength, i.e.

P = -L f drj d/ A(l r-r'\ ) (33)
V V

The corresponding escape probability is simply

/J,,, = ' - p, ( 3 4 )

The collision/escape probability concept is readily extendable to reactor cells with multiple

regions. If P denotes the probability that neutrons initiated from region j reach region i without

suffering any collision, the discretized neutron balance equation inferred by the integral transport

equation is expressible as16

V, Z,.(E) 4̂ <E) - I V , S/E) PiH(E) (35)

for each volume segment V. This equation defines the intra cell neutron transport at a given E

for a unit cell. One property of Pit_. of great practical importance is that it must obey the
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reciprocity relation defined as

I ,V | P. ( i = Et.V. P (36)

which reflects the symmetry of the angular flux. Thus, for a N x N collision matrix, only

N(N->-l)/2 entries per energy mesh are required for a cell.

With exception of cells with fuel plates of infinite dimension, the problem of computing

the collision probability for a complex configuration can still be inhibitive. One simpler

alternative is the interface-current method.

Aside from the collision probability, another quantity of practical interest is the

transmission probability T defined as the fraction of neutrons initiated from an uniform and

isotropic surface source passing through the lump without suffering a collision. By using the

same logic analogous to that in deriving the collision probability, the first-flight transmission

T = _L f f dr dSl {Q-n') exp(-ZI r -/ I ) (37)

probability attributed to such a source is

Physically, T represents the current of unit strength at the surface that passes through the lump

without being collided. By comparing Eq.33 to Eq.37. one obtains the reciprocity relation of the

form

( I - T ) = ( I / ) /»„,.

where

7 = — (39)
S

is commonly referred to as the average chord length.

These probabilities provide the basis for the interface-current method whereby the

neutron balance equation can be expressed in terms of neutron current. If ./,* and J^ denotes

the currents impinging on the inner and outer surfaces of the k 'h surface respectively, the neutron

conservation can be represented by
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JV'(E) = E V S (E)Pk^'(E) + I A . J . ' C E J T ^ E ) ; k c M (40)
1=1 ' ' *=i

subject to the following boundary condition

Jk* = I Bk| V (41)

where N and M are the total number of regions and surfaces respectively. For the sake of clarity,

the superscripts V«~V and S<—S denote the volume-to-volume and surface-to-surface transfer

respectively. As a general rule, a given region is always surrounded by one or more, surfaces.

Hence, the evaluation of the current requires the solution of a system of linear equations. Once

these currents are known, the flux of any region i can be obtained via the determination of the

collision rate C(£) defined as

.* M

C,(E) = E V . S.(E)P,^(E) * I A, J, ( E J P ^ E ) ; i e N (42)

where the corresponding flux is related to C(£) as follows

$</:)= ( ; ( £ ) (43)
!„(£)

In contrast to the collision probability method, the major advantage of this approach is

the relative ease by which various probabilities can be computed. For most of the cases of

practical interest, a given unit cell can be viewed as a superposition of discretized sub-regions

with convex geometries and each sub-region is bound by two surfaces, i.e. N=l, and M=2 in the

context of Eq .40. Unlike the collision probability method in which the evaluation of each Z* .̂

must account for the intra-cell neutron transport in all sub-regions between i and j , all pertinent

probabilities here are only dependent on the optical path within a sub-region in question. The

intra-cell effects for this case are accounted for by the boundary conditions imposed. The obvious

trade-off here is that the validity of the isotropic (or cosine current) assumption at each interface

is required. The simplification of the intra-cell transport effects can also lead to a system of linear

equations in neutron current much more amenable to numerical solution than those defined by
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Eq.35 us one shaJl see.

IV.3. Slowirifl-Down of Neutrons By Elastic Scattering

In the resonance region of practical interest, the neutron source term defined in Eq.35 is

dominated by that attributed to the elastic scattering process. Under the assumption of isotropic

scattering, the elastic scattering source is expressible by the following integral equation of the

convolution type in the lethargy (logarithmic in energy) domain'4' .

F{u) = Y {"du' /••(«') £ ' : ( t f / > KUt-u') (44)

where /-"(w) * £,(«)• ty(u) is known as the collision density and I is the total number of nuclide

in the mixture. The quantity K is the scattering kernel defined by

ttu , 0 < u-u' < E
K(u-u' ) = * 1 -a ' (45)

(l . elsewhere

where e. Jennies the maximum scattering intervaf of (he i^nudide in the (ethargy Jomain.

Because of the complex nature of the Doppler-broadened cross sections in the presence

of resonances, no rigorous analytical solution appears feasible. Therefore, one must result to the

use of numerical solution at the energy meshes much finer than the exiend of a resonance if rigor

is required. Otherwise, one must rely approximate methods at the expense of rigor. In fact, the

accurate account of such a problem constituted one of the greatest obstacles in the treatment of

the resonance absorption in the earlier days of the reactor development.

In the past decade, however, the astounding advances in our computational capabilities

along with the development of highly efficient numerical algorithms, has made such a problem

much less inhibitive.
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IV.4. Approximation of Neutron Flux

In the earlier days of reactor development,two crucial areas required simplifications before

the resonance treatment could be carried out One area was an viable but simple solution to the

slowing-down equation and another area was an approximate means to account for the collision

probability in a unit reactor cell. These approximations are physically equivalent to the

parameterization of the flux distribution in energy and space.

1. Neutron Slowing-Down In Infinite Homogeneous Medium

The usual starting point" is to examine the distribution in an infinite homogeneous

medium consisting of background material with 'constant' cross section along with fuel in which

the absorption is attributed to an isolated resonance.

(1) Narrow-Resonance (NR-) Approximation17

By examining an isolated resonance in an infinite-homogeneous mixture with its extent

much smaller than the maximum energy loss due to elastic scattering, it is quite obvious that the

first order approximation to the slowing-down equation defined by Eq.44 can be taken to be

constant. It follows immediately that the flux for such a simple case must be inversely

proportional to the macroscopic total cross section according to the definition of the collision

density, i.e.

«£, - _ j _ . (46)

This is generally referred to as the narrow-resonance ( or NR-) approximation. Physically, it

provides an extremely simple illustration of the fact that the flux and the resonance cross section

are anti-correlated. This method is particularly useful in the fast reactor applications where the

assumption is valid for the majority of resonances considered.

(2) Infinite Mass Approximation"

In another extreme when the mass of the absorber atom approach infinity, the

corresponding scattering kernel in the slowing-down equation becomes a 5-function.

Consequently, the flux is reduced to a form similar to Eq.46, i.e.
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4KE) = ,.., (47)

where Xj,M)is the macroscopic potc : ^ scattering cross section of the background material only.

The only difference between Eq.46 and Eq.47 is the absence of the scattering cross section of

the absorber. Physically, it is equivalent to the situation where the extent of the resonance

becomes large compared to the scattering interval. Therefore, it is sometimes referred to as the

'wide-resonance' approximation. Mathematically, it retains the similar functional form which can

be use as the basis for a more realistic approximation.

(3) Intermediate Resonance (IR-) Approximation

Another widely used approximation is the 'intermediate resonance' approximation

pioneered by Goldstein and Cohen18. The rationale is to utilize a parameterization scheme to

unify the strikingly similar flux shapes exhibited by narrow and wide resonances. It is reasonable

to conjecture that the neutron flux across a resonance generally resembles the following

approximate form

<K£) = " " (48)

where X is a parameter characteristic of the resonance in question yet to be determined. The

expression obviously satisfies the narrow and wide resonance limits as X approaches 1 and 0

respectively. Hence, the key question here is how to define X in order to reflect the

characteristics of the resonance in the slowing-down process. Goldstein and Cohen18 argued that

one way to determine is via a transcendental equation of the form

E) dE = Jllr)(£)^»(£) dE (49)

where <|>(I>(£) is the first order iterant taken to be that defined by Eq.48 and <|i<2'(£) is the second

order iterant upon substitution of the former into the slowing-down equation. Thus, the

parameter X serves as a vehicle to account, at least in part, for the higher order effects of the

elastic scattering process sometimes referred to as the Placzek oscillations. It should be noted that

the solution of the transcendental equation is by no means simple unless the integral can be
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evaluated analytically. One obvious that hinders such a procedure is the complexity of the

Doppler-broadened line-shape functions. Therefore, the evaluation of X in most of practical

applications i.s either based on the Lorentzian shape functions at zero temperature or on the

approximate broadening functions.

2. Rational Approximation of Collision Probability And Equivalence Relation

Another important development in the earlier days is the approximate means of treating

the neutron transport problems in a reactor cell, particularly those in a two region cell consisting

of a fuel pin surrounded by moderator. From practical point of view, two essential elements are17

: (1) simplification of the method for evaluating the collision probabilities; (2) an approximate

model to represent the flux distribution in both energy and space. The former can be

accomplished via the use of rational approximation while the latter is the natural consequence

of applying the rational approximation to the two-region slowing-down equation defined by

Eq.35. The original development leading to these approximations was pioneered by Wigner.

From the definition of the escape probability, Wigner conjectured that one plausible

approximation for PC!i, is a simple rational function in terms of the mean-free path across the

region in question, i.e.

(50)
1 + !,(£•) /

The obvious rationale was based on the fact that the above expression simultaneously satisfies

the small argument limit commonly referred to as 'white' limit as well as the asymptotic limit

also known as the 'black' limit, namely, lim Pric - 1 - S,(£)/ and lim = 1 /£,(£)/

respectively. One most striking consequence of this rational approximation is that it leads to the

so-called equivalence relation, whereby the two-region coupled slowing-down equation implied

by Eq.35 reduces unambiguously to the form of Eq.44 if the collision density in the moderator

is taken to be constant. The only difference between the resulting integral equation and that for

infinite homogeneous medium is that one must replace £ for the homogeneous medium by

£""+!//. Thus, the equivalence relation provides an extremely simple vehicle to account for the
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neutrun transport from a fueJ pin to the moderator in terms of its average chord length while the

slowing- down equation retains the same form as the case of the infinite homogeneous medium.

The 'equivalent' slowing-down equation is obviously amenable to all approximations

described above. For convenience, a quantity known as 'equivalent' potential scattering cross

section, denoted by CTJ,"'1, was introduced for application of the equivalence relation,

ort = *•? *h* (51)

where Erir, referred to as 'escape crosa section', is equal to )/ / if the Wigner approximation

is used and /V(3tl)is the concentration of the absorber.

The significant simplification demonstrated by such an approach had motivated a great

deal work to improve the accuracy of the Wigner approximation. The most commonly used

method is to introduce additional correction factors into the original expression of Ewso that"

I a (I-C)
L -

I l+(a-l)C
(52)

where C and a are generally referred to as the Dancoff factor"'20 and Bell factor respectively.

Physically, the Dancoff factor represents the probability that a neutron leaving the surface of the

pin in question will reach any neighboring pin without suffering any collision in the moderator.

The fact that this quantity is a function of the optical path of the moderator alone and, thus, can

be considered as energy independent greatly simplifies the problem involved. The Bell factor, on

the other hand, represents the correction attributed to the 'non-black' nature of the neighbor pins

so that a neutron still can re-enter into the moderator. For the repeated-infinite lattice usually

assumed, a is taken to be constant depending only on the configuration of the fuel lump. The

parameterization of this type no longer poses a great deal of problem since the availability of

many Monte Carlo codes with great flexibility on the geometric configuration of the lattices.

Since Eq.52 does not change the basic feature of the rational approximation, the equivalence

relation for a two region cell remains valid.
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Another approach to approximate the collision (or escape) probability is to use the

multiple rational terms numerically equivalent to the well-known Pade approximation where

!,(£) is the variable. From the point of view of accuracy, the higher order rational function can

clearly provide better estimate of the quantity in question. Nevertheless, the method is not free

of other complication. It should be noted that the equivalence relation can no longer be rigorously

derived beyond the NR-approximation if the collision probability is represented by more than one

single rational term. Generally speaking, the validity of the equivalence relation become less

apparent for unit cells containing more than one region with different resonance absorbers if one

ventures beyond the NR- approximation.

V. METHODS FOR TREATING RESONANCE ABSORPTION

Various deterministic methods differ only in the rigor by which the detailed flux is

computed. They are either used in conjunction with the multi-group approach based on the

effective cross section concept or the continuous siowing-down approach based on the resonance

integral concept. In the following discussions, a brief summary is presented with emphasis on the

conceptual aspects of the method.

V.I. Integral Transport Theory Approach

In principle, the most rigorous method for computing the effective resonance cross

sections is via the use of the integral transport method along with the numerical solution of the

slowing-down equation at extremely fine mesh interval compared to the extent of each resonance

(or pole where appropriate). At this point in time, the detailed resonance treatment is still limited

to the idealized case of repeated unit cell with convex geometries in the one-dimensional domain.

One the most attractive method of treating the detailed flux in a unit cell to date is via

the use of the interface-current approach described earlier. Because of its importance to reactor

applications, a brief summary is presented.

(I) Neutron Transport In A Generic Configuration
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One of the most useful unit cell configurations of practical interest is the case of an

infinite cylinder discretized into tubular regions. From the perspective of collision/transmission

probability evaluations, the neutron transport within the cell is determined by the dimension and

composition each annular region in the polar coordinate system if the integration of Eq.33 is

carried out along the axial direction. An annular segment can be considered as the most generic

configuration in reactor applications because of its unique properties2122. In the limit when both

the inner and outer radii approach infinity, it becomes a plate. On the other hand, it becomes a

pin when the inner radius vanishes. Thus, to specify the neutron transport properties in an

annulus amounts to the specification of those in all three configurations most commonly

encountered in reactor applications.

To compute the detailed flux distribution, a cell can be divided into a total of K annuli.

In the context of Eq.40, any annular region k is sandwiched between the inner and outer surfaces;

i.e. N=l and M=2. Thus, the pertinent collision and transmission probabilities depend on the

macroscopic cross section, inner and outer radii of the annulus in question while the interaction

effects between regions manifest through the simple boundary condition imposed. The resulting

current equations can be symbojically represented in the following matrix form1922,

T J = P S (52a)

where T, P, J and S denote the transmission probability .collision probability, current and neutron

source respectively. It should be noted that the current for any given region k consists of an

outgoing component as well as an incoming component impinging on the outer surface. Hence,

Eq.x represents a system of 2K linear equations. As described in Ref.21 and Ref.22, the

transmission probability T is specified by three elements, namely, T°", Tk°' and Tk'° which

represent the transmission probabilities from outer-to-outer,inner-to-outer,and outer-to-inner

respectively. These integrals can be written in the form of the 'incomplete' integral of Euler-type

as a function of the mean free path and radii of the region. The corresponding collision

probability of the region Pk can be obtained via the reciprocity relation defined by Eq.40. Thus,

within the context of Eq.x, T for the annulus bound by two surfaces must be tri-diagonal in

nature so that Eq.x is readily amenable to the numerical solution via the simple Gauss elimination

procedure followed by backward substitution once the source at a given energy mesh is known.

This method, along with the rigorous numerical algorithm for solving the slowing-down equation
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described in the following section, has been successfully deployed in the RABBLE-code as well

as the RABANL option of the Mc2~2 code for routine reactor applications.

(2) Numerical Solution of the Slowing-Down Equation

One representative algorithm22 that had successfully demonstrated its worth in treating

the slowing-down equation was developed by Kier and was subsequently incorporated into the

MC--2 code". The method is exceeding efficient inspite of its surprising simplicity.

The basic assumption is to divide the lethargy domain into equally-spaced hyper-fine

groups (hfg) with width Au much smaller compared to the extend of any resonance in question

so that the macroscopic cross sections and thus the collision density can be taken as constant

within such an interval. Hence, it is possible to discrctize the collision density defined by Eq.44

in terms of average quantities for the hfg under consideration. It was shown that the computation

of the discretized slowing-down equation can be significantly expedited via the following

recurrence relation

F = {ft_, e* - (K, - K, e *) a (£c|0M. t + Kt (Z<ty., - a K, ( Z , ^ ) / [1-rJ (53)

where r = Ks [£,/£„] and Kt = (1 - e~*")2 / (1 - a ) . Adhere denotes the average scattering

kernel corresponding to the effective probability of self-scattering within the j " 1 hfg in question

and L is the total number of number of hyper-fine group within the scattering interval of a

nuciide. For the case of a mixture consisting of many nuclide, the above equation must include

the linear combination of the appropriate constituents. Hence, the collision density in the j rthfg

requires only that of the previous hfg (/- ' ) and the evaluation of a total of no more than four

terms per nuclide in solving the integral equation on a step-by-step basis. In the limit of

vanishingly small Au, the problem becomes even much simpler as Kt approaches zero.

V.2 Resonance Integral Concept

In contrast to the more rigorqus approach, the more widely used resonance integral

concept provides better analytical in-sight on the subject of resonance absorption. The

fundamental idea was premised on the assumption that the resonance absorption can be treated
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individually for each contributing resonance with known physical attributes as a function of

energy and temperature. For an isolated resonance in an infinite homogeneous medium illustrated

in Fig. 1, the resonance escape probability, which serves as a measure of the fraction of neutrons

scattered past the resonance without being absorbed, can be simply expressed as17

- J dE

where the integral is commonly referred to as the absorption probability for an isolated resonance.

That is to say that the initial neutron source must be attenuated by Pesc when neutrons are slowed

down past the resonance via elastic scattering. For an energy interval containing more than one

resonance, the flux distribution can be obtained via the step-wise attenuation the initial source

by the product J J P<£. This provides a simplistic description of the role of each resonance and

becomes the basis of the continuous slowing-down approach widely used in reactor applications.

Traditionally, the resonance integral that characterizes the absorption process is defined

as the absorption rate attributed cc a given resonance, i.e. the integral in Eq.54, normalized by

the asymptotic flux above the resonance. Analytical behavior becomes more transparent if one

of the approximate methods described earlier is introduced. Since all three approximations exhibit

the same basic form as a function of £,(£) and are equally amenable to the use of the

equivalence relation, it should suffice to examine the case on the basis of the NR-approximation

for illustration purposes.

If the Briet-Wigner representation is assumed, the resonance integral for a given

resonance r in an infinite homogeneous medium is defined as17

E, "Vr -1 Er 2 J p ( e ) ( e )

where T^ = r^+F^ , pr = ^J[Lar cos2(p,] and ar = tan2<pr Here, £0, is the total macroscopic

peak resonance cross section of the level r and op is the macroscopic potential scattering cross

section per absorber atom, hence, the J-integral provides a concise mathematical description of
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resonance absorption as a function of reactor composition as well as temperature.

The emergence of fast reactor development has introduced a somewhat different scenario

that clearly affects our perception of the resonance integral concept The question arises as to

whether a resonance can always be treated as isolated. This makes necessary the inclusion of the

mutual self-shielding effect attributed to the neighboring resonances. Another potential problem

resulting from the relatively more important role for the fissionable isotopes is the questionable

validity of the Breit-Wigner representation when applied to the more closely spaced resonances.

The only consolation is that the NR-approximation is likely to be more plausible for majority of

resonances in the relatively high energy region.

For these reasons, a plausible means to resolve these problems was proposed23. The most

important criterion for generalization of the resonance integral concept is that one must be able

to represent the cross section in terms of linear combination of the Breit-Wigner terms generally

achievable via the pole expansion scheme described in section TIT. Thus, each resonance or pole

still retains the same physical properties as those of a Breit-Wigner resonance. From the

perspective of resonance integral, each term still can be considered as 'separate' entity provided

that the overlapping effects of the neighboring resonances are taken into account in the evaluation

of the detailed flux. It follows that, through the use of the approximate flux in rational form, a

generalized J-integral denoted by J* can be expressed as23

k'tk

where

K (57)
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k'tk

Here, At,denotes the ratio of the peak macroscopic resonance cross section of the k'th level to

that of the k'h, and bk, the ratio of the imaginary part of the k Ih residue for the absorption cross

section to that of the real part if the pole representation or the Adler-Adler approximation are

used, is zero otherwise. All parameters retain the same physical meaning described previously

according to the type of representation used. Physically, the generalized J"-integral consists of

an 'isolate ' resonance term signified by Jk<$kfit,aebk) resulting from the contribution of an

individual pole k (or resonance where appropriate) in question, and an overlap term J^ <9U, to
k'tk

account for the mutual self-shielding effect due to the neighboring poles. All these integrals are

readily amenable to the efficient quadrature described in Ref.23.

Thus, the coexistence of the resonance integral approach and the more rigorous integral

transport theory approach is possible as long as the cross sections can be represented by the

linear combination of the Breit-Wigner-like terms.

VI. STATISTICAL TREATMENT OF UNRESOLVED RESONANCES

The treatment of resonance self-shielding effect in the unresolved energy range constitutes

one of the most important links in the fast reactor application. The methods for treating this

phenomenon can be viewed as a natural extension of the statistical theories of average cross

sections. More recently, new frontiers on this subject appear to be on the horizon as the work

pioneered by Frohner24 on the basis of information theory and that by Lukyanov et al25'26 using

the 'characteristic' function concept have offered potential alternatives to the traditional

approaches. Since the theoretical foundations may often be obscured in routine applications, it

is useful to summarize briefly some conceptual aspects of the problem prior to the discussions

of the basis for the calculational methods.
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VL1 Nature of the Problem

Two average quantities of interest in reactor calculations are «T,<|> >Br and « | » £ r which

represent the expectation values over a large number of events within a given energy and spatial

interval. As discussed earlier, the flux depends on the macroscopic total and scattering cross

sections as specified by the integral transport equation. Unlike the cases considered in the theory

of average cross sections, the averages here are clearly multi-variant in nature. Without loss of

generality, each microscopic cross section is represented by the R-matrix formalism defined

previously in terms of parameters £. and yci. respectively. From the statistical theory of spectra,

the distributions of these parameters are well-known. The distribution of Ej for a given .spin state

is characterized by the Wigner distribution and by the long-range correlation described by

Dyson27. y. ; 's are statistically independent and normally distributed with zero means and variance

of unity according to Porter and Thomas2*. These distributions, in effect, define the joint density

function (j.d.f.) required for evaluating the averages. Given information of <IE;-£,.,!> and<y£>

and through the explicit knowledge of the behavior of ax and <t> , the expectation values of

interest are, in principle, completely specified.

Two special problems must be considered in the applications of the statistical theory to

the self-shielded cross sections. First, the attenuation of flux within the region under

consideration, strictly speaking, implies that the events are actually deterministic in nature. It

should be noted that the statistical averaging implicitly requires the stationarity of the quantity

within the energy interval under consideration. The question may arise since the flux will

attenuate within the interval containing many resonances. The statistical description becomes

meaningless if the flux attenuates too rapidly. Consequently, significantly large uncertainties in

the estimated self-shielding effect are expected if the statistical method is applied to the low

energy region where the resonance absorption is substantial. In fact, this has motivated the

continuous efforts to extend the resolved energy regions for all major actinides in the past

decades. Secondly, there does not appear any simple way to relate the statistical behavior of the

self-shielding effect in the complex reactor lattice directly to the observed measurements such
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as the Dnppler reactivity experiments. One. closest analogy is perhaps the transmission and self-

indication measurements which, in effect, provide the information of the correlation between the

transmission and absorption ratios of a simple foil containing one nuclide at a given temperature.

It is equivalent to the self-shielding effect in its simplest form. Therefore, these measurements

can serve as useful guides for bench-marking purposes.

VI.2 Existing Methods—Basis And Problems

The averages of interest can be either cast into the form of Riemann integral or that of

Lebesque integral depending on the philosophy of how the joint density function is defined. The

former is the consequence of the direct use of the statistical distributions of the resonance

parameters while the latter results from using the conditional probabilities of partial and total

cross sections themselves which, in principle, can be derived via the transformation of variables.

Two forms of the j.d.f. provide the theoretical basis for all existing methods in existence. In the

following discussion, a brief summary is presented.

1. Methods Based On Distributions Of Resonance Parameters

There are two methods r riginated via the direct use of the probability distributions of the

resonance parameters, namely, the ladder method and the integral method.

(I) Ladder Method

This method is conceptually the most straightforward. Discrete resonance sequences for

each J-state can be constructed directly by sampling from the cumulative density functions of yu

(or YJ, ) and level spacing with the standard technique widely used in the Monte Carlo approach.

Once these resonance sequences (or ladders) are generated, the subsequent calculations are the

same as those for the resolved resonances. Thus, the method is applicable to all methods to

various degrees of sophistication described previously. Unfortunately, considerable uncertainties

in the self-shielding are expected especially when the total number of resonances is small or the

flux attenuation is substantial within the given energy interval. From a practical point of view,

some bias in the selection process is obviously required in order to reproduce the observed

physical phenomena such as the Doppler effect. It is believed that the problem can be greatly

alleviated if the results from accurate self-indication experiments are used directly as one of the
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criteria. This is because these observed quantities inherently contain the information directly

related to the self-shielding effect of a nuclide at a given temperature.

(2) Integral Method

In contrast to the ladder method, the averages of interest, in principle can also be obtained

by direct integration over the prescribed joint density function. However, the problem is

obviously ton complicated in practice unless some simplified assumptions are made. To utilize

this method for practical applications usually requires three basic assumptions not required by

the ladder method. (1) validity of the Breit-Wigner approximation for cross sections ; (2) validity

of the NR-approximation ; (3) validity of the equivalence relation. Since the detailed descriptions

of this method had already be given in Ref.23, a brief summary here should suffice.

Under the above assumptions, the expectation values of interest can be represented in

relatively simple forms2 ':

where a , *' and <£>> are the 'equivalent' potential scattering cross section per absorber atom and

average level spacing respectively. The summation in the reaction rate is over the 1- and J-states

of the nuclide in question while that in flux is over all resonance sequences for the mixture. The

angular bracket < > signifies the population average for an ensemble of stationary samples of

resonance integrals which are specified by the statistical properties of resonances parameters in

the vicinity of Eo. In terms of the known distributions explicitly, such an average can be

represented by multiple integral of the form23

r
4k(D.,rj (61)

where /•„(!", / < ! » and CUP, l<Dt>) are the ^-distribution of v-degree of freedom and the

level correlation function respectively, and qk denotes the quantity to be averaged. Since the

V

partial width for a given channel c of the reaction process x, I^f <*= •£, and Tx = ^ F ^ ' , it
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follows, from the elementary statistical theory, that PJy) is the distribution for the partial width

consisting of v channels with equal strength. Physically the level correlation function iMy) is

equivalent to the probability of finding any level within an interval dlF^ - Ek,l at a distance of

D = IEJ-E,,! from a given level k. If k and k' belong to resonances of two different J-state or

different nuclide, the levels are statistically uncorrelated so that £2(v) = 1. On the other hand,

if k and k' belong to the same J state of the same nuclide, they are subject to Wigner's level

repulsion and/or Dyson's description of level correlation. For practical applications, there are

three ways by which Q(y) can be evaluated.

(1) Direct Numerical Approach

[f one neglects the long range correlation of Dyson, the function Qly) must satisfy the

following integral equation of the convolution type

ii(x) = W(x) + J d t Q(x-t)W(t) (62)

where W(y) is the Wigner distribution defined as

W(v) dy = 1 y e x p l - J V ] <fy <63>
2 4

The analytical solution to this equation in a closed form does not appear to be feasible. Hence,

one has to resoit to the use of numerical means when applied to the evaluation of Eq.62.

(2) Analytical Approximation

The solution to Eq.62 becomes significantly simplified if the Wigner distribution is

replaced by a ^-distribution Pv{y). For the convolution integral equation of this type, it is most

readily amenable to the use of Laplace transform method provided that its inverse is derivable

The ^-distribution used in this context leads immediately to the inverse transform defined by

<*) = L l CL) f i l l * (64)
2*' 2 J *
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whereby, tor all even v > 2, £2(y) is expressible in terras of the analytical function of the closed

form in terms of the damped-oscillatory terms as can be readily seen via the Cauchy integral

formula. In particular, the ^-distributions of 8 or 10 degrees of freedom exhibit the closest

resemblance to the Wigner distribution. The former is especially suitable for practical applications

because of its relatively simple form as given below.

Q(y) = 1 - f * - 2 f * sin(4v) <65>

The above equation was extensively used in the earlier studies of the Doppler effect contributions

attributed to the unresolved resonances.

(3) Dyson's Two-Level Correlation Function

Another alternative is to identify Oiy) directly with Dyson's two-level correlation

function defined as

dy
y

where ,v(v)=sln ^'. In Ref.23, a numerical algorithm specifically developed for treating the
7tv

integrals defined by Eq.66 and Eq.61 was proposed and has been incorporated into the MC2-2

code1'' used for routine applications.

From a practical point of view, the multiple integral defined in Eq.61 is obviously still

too cumbersome to evaluate since the problems of interest inevitably involve many uncorreiated

resonance sequences in the mix. One simplified approximation23 that can simplify the problem

drastically is the separability assumption on the NR-flux. This can be accomplished by noting

that

(67)
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Upon integrating over the uncorrelatcd leyel spacing of J and j , the reaction rate of a given

sequence J is reduced to a much more manageable form23

S+X"'«
1 -£< (68)

which provides a concise description of resonance overlapping effect attributed to other

statistically uncorrelated sequences. Thus, it follows that the corresponding effective cross section

for a given nuclide becomes"23

ft . - r " ^ ' " ' > <69>

whereby each uncorrelated sequences can be evaluated separately in so far as the effective cross

section is concerned. However, this is not to imply that the mutual self-shielding effect on the

absorption rate is unimportant.

Thus, the simplified < xpression only requires the evaluations of the integral over the

partial width distributions and the correlation function of each spin sequence in question so that

computations can be expedite considerably.

2. Method Based On Conditional Distributions Of Cross Sections

One alternative to those methods discussed above is to utilize the statistical properties of

cross sections directly if the probability distribution and the associated conditional distributions

are known. The theoretical basis can be best illustrated by examining the case of a single nuclide.

Let hiOjG^a) be the joint density function for random variables ax, at ando,

corresponding to the absorption, scattering and total cross sections respectively. With no loss of

generality, it is related to the conditional distributions by

h(ox,as,a) = hf.a) hjiaja) ht(o\ox,a,) (70)

It should be noted that, for reactor applications, the only conditional distributions of interest are

ht(ajo), and ht(as\at) pertinent to the evaluations of the reaction rates and flux. Hence, the
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problem is reduced to the specifications of distribution of the total cross section and conditional

distributions of partial cross sections for a given value of at. Conceptually, these distributions,

in principle, can be deduced from the known statistical properties of resonance parameters

discussed in the previous section. The actual evaluations, however, are obviously difficult because

of the extremely complex relationship between the cross section and the corresponding resonance

parameters. The temperature dependence of cross sections further complicates the matter.

One direct means of evaluating these distributions widely used in reactor applications is

via the numerical techniques originally proposed by Levitt29. The procedure involves generations

of many resonance 'ladders' from the known distributions of resonance parameters described

previously, whereby ft/o,) and conditional distributions can be computed numerically in various

energy intervals covering the unresolved energy range. It is important to realize, however, that

the conditional distributions so obtained must be stored in three dimensional arrays, which can

require exceedingly large storage space and multi-dimensional interpolation schemes when

applied to practical calculations. Fortunately, for the purpose of computing flux and reaction

rates, only h,(a) and the conditional means are required. This can be readily illustrated by

examining the simple case of the NR-approximation for the case of one nuclide

m,

where the conditional means of the partial cross section is defined as

hx(oja) do, <72>

Here, the relevant statistical descriptions of practical importance are the marginal probability

distribution of the total cross section and the conditional means of the partial cross section, both

of which are a unction of o, alone. Thus, one only needs to pre-compute these quantities for

each statistically uncorrelated nuclide at various energy intervals and a given temperature. The
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results can then be stored in simple tabulated forms in two dimensional arrays from which the

averages can be computed.

This method is commonly referred to as the 'probability table' method29. It is

theoretically equivalent to converting the Riemann integrals defined by Eq.x to the form of

Lebesgue's integrals by transformation of variables through numerical means. The widely used

sub-group method can be considered as a subset of this method extended into the resolved region

as well. From a practical point of view, It is apparently much more efficient than that based on

the direct use of resonance 'ladders' and is particularly attractive in conjunction with applications

using the Monte Carlo techniques. It should be noted that this method is not without its short-

comings. The conditional means so obtained are usually accompanied by large statistical

uncertainties as expected for quantities generated from the second order distributions. This

motivates further explorations of other possibilities of treating this intriguing problem.

VI.3. Recent Advances in the Treatment of Unresolved Resonances

From the perspective of reactor applications, two recently developed methods deserve

particular attention and further exploration. For our purposes here, it suffices to summarize the

theoretical basis of these methods and their practical implications.

1. Method Based on Information Theory

As discussed in Sec.Ill, two matrices that determine the properties of the cross section are

R^. and Ucc. (or £„.. using Frohner's notation4'24). Therefore, the statistical properties of the cross

section are completely specified if joint density function of the matrix S and/or R are known.

The latter can be picture as the product of a probability distribution P(S\S) and an equally

probable aprioi, d[S] equivalent the invariant (differential) volume element in the sample space

of S. By utilizing the maximizing of the information entropy and the elegant mathematical theory

matrix developed by Hau Lo-Kcn30, Frohner24 was able to derive the generalized distributions of

P(SIS) d[S] and P(RIR) d[R] analytically in the closed forms.

The information theory concept was originally developed by Shannon31 and the ideal was

later adopted by Jaynes32 and others for physics applications. One quantity that serves as a
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measure of indeterminacy of a given distribution in question is called information entropy. In iieu

of complete information, one is led to choose a distribution that is maximally non-committal

because any other choice would imply the knowledge that is lacking. The maximization of the

information entropy subject to constraints of the known information given in terms of expectation

values gives a powerful means to construct the probability distributions which satisfy the known

macroscopic information on one hand while maintaining the maximum unbiased stance with

respect to the unknown knowledge on the other hand.

For a continuous probability distribution p(x) of a physical quantity x with equally

probable apriori within a differential segment dx, the information entropy is defined as

H = - \dx p(x) \n\p{x)} (73)

The known macroscopic information is assumed to be the average values <fk(x)> given by

<fk{x)> = jdx p(x) fk(x) ; k = 1,2,- • • ;K C74)

where ft(x) is a known function of x for various events k. The problem of maximizing H subject

to the constraint of Eq.x is tailor-made for the method of LaGrange's multiplier with result

P(x) = 1 e x p [ - £ Xj/,U) 1 (75)
z k

where the normalization function z, also known as the partition function, is defined as

z = [<&exp[-X ft(x)] (76)
J k

and the LaGrange's multiplier \ can be determined from a system of equations (usually non-

linear)

J (77)
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Hence.the desirable distribution can be derived via this procedure.

For our case here involving a nxn complex matrix (or real for R), the problem is

obviously much more difficult To define such a distribution, one must define a reference

coordinate system by which the apriori can be specified. Furthermore, one must also choose a

viable constraint through which the procedure of the method based on the LaGrange multiplier

can be carried out.

Based on the work of Hua30, Frohner24 derived the pertinent expressions for the

differential volume elements d[R] and d\S\ in the generalized polar coordinate system for the

real symmetric matrix R and the complex unitary as well as symmetric matrix S. The coordinate

system is defined in terms of eigen values and eigen vectors of these matrices as given below.

d[R] = 2"«"-'wJJ dRr J[ I Ra-Rb I bOah : -~< fl,< Rz<- • • < Rn ; a < b (78)

and

d[S] = 2"'" !"2TJ</e. I I ' expC/ej-expOe,,) lS0ot ; -* < 6, < 62 • • • < JC (79)

where R. and exp(/8.) are e gen values of R and 5 respectively. 80lb here is a skew symmetric

matrix introduced by Hua'" and is related to the orthogonal transformation O that diagonalizes

SO = O rdO = - 80 T

It should be noted that the commutative property of R and S are implicitly utilized so thatSO

is common to both expressions.

For the required constraint, Frohner24 chose f(S) of the form

flS) = In I det( S -S) I2 (8 1)

so that the constraint becomes

= 2 In (det T) (82)
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where

T = / - J* S ( 83 )

is also known as Satchler's transmission matrix. The quantity f(S) here ensures the utilization

of all possible moments of 5 and the causality relation inferred by the constraint

Given d[S\ and the constraint required, Frohner showed mat both P(R \R) d[R] and

p(S IS) d[S] can be expressed in terms of a generalized form of the usual t-distribution. In

particular, the latter is given by

p(S 15) d[S] = C,' I d e t I ] ( - I W d[S] (84)
detl I -S*S \2

where C'n is a normalization constant. In the limit of one channel (or pure scattering case), the

above expression reduces to the Poison's distribution and becomes the same as that derived by

Lopez, Mcllo and Seligman".

The method, in principle, provides the vehicle to derive analytically the distributions for

the 'probability table' method discussed previously. From a practical point of view, however,

further exploration is apparently required before such a method can be deployed for two reasons.

First, the extension of this method beyond the simple case of pure scattering can be an

insurmountable challenge. Secondly, the applicability of this method to reactor applications must

be accompanied by the means to include the Doppler-broadening effect to be useful.

2. Method Based on Characteristic Function

Like the method of Frohner, another unconventional approach based on the 'characteristic

function' concept to examine the statistical properties of cross sections was recently developed

by Lukyanov et al2526. Its potential role for reactor applications also warrants further exploration.

Unlike the former, the basic concept is relatively simple and much easier to understand.

The original idea was first conceived by examining the average cress section based on

the Reich-Moore formalism for the simple case of one channel. With no loss of generality, one

observes that the statistical average of U,,. (or S,,,,) requires the evaluation of <( 1 - iR ) '> ( or
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<( 1 - iR') '> if the Reich-Moore formalism is used), which can present a problem in the

presence of many levels. This problem can be alleviated if one makes use of the relation

j e " < e'Rl>dt= je

where the average on the right hand side is more amenable to the integration over the Porter-

Thomas distribution. By carrying out the averaging process before integration, the average is

likely to be easier to evaluate. The quantity <e'R'> is referred to as the 'characteristic' function

which can serve another purpose beside the evaluation of the average defined in Eq.85. Since the

average implies that

< e '*'*' > = j e "'"" />(/?) dR

where p(R) is the probability density function of R. Thus, by knowing the characteristic function,

one can. in principle, deduce the probabilities p(R) as well as p(S) via the Fourier transform.

For this particular case, it is quite obvious that these distributions will become Poison's

distribution same as thosr derived by Frohner if the characteristic function remains in the

exponential form.

As pointed out by Lukyanov et al, the characteristic function concept can be best

illustrated by examining a simple example based on the Reich-Moore approximation and the

picket fence' model in which resonances are equally spaced. The equal spacing assumption

makes possible the subsequent combination of terms resulting from the integration over the

Porter-Thomas distribution of each resonance into a function of the closed form. It was shown

that the characteristic function can be evaluated analytically with the result given as follows.

<em> = * - v

<r>

where sn = — L - is the strength function. It follows that <Sm> is immediately reduced to the

familiar result given by
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<S„„> ^e-»l^L . (88)
l

It is also note-worthy that the above scheme can be readily used to confirm the validity of the

causality relation

<5i> = <S^ (89)

even if the Reich-Moore approximation is assumed.

The characteristic function approach has since been extended to the two channel case

using the same basic assumptions. Its potential importance as a possible alternative to the

numerically-based probability table method is very much in evidence. It is important to realize,

however, that further explorations especially in the area to account for the Doppler -broadening

are apparently needed.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

A rather subjective overview on the current status of resonance theory for reactor physics

applications has been presented. The state-of-art developments were discussed along with the

historical perspective on this subject.

For the past decades, there have been significant advances in all areas pertinent to this

intriguing subjects. These include the improvements on our better understanding of the basic

theories, our capabilities of dealing with extremely complex problems and the quality of

resonance data. Three general areas are believed to be still worthy of further explorations. First,

the deterministic methods to this date are still limited to infinite-repeated reactor lattices based

on the 1-dimensional cell configuration at the resonance level. Further exploration into the

feasibility of treating the problems in multi-dimensional geometries will undoubtedly be of some

practical interest. Secondly, extensive bench-mark studies to verify our ability to predict the self-

shielding effect and its associated Doppler-effect are apparently lacking. One Idea place to begin

is to utilize the existing results of various transmission and self-indication measurements. Thirdly,

the statistical theory for treating the unresolved resonances is also worthy of further exploration.
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Table I. Momentum-Dependent Factors for Various (-states Defined at

Channel Radius rc (p = krc).

Factors

P,

S,

1 = 0

p

0

p

( = 1

l + p 2

-1

l+p2

p-tan"'p

1 = 2

P5

9+3p2+p4

-(18*3p2)

9+3p2 + p4

p-tan-f 3P 1

P7

225+45p2+6p4+p6

-(675+90p2+6p")

225+45pJ+6p4+p6 '

p-rnn-jpdS-p2)]
P { 15 -6p2 J

l|
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TABLE II. Poles and Residues for Traditional Formalism

FORMALISM

SLBW

I
1

MLBW

ADLER-ADLER

POLES, dx

Eo, 2

Same as above

RESIDUES, p®

C g j I T^i ; X e f - Y
rJ2 v/E

C gj 2rnX ± exp (-12*,); x € R

Same as above if x e f,y

C g, 2 FBk ± {exp(-i24>,) + W,,} ; X e R

where

w - £ 4 r"A'
<EX-EA')

 + ̂  2 J

Cgj[Gf+iHf];Xef,Y

C g j exp(-i 2 <!),) [Gf + m « ] ; x € R
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ON THE SPECTROSCOPY OF £--HYPERNUCLEI

Th. Petridou
Department of Theoretical Physics
Aristotle University of Thessaloniki
GR-54006, Thessaloniki, GREECE

Abstract: The (K~,n+) £ -hypernuclear apectra are studied in the con-
text of the Green function method, using a simple potential model with a
square well central part and a delta function spin-orbit S-nuclear-core in-
teraction. Comparisons are made between the theoretical results and the
in-flight (K~,ir+) experimental data for gC of the CERN and the late BNL
data, for JfO of the early BNL and the CERN data and for %Li of the early
BNL data for 0 = 13°, 9". A shallow potential, with a central potential depth
of Vc — (—5 — H5)MeV and a spin-orbit depth of V,o = \5MeV, gives a sat-
isfactory representation for these spectra. An investigation of the in-flight
spectra is also made for different values of the potential parameters. The at
rest spectra for |?C are calculated for two values of the potential. It is con-
cluded that the possibility of the existence of peaks within this model for both
the in-flight 9 A the at rest spectra is related with a potential with strong or
medium real and spin-orbit parts and a weak imaginary part. This simplified
model, which faciliates the calculations, reaches the same conclusions with
the more complicated models.

1. Introduction

The E-hypernudei are produced by the {K',**) strangeness exchange
reactions using various techniques and kinematics [1-15]. The early estimates
of the data have revealed narrow width resonances, of the order of 5 to 10
MeV above the 2-encrgy threshold [4, 5, 10, 11]. These narrow peaks were
not confirmed by the subsequent experiments [12], so the general features
of the pion spectrum were attributed to the quasi-free background [16, 17].
However, similar resonances reappeared recently in the study of \,He [14],
where the resonant peak is located below the energy threshold.

Data and Kinematics
Details on the experimental and theoretical status of the E-hypemuclei

can be found in the recent review articles [1-3]. The existing E-hypernuclei
are : ^He , %Li, \Li , %Be, J^C, %O. These data were taken from experi-
ments performed at CERN [4-6], at BNL [7-9] and at KEK [10-15] with the
in-flight and the at rest techniques.

The experimental data are classified in three categories, depending on the
kinematics of the (K, ir)z production (see also ref. [1]) :
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k
[ i.] In the in-flight production the target nucleus was bombarded by

a kaon beam with pk = 713 - 720 MeV/c. The first experiments at CERN
discovered the first E-hypernucleus %Be [4]. The experiments at BNL [7] lead
to the discovery of the E-hypernuclei \Li and j?O. More recently, additional
experiments at BNL [8, 9] have explored the \Li and j?C hypernuclei.

[ ii.] The in-flight kinematic was used again with a new kaon beamline
having pk — 400 — 450 MeV/c at CERN, in order to produce substitutional
states. The hypernuclei \?C [5] and jj6O [6] were studied by this method.

[ iii.] The at rest method has been used at KEK [10-15]. The kaons are
stopped in front of the target, rotate on atomic orbits and are captured by
nucleons forming a E-hypernucleus. This interaction enables the production
of the spin-orbit partners of the substitutional states, in these experiments
the hypernuclei " C [10, 11, 12] and \He. [14] have been produced.

2. The Model

There are many methods which calculate the S-hypernuclear spectra [18-
29]. Among them are the Green function method [18-20, 13, 15], coupled-
channel approaches [20, 22-24], the continuum shell model [25-27] and the
recoil corrected continuum shell model [28, 29]. All these methods take
simultaneously into account the resonant and the continuum processes.

In this paper a square well potential with a delta function spin-orbit inter-
action is proposed as a simplified model, appropriate for the E-hypernuclear
interaction. We should underline that the square well potential has been
already used in the study of the A-hypernuclei, giving quite accurate repre-
sentations of the experimental data [30]. The Green function of the proposed
potential can be explicitly calculated. Therefore the Green function method,
which is analysed in references [18] and [19], can be mors easily used.

In the Green function method, the production cross section of the (K, ir*)
in-flight E-hypernuclear production is given by the formula :

allaEi 1™"JKJV->E»

where [dff/dfl]K/i/—Er is the elementary KN -* E* cross section, X is the
kinematic factor, which is essentially constant, EK and EK are the Kaon and
pion energies and Er is the hypernucleus recoil energy; S(E) is the production
strength of the process.

In the case of the at rest Kaon capture, the partial production rate is given
by the formula:

T(K-(nKtK),ZA -* x(/fc,),a/f) =

-En-Er)



In this method, the observed spectrum is proportional to the production
strength (response function) S(E), given by the formula [18] :

S(E) = --lmF(E)
It

The averaged strength function F(E) over the nuclear spin orientations is
given by the formula [19] :

F(E) =

( 3N J L\2

where: F^E) = (2j + l)(2jN + 1)£(2L + 1) /&(£)
<£} V-l/2 1/2 0/

where {L} denotes the summation over the permitted values of L such that
IN + I + I = even.

and the weip'it function f^{r) is :

= Y, j f dr I" dr> [f?(r)]' Go-(̂ 5 r, r>)ft{?) (1)

f?W =

The Gt,j{E;r,r') is the radial part of the Green function of the hy-
peron in the optical hyperon-nucleus potential corresponding to the [l,j]
E-configuration. The U(NjN(r) is the radial part of the nucleon wave func-
tion corresponding to the j^jjjv]"1 hole configuration. The Xir (or vjr )is the
pion (or the kaon) wave function in the pion-nucleus (or the kaon-nucleus)
optical potential.

The Green function in eq. (1) corresponds to the Schrodinger equation :

where V(r) is the optical potential, containing a central part and a spin orbit
part. For the shake of simplicity, we consider the case of the £° hypernucleus,
so that no Coulomb interaction appears.

The potential depths Vc and V,a arc assumed to be complex. The imag-
inary part of the potential simulates the £ to A conversion. The function
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w(r) is the form factor of the potential. la the solvable mode!, adopted in
this paper, this is assumed to be of rectangular shape :

{ 1 if r < R
R = ro(A - 1)1/3 (3)

0 if r > R
and

The Green function Gij(E;r,r'), corresponding to tbe Schrodinger equa-
tion (2), satisfies the equation :

G = Gc + GCU,OG

where U,o = — V,o(l • s)r%(l/R)6(r — R) is the spin-orbit potential and Gc is
the Green function corresponding to the central potential. For simplicity, all
the indices relative to angular momentum £ are omitted.

This equation can be solved exactly arid after a little algebra we find [31]:

r t - •

l + y.o(l • *)rz(l/It)(jc(b; n, H)

In this paper, we are interested only in the (/jf~, jr+) reactions, as it hap-
pens with most of the authors [18-27). Only Halderson and Philpott [28, 29]
have included the (K~,v~) spectra in their calculations. Also, Yamada and
Ikcda have calculated the (K~, ff~)|Be spectrum, giving a coupled-isotriplet
interpretation of the \Be hyperauclear state [32]. Recently, efforts have been
done to calculate the (K~^it'^Ht spectrum [15].

The reason that the (K~,ir+) reaction is preferred, is that there is only
one process for this reaction :

On the contrary, there are two possible processes for the case of the
(K~,ir~) reaction :

K~ + p -* E+ + «r" and K~ + n -> E" + JT"

In this case, there is a possible dependence of the residual interaction
from isospin, which mixes E+ and E" states by the charge exchange reaction:
S + «^S"p[21,24 , 32-34].

The parameter r0 in eqn.(3) is taken to be 1.31 fm (see.ref. [18]). The
calculated spectra of the S-hypernuc!ear production do not depend strongly
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on the value of ro, while the pole structure of the H-atomic wave functions
is very sensitive on the value of ro [24].

3. The In-Flight Spectrum

In this section a description of the in-flight (/C+,JT+) £~-hypernuclear
spectra is made. The calculations are given using the free wave pion (x*)
and kaon (XK) wave functions. Hausniann and his coiiaborators have used
DWIA calculations, where the distorted wave functions for the incoming
kaon and the outgoing pion are generated from a non-local meson-nucleus
optical potential [22]. The comparison between calculations with distorted
waves and with plane waves showed that the distortion effects do not bring
qualitative changes in the shape of the spectra [22]. So, the use of PWIA can
give a satisfactory qualitative representation of the in-flight data (22, 23].

The model for the nucieon interaction is the simplest one. We consider the
nucieon in a p-orbit in the harmonic oscillator model, the harmonic oscillator
parameter 6 = Jhjmiti is taken to be 6 = 1.64 fm for 12C and b = 1.76 fm
for 160 [35].

The nudeon wave function for the p-shell for 6Li and 160 of the early
BNL data s taken by the formula :

- - 1where : A - - 1 + \ /9f

In these formulae, m is the nucieon mass and the constants A and b have
the values .4 = 2.06 and 6 = 1.S67 for 6Li and A = 10.185 and b - 1.817
for I6O, see ref. [36]. This single-particle model for the nucieon momentum
distribution was introduced by Grypeos-Ypsilantis and in some cases it gives
better results than the harmonic oscillator model [36].

Initially, the appropriate potential representing the BNL data for |?C was
searched and subsequently this potential was tested in order to reproduce the
gross features of the CERN data for gO and }?C and to predict & part of
the \Li data. The observed experimental data are normalized to give the
integrated cross section equal to unity :

where [Emi%, Emw\ is the energy range of the available experimental data;
the Mine normalization is applied to the calculated strength functions. With
this normalization, the theoretical predictions are scaled in order to give the
same integrated cross sections as those obtained experimentally. After several
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Fig. 1 . : The calculated spectrum for K.- =
( - 5 - US) MeV and VK = 15 MeV compared with
the in-flight BNL experimental data of ref. [9]. for

Fig. 2. : The calculated spectrum for Vc =
( -5 - i\S)MeV and V«, = 15McV compared with
fhe in-flight BNL experimental data of ref. [9], for
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Fig. 3. : The calculated spectrum for Vc ~
( - 5 - US) MeV and VK - IS, MeV compared with
the in-flight CERN experimental data of ref. [S], for
£ - , *+) and 0 = 0°.

Fig. 4. : The calculated spectrum for Vc =
( - 5 - US)MeV and V,. = 15 MeV compared with
the in-flight CERN experimental data of ref. [6], for
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trial;, !;e >ô  -.':W->' i.he wiL. T/r - (- *• - i\5)Mr.V s J K = 15A/eV gives
almost satisfactory results [37].

In figures 1 and 2, the ( A ' ~ , . T + ) spectra are drawn for j?C at p* =
715MeV7c for the two vatues of the angle 1 = 4°, 12" from the BNL data [9].
The representation of the experimental data is fairly satisfactory. In the BNL
(A'~,7r+) experimental data for \?C, there is a large enhancement in about
2MeV. So, in these spectra, the existence of peaks with narrow widths was
not confirmed. The shape of the spectra between the two different values
of the angle changes slightly. Tiiift, according iu the authors, is due to the
larger momentum transfer J9j.

In figure 3 the (K~, it+) spectrum is drawn for j?C , at pk — 450MeV/c
for the value of the angle B = 0" froni >he CERN data [5]. There is a quite
satisfactory correspondence between the ciala ajid our predictions. In the
(A'"',7r+) experiinental spectrum there is a peak at about 279AfeV in the
MHY — MA scale, about 3MeV above the threshold. This peak is ascribed to
the (P3/2,Pj/2)s-P configuration. This peak is also obvious in the theoretical
spectrum.

So, the BNL data agree with ihe CERN data, even though there is a
large difference in the momentum transfer between them. The BNL data do
not agree win the early at rest data of KEK for i2C [10], wnich showed the
existence c! two narrow peaks, v/Lich, however, did not show up in the next
KEK experiment [12].

hi figure 4 the potential determined !>y the ]?C data is used for the pre-
diction of the (A'-,ff+) CERN-data [6] for j?0 at pk = 450MeV/c at the
angle 0 — 0°. The calculated spectra reproduce the general features of the
experimental data, but the coincidence is not so satisfactory as in the carbon
case. In the (K~,ir+) experimental spectrum, two peaks were observed: the
first peak is observed in about 277 MeV and corresponds to the (P3/2, PJ /JJE-P
configuration, while the second peak is observed in 284 MeV and corresponds
to the (PifijPi/zis-p configuration [6j. This two peak structure is not seen
in our calculations (see also ref. [24]).

In figures 5 and 6 the spectra are drawn for %Li at p* = 713JWeV/c for
the angles 0 ~ 13°, 9° from the early BNL data [7]. In figure 7 the (K~,ir+)
spectrum is drawn for JfO at pk = 713MeV/e for the angle 9 = 3.7" from
the early BNL data [7]. The representation of the experimental data is quite
satisfactory, specially for \L% (fig. 5). It is clear that there are no peaks [38].

In all the previous spectra there were no peaks. The potential we have
used cannot create separate peaks. It was shown by Hausmann et al. [21]
and by Wunsch-Zofka [25-27] that the peaks are created by a potential with
a strong real part and a strong spin-orbit, part. This is obvious in figures 8,
9 and 10, where we see the spectra for \?C for the kinematical conditions of
figure 1 and for the potentials :

Vc = (-17 - ii)MeV, V,o = 10 MeV
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Fig. 6. : The calculated spectrum for Vc -
( - 5 - US) MeV and VK = ISMeV compared with
the in-flight BNL experimental dat* of ref. (7], for
J I t ( f l r -T + )andf l 9»

Fig. 8. : The production strength S(E) for the in-
flight production, wh«n Vc = ( -17 - it) MeV and
VH = lOMeV for $C and 0 = 4". The contributions
from the different E'-itates are also shown.

»•«•.

Fif. 10. : The prodortiort ttrenfth S(B) (or the
in-fiifht production, when V, = ( -20 - it)MtV and
VK = ViMtV for |?C and « - 4*. The contributions
from the different E~-sutes are alac shown.

xe.ee ze.'ei'
E cn.«

Fig- 7. : The calculated spectrum for Vc =
( - 5 - il5)AfeV and Vm = ISitfeV compared with
the in-flifbt BNL experimental dau of ref. [7] for
£ O ( J r j r + ) and 0 = 3.7°.

Fig. 0. : The production strength S(E) for tht in-
flifht production, when Vc = ( -20 - ii)MeV and
Vm = 10 MeV for }?C »nd « = 4». The contributions
from the different E"-itjtes are also shown.

C (KiVI

Fig. 11 . : The production strength S(E) for the in-
flight production, when Vc - ( -25 - HO) MeV and
VM « 5 MeV for i 'C and 8 a 4*.
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Vc = ( -20 - «4) MeV, V*, = 10 MeV
Vc = ( -20 - «6) MeV, V.o = 10 MeV
These three potentials have a large real part and a very weak imaginary

part. It was very difficult to find these cases, because these kinematical
conditions do not favour separate peaks [25, 26]. The investigation of this
spectrum shows that when the real part of the potential is augmented, the
width of the spectrum is also augmented, see figure 11.

The case of }fO of the CERN data is also investigated. The spectrum
which gives the best fitting of the data is shown in figure 12 for the potential:

V. = ( -23 - »2) MeV, V,o = 5MeV
The condition for the existence of peaks is also examined. The peaks

exist for a medium real potential part and a small imaginary part which is
shown in figures 13, 14, and 15 for the potentials :

Vc = ( -12 - t5) MeV, Vn = 5 MeV
Vc = ( -15 - i5)MeV, V.o = 5 MeV
Vc = ( -20 - ib) MeV, V,o = 5 MeV
In the third case the peaks have almost disappeared.

4. The At-Rest Spectrum

In tb'.s section we consider the case of the at-rest (K~,ir+) production
for " C [37]. The description of the at-rest spectrum needs the use of the
distorted waves, as it is explained in ref. [2]. The Kaon wave function XK is
the Kaon-atom wave function corresponding to the atomic quantum numbers
nti-i^K, TnK- In our model, the kaon is assumed to be in the atomic 3d state.
The pion interacts with the hypernucleus with the complex optical potential
jrl of ref. [39] and for the nucleon-nucleus interaction the Bohr-Mottelson
optical potential is used, as in ref. [19].

In figures 16 and 17 we can see the at-rest spectrum together with the
partial waves for the potentials :

Vc = ( -12 - »6) MeV, VK - 35MeV
Vc = (-20 - «5) MeV, Vw = 30 MeV
It is obvious that the entire pion spectrum can be regarded as a dense

accumulation of resonances above the E-threshold. The appearance of the
resonant peaks depends on the sharpness of the resonance in the correspond-
ing particle-hole configuration. The potentials have again strong real parts,
weak imaginary parts and strong spin-orbit parts.

Morimatsu and Yazaki have made a similar investigation using realistic
potentials [18]. They have reached to the same conclusions for the value of
the potential [19]. Hayano, using the same method, made a comparison with
the recent experimental data of KEK which had no peaks [12,13]. He took
many values for the potential and he found that a weak potential with real
part of the order of 5 MeV gives good agreement with these data.
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| Fig. 12. : The calculated spectrum for Vc = (-23 -
i »2) MeV and VK = 5 Me V compared with the in-flight
! CERN experimental data for %0(K~,*+) ind * = C-

Fig. 13. : The production strength S(E) for the
in-flight production, when 14 = (-12 - i5) MeV and
V«, = 5 Jtf eV for ^'0 of CERN. The contributions from
the different E~-states aie also shown.

-23. w -Y«. ea »; ea'' ii.'ee"'
E tn»v)

Fig. 14. : The production strength S(E) for the
in-flight production, when V, = (-15 - »5) MeV and
V,. = 5 MeV for J?0 of CERN. The contributions from
the different £--states are also shown.

Fig. 15. : The production strength S(E) for the
in-flight production, when Vc = ( -20 - iS)MeV and
VM = 5MeVfor JfO of CERN. The contributions from
the different S'stttes ire tlso shown.

10.0"
.250

0.

Fjg. 16. ; Th» productkw ttnagtb S(E) for Ik*
tt-rttt production, when V. = (-12 - it) MeV and
V« = MAfeV for J?C(A'-,»+). The contributions
from th* different t'-ttates are aln thown.

Fig. 17. .- Tne production strtngtb S(E) for t(i«
at-rttt production, when Ve = ( -20 - a) MeV and
VM * 30 MeV for }?C(K-,x+). Th* contributioH
from the different S"-states arc alto shown.
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5. Discussion

Theoretical calculations of the experimental spectra of E-hypernuclei,
where there is a direct comparison between the theoretical and experimental
values have been done by Halderson [29] and by Hausmann et al. [24].

Halderson-Philpott [28] and Halderson [29] gave a very good represen-
tation of nearly all the existing data. They concluded that the in-flight
experiments are better, because they reduce the quasifree background, and
an eventual resonant structure can be seen in this kind of spectra [28, 29].

Hausmann et al. have produced nearly all of the (K~,ir+) data with a
coupled-channel potential with parameters [22-24] :

VE = -5MeV, VEA = l f c = 5MeV
They obtain a satisfactory agreement between the calculated and the ex-

perimental spectrum for jfO [6], while the calculated spectrum for j?C [5]
does not fit the data satisfactorily as in the oxygen case. The theoretical
spectrum for jfO has a broad peak and not two small ones, like the exper-
imental spectrum (see figure 7 of ref. [24]). This is in agreement with our
calculations.

The common point between Hausmann's calculations and ours is the
value of the central E-nucleus potential : VQ = —5MeV. This potential
is weak (sm?:ier than 10 MeV), which is in agreement with the studies of
other authors [25]. The imaginary part of our potential is the same with the
imaginary part of the Batty potential which was calculated by fitting the
S-atomic data [40]. The spin-orbit potential of our potential is about twice
the nucleon spin-orbit potential, according to the calculations of Dover and
Gal [41]. It is obvious that our phenomenological potential, with a weak real
part and medium imaginary and spin-orbit parts is in agreement with the
related literature.

The differences between ™C, jfO and %Li might indicate that the pa-
rameters of the E-nuclear core potential could be dependent on the mass
number of the nuclear core, while in our calculations the potential parame-
ters are assumed to be independent of A. It is known that in nuclear physics
apart from the above mentioned A-dependence (mainly for rather small A),
there is also a state dependence of the potential parameters [42]. The exist-
ing uncertainties on the experimental data do not permit a detailed study of
this possibility in our case. Also, for JfO the pi/, nucleon orbits are assumed
to contribute to the plane wave approximation.

The case oi^Li must be considered very carefully. There are three spectra
for the angles 0 = 13",9°, 3.7" [7]. Our potential can describe satisfactorily
only the first one (for the greatest angle). In small angles there is discrimi-
nation of two peaks which corresponds to the pa/j and a\/t states. It is very
difficult to reproduce these two states (see also ret. [24]).
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6. Comments on the Present Status of Hypernuclear Physics

The S-hypernudear physics is directly related to the other topics of hy-
pernuclear physics [1-3]. The spectroscopy of A hypernuclei was developed
together the spectroscopy of E hypernuclei and by the same groups [21-
29]. Also, some recent hypernuclear models that involve H" hyperons (which
have negative charge like E~ hyperons), were inspired by S-hypernuclei [43].
The methods of production are common for all the hypernuclei [2]. So, it
is considered necessary to end with a brief review of the recent progress of
hypernuclear physics.

6.1 S- Hypernuclei
According to the recent literature [43], there are three types of the pos-

sible existence of E-hypernuclei : the hypernuchar bound state, like ^We,
where the short-range repulsion coexists with the Lane term of the E-nucleus-
potential [15], the Coulomb-assisted hybrid bound stale, like |O8/'6, which is
produced from the cooperation of the strong interaction, the Coulomb inter-
action and the centrifugal potential and the atom-nucleus hybrid resonance
state, like \Bt which combines the Lane term of the E-nucleus-potential with
the Coulomb term and the strong interaction term [43].

6.2 \-Hypernuclei
During the last years new methods of A-hypernuclear production have

enriched the chart of A-hypernuclei [2]. The associated production reaction
(5r+, A'+) applied in BNL was very successful in populating high I states [44-
45]. The electromagnetic production via the (i,K) and (e,e K+) reactions
looks very promising in exciting unnatural parity states [2, 44]. The Dubna
experiments have shown the effectiveness of the hypernuclear production by
relativistic heavy-ion collisions [2]. The p-annihilation which is accompanied
by delayed fission was used in CERN for the measurement of the lifetime of
heavy hypernuclei [2, 45].

6.3 S=-2 Hypernuclei
New experimental techniques have been used for the production of AA

and E hypcrnuclei and the search for the H-dibaryon (six-quark state) [44].
The Emulsion-Counter Hybrid Experiment at KEK [46] investigated the se-
quential weak decay of a double A-hypernucleus, revealed two events of E-
hypcratom and H-hypernucleus and searched for the H-particle. A recent
experiment at KEK with the use of the Scintillating Fiber Track Detector
has also searched for the H-particle [47]. The "E-atomic capture is under con-
sideration at BNL for the II dibaryon searches and the production of AA
hypernuclei [44].

6.4 Strangelcts, Starch for Strange Quark Matter
There are also multi-strange conglomerates called "strangelets" which are

droplets of strange quark matter [44]. They are under investigation in BNL
and they may represent the transient formation of quark-gluon plasma [44].
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